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INTRODUCTION 
The first land claimed and occupied during the early settlement of 
the midwestern states was along the major waterways. This land pro­
vided the essential material for shelter, game for food and a means of 
transportation (Otto, 1966). The continued influx of people gradually 
forced the newcomers to occupy the undesirable prairie lands. They 
broke the sod on the dry areas and began to develop the midwestern 
agricultural heritage. Soon all lands free of drainage problems were 
being utilized and the settlers were faced with the remaining wet. 
lands which required artificial drainage. Many of these lands were 
on the river bottoms and in the recently glaciated regions of the 
country. 
Since most of the early drainage ventures were cooperative in 
nature, it became necessary to appeal to the State Legislatures to pro­
vide drainage laws. The Iowa Legislature passed the Iowa Drainage Law 
in 1904 which provided for cooperative drainage ventures in the form of 
drainage districts. These districts have the power to assess benefited 
land owners for the construction and maintenance of common drainage 
facilities (State of Iowa, 1966a). Hundreds of drainage districts were 
organized in Iowa during the early 1900's. The areas of the districts 
varied from 80 to more than 100,000 acres. 
The County Boards of Supervisors were responsible for the appoint­
ment cf appraiser? or nnmmlssioners whose task was to appraise all land 
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in the drainage district and determine the benefits which accrued to 
each tract of land. They also evaluated the benefits which would ac­
crue to public roads, railroads, municipalities, etc. within the dis­
trict. The construction and maintenance costs were apportioned in 
proportion to the benefits as determined by these men. The courts have 
generally held that the best measure of the benefit is the increased 
value of the property which in general reflects the need of drainage or 
wetness of the land, the amount of drainage or protection furnished, 
increased healthfulness, increased accessibility and the use which is 
being made of the property. This is an admirable but often very diffi­
cult parameter to measure since it represents the increased productivity 
of agricultural lands. There are several past, present and proposed 
methods which attempt to arrive at equitable means for the distribution 
of assessments against the land (Boyd and Hart. 1924; Bengtson et al., 
1969). 
As is often the case in regions where drainage districts are 
prevalent, several districts may share a common main outlet such as a 
river. The Iowa law (State of Iowa, 1962) stated, until recently, that 
if it is necessary to clean out, straighten, deepen, etc. the common 
outlets in order to expeditiously carry off the combined waters of the 
districts, each district shall be assessed for the cost of such work 
in proportion to the benefits derived. The principle of assessment in 
proportion to benefits for this situation may sound simple but again 
the determination of the magnitude of derived benefits causes much con­
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cern. The courts of Iowa are involved in litigation related to the 
equitable assessments of benefits among drainage districts. These 
cases, often of long duration, frequently do not arrive at an answer 
to the problem. A case in point, as presented by Dague _et al. (1968), 
concerns a law suit involving several drainage districts in the Boyer 
River basis of Western Iowa. The law (State of Iowa, 1966b) currently 
states that benefits can be assessed only to contiguous districts of 
the district where the beneficial action occurs. This is an attempt 
to reduce the problem of benefit assessment as presented by Dague et al. 
(1968) by ignoring some potential benefactors. 
The basic problem of equitable benefit assessments is the lack of 
knowledge concerning the "actual benefits" derived from a given drainage 
system for a given drainage situation. If it is assumed that crop re­
sponse is an adequate measure of "actual benefits" for agricultural water­
sheds, information dealing with the crop response to various degrees of 
drainage for various soils and climatic conditions are required before 
effective contributions to the problem of evaluating benefits derived 
from drainage facilities can be made. 
The general problem of understanding the crop response to drain­
age facilities and climatic factors can be separated into two not neces­
sarily independent parts. One part of the problem is a basic understand­
ing of. crop response to soil environment, soil moisture, for example, and 
atmospheric conditions. The second part is an understanding of the 
relationships among soil environment factors, climatic variables and 
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soil drainage. 
One of the major soil environmental factors in drainage watersheds 
(requires or contains artificial drainage systems for crop production) is 
the soil moisture status within the crop root zone. The primary reason 
for artificial drainage is to accelerate the removal of excess water 
from the soil surface (surface drainage) and the crop root zone (sub­
surface drainage). 
The removal of excess water from agricultural land by artificial 
means has concerned some people. The cause and effect relationship be­
tween flood flows and agricultural drainage is not well defined and 
understood. Heins (1965) and an article in Engineering News-Record 
(Dam is a three-time loser, 1969), are two published examples in which 
agricultural drainage is suspected of causing increased flood flows. 
Linsley and Franzini (1964) contend a full reservoir may accelerate flood 
flows which could also be true of surface depressions in drainage water­
sheds. Another point is that drained soils and surface depressions 
provide considerable storage capacity and thus could intercept much of 
the potential runoff and release it at a slow rate. Woodward and Nagler 
(1929) examined the discharge records of the Des Moines and Iowa Rivers 
in the State of Iowa. A large portion of the River basins were covered 
with artificial drains after the establishment of stream gaging stations. 
The drainage systems consisted of tile drains, open ditches and stream 
channel straightening. Their conclusion was there had been no significant 
change in the flood behavior of the Rivers that could be attriouted to 
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drainage. Schlick (1939) studied rainfall and discharge records for 
several northern Iowa drainage districts from 1920 to 1932. One of 
the original objectives of the study was to determine the changes 
which the construction of farm-lateral subsurface drainage systems pro­
duced in the discharge characteristics of the districts. The installa­
tion of subsurface drainage systems did not progress sufficiently to 
permit conclusions concerning its effect on discharges. Hollander 
(1968) discussed the role of subsurface drainage in the management of 
cornbelt agricultural lands. He indicated that during periods of ex­
cessive rainfall the surface depressions, characteristic of north cen­
tral Iowa topography, hold large volumes of runoff. The underground tile 
lines which serve as outlets for these depressions release water at a 
controlled rate and thus the depressions serve an important secondary 
function of flood detention. 
Haan and Johnson (1958a) used a hydraulic mathematical watershed 
model to study the effect of depression drainage on peak flood flows 
from drainage watersheds. They found that for long duration, low in­
tensity (1/8 in/hr) watershed inputs (storms) the peak flow increased 
with increased depression drainage. They also found that for high in­
tensity (1% in/hr) large volume (4.5 inches) inputs, the peak flews 
were unchanged by drainage. Such results lead one to conclude there is 
not a simple answer to the question of how agricultural drainage affects 
flood flows and in turn affects downstream property owners. 
The complexity of understanding the water movement through ana rrom 
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drainage type watersheds requires development of mathematical models 
which utilize electronic digital computers. The model should be able 
to simulate the movement of excess water through and from a drainage 
watershed and the soil moisture status of the crop root zone. Once 
such a model is developed and the crop response, soil moisture, and 
climatic variable relationships and interactions are understood, the 
basic problem of drainage economics can be investigated for drainage 
districts (watersheds) and individual farms. 
The primary objective of this study is to develop a drainage water­
shed mathematical model which can begin to answer some of the questions 
concerning the movement of excess water through and from drainage 
watersheds. 
\ 
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OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 
1. To develop a mathematical watershed model which will reflect 
the effect of drainage facilities on watershed hydrographs, 
2. To simulate several major discharge hydrographs for the 
East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed, 
and 
3. To evaluate the effect of various hydrologie and hydraulic 
components on watershed discharge. 
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REVIEW OF MATHEMATICAL WATERSHED MODELS 
The effort directed toward the development of comprehensive hydro-
logic simulation models during the past 10 years is very significant. 
The evolution of the basin concept in natural resources planning has 
been a prime factor for this emphasis. The advent of weather modifi­
cation, for example, requires prior knowledge concerning the watershed 
reaction to the alteration of its hydrologie cycle. 
People in all parts of the world are working on different kinds of 
models which are designed to simulate and be used in various hydrologie 
investigations. Three general classifications of watershed models are 
physical, analogue and mathematical models. Much recent effort has been 
directed toward the development of mathematical models which are readily 
adaptable to the electronic digital computers. The mathematical water­
shed model classification can be subdivided into stochastic and deter­
ministic models. The stochastic approach considers hydrologie uncertain­
ty through input parameter distribution relationships. The deterministic 
approach uses specific functional relationships. This literature review 
is primarily concerned with the past developments of some deterministic 
mathematical watershed models. 
Stanford Watershed Model 
One of the first successful comprehensive mathematical models to 
be developed was the Stanford Watershed Model IV by Crawford and Linsley 
(1966). The model uses precipitation and potential evapo-transpiration 
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as inputs, and outputs actual évapotranspiration, stream flow and soil 
moisture levels. One significant item of interest is that the model 
uses actual precipitation as an input rather than estimated excess water 
as is done in several of the models which will be discussed later. The 
model attempts to simulate the land phase of the hydrologie process 
which consists of precipitation, interception, évapotranspiration, 
surface runoff, interflow, ground water flow and changes in soil moisture 
content. Model calculations begin from known or assumed moisture condi­
tions and yield continuous simulation of the hydrologie cycle. Figure 1 
is a general schematic diagram of the watershed model components. 
The model contains four parameters for which no estimates or esti­
mating procedures have been derived. They are two soil storage param­
eters J a net infiltration parameter and an interflow parameter. These 
parameters are estimated on a basis which provides for the closest cor­
relation between observed and predicted results. Therefore several years 
of observed data are required to calibrate the model for a given region 
or watershed. 
Interception is governed by watershed cover and volume in intercep­
tion storage. The initial precipitation enters interception storage un­
til a preassigned volume is filled. Interception continues during a storm 
due to evaporation losses which are assumed to occur at a corresponding 
potential évapotranspiration rate. 
The complex infiltration process is simulated in the form of a 
linear cumulative frequency distribution of infiltration capacity wnicn 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Stanford Watershed Model 
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represents a variable infiltration function over a watershed. It is 
also assumed that interflow is directly proportional to the infiltra­
tion capacity. The model uses a two layer approach composed of an 
upper and lower zone to monitor the moisture status of the watershed 
soils. The upper and lower zone storages control overland flow, in­
filtration, interflow and inflow to the ground water storage. The 
upper zone simulates the initial watershed response to rainfall and 
is of major importance for smaller storms and for the first few hours 
of larger storms. The lower zone controls watershed response to major 
storms by controlling long term infiltration rates. The parameters 
which control the infiltration capacity and interflow distributions 
at a given time are functions of the lower zone moisture storage and 
three soil parameters which roughly control the overall level of the 
infiltration process. The three soil parameters pertain to a nominal 
lower zone storage level, overall level of net infiltration and the 
level of interflow relative to overland flow. 
Depression storage and storage in highly permeable surface soils 
are modeled by the upper zone. The upper zone inflow rates are inde­
pendent of rainfall intensity but the upper zone storage is low. 
Moisture is removed from the upper zone by evaporation and percolation 
to the lower zone and groundwater storage. Evapotranspiration occurs 
from the upper zone storage at the potential rate. 
The overland flow is simulated by means of a continuity equation 
in nf +-V\o am/Min+' oiirf a A /I o ^ o n-h n rir» a ^V»o f 1 rw.T "Tn^rv 
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a stream channel. The basic discharge relationship is a function of an 
average volume of surface detention for a time interval, the equilibrium 
volume of surface detention for a given supply rate, the slope length 
and ro'jghneis coefficient of a characteristic flow plane. 
The percentage of infiltration that enters the groundwater storage 
is a function of the lower zone storage and a characteristic Icwer 
zone storage level. The discharge from the underground aquifer is 
proportional to the product of the cross-sectional area and the energy-
gradient of the flow. A representative cross-sectional'area of flow 
is assumed proportional to the groundwater storage level in the model 
while the energy gradient is estimated as a base gradient plus a vari­
able gradient that depends on groundwater accretion. 
A simple empirical method is used to transfer the channel inflew 
in the form of overland flow, interflow and groundwater from its point 
of entry to the watershed outlet. A channel time-delay histogram is 
derived for each watershed which is used to translate the channel water 
to a hypothetical reservoir at the watershed outlet. The runoff is 
routed through the reservoir to obtain the proper attenuation of the 
flood wave. 
The program simulates évapotranspiration or the drying phase of 
a watershed by satisfying the potential from interception storage and 
upper zone first and then frem the lower zone storage. A linear cumu­
lative frequency distribution of évapotranspiration opportunity is de­
rived which in turn simulates the variable évapotranspiration couJitiuua 
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in a watershed. Evaporation from free water surfaces and ground­
water storage is also simulated. 
Other Watershed Models 
Huggins and Monke (1968) also presented an approach to mathe­
matically modeling the hydrologie cycle in watersheds which includes 
the infiltration process. The model simulated individual storms and 
did not yield a continuous type of output. 
Their basic approach was to subdivide a given watershed into 
several relatively homogeneous units called elements and perform a 
water balance for each element. The surface water from the upper ele­
ments was routed down the watershed over other elements by using the 
continuity equation. .Manning's equation was used as the basis for 
surface water movement along with an assumption that, the rate of sur­
face discharge from an element was proportional to the average depth in 
the element. 
They assumed that evaporation during an intense storm could be ne­
glected and interception storage could be computed as the percentage 
of horizontal projected leaf surface area times the rainfall rate. 
They employed an infiltration equation developed by Holtan (1961) 
where the instantaneous infiltration rate of the watershed soil is a 
function of the amount of infiltrated water and not time. Sprinkling 
infiltrometer tests were conducted on the predominant soils in the 
study CO ûetttiiiilûô Lha required infiltration parametersr amnnnt of 
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interflow in the watersheds under investigation was assumed to be 
negligible. 
They found for the highly permeable watershed soils under investi­
gation that the infiltration capacity relationship represented the most 
critical hydrologie component of the model. The hydraulic roughness 
and the surface retention volume both appreciably influenced the pre­
dicted runoff hydrographs. The hydrographs were generally more sensi­
tive to roughness coefficient than to surface retention volume. 
Onstad and Brakensiek (1968) presented a watershed simulation 
technique very similar to that of Huggins and Monke (1968). They-sub­
divided their watershed into basic incremental units which acted as 
homogeneous units. The technique did not include an infiltration routine 
but rather used precipitation excess as input to the watershed. Excess 
water was routed via kinematic flow equations down the watershed, 
across the. incremental units and discharged into a channel. The channel 
inputs were then routed dcwn to the watershed outlet. They also pre­
sented a two parameter optimization technique to be used in the deter­
mination of the best channel and overland flow roughness coefficients 
for simulated and measured hydrograph correlation. 
Machmeier and Larson (1967) developed a mathematical simulation 
model which used rainfall excess as input and channel discharge as output. 
They developed a 21.35 square mile hypothetical model which was repre­
sentative of southeastern Minnesota. The model watershed was composed 
of 0.05 cquars mile unit MatArshods and successively larger sub-
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watersheds. Unsteady flow was routed through the channel system by 
means of the partial differential equations of momentum and continuity 
in finite difference form. They found that the duration and rate of 
runoff supply affects the peak watershed discharge in a non-linear 
manner which is an explicit assumption used with the application of unit 
hydrograph analysis. Also all time parameters demonstrated a non­
linear response to the supply rate. 
Laurenson (1964) developed a mathematical model which used rain­
fall excess as input and surface runoff hydrographs as outputs. His 
approach was to divide a watershed into sub-areas by using isochrones 
of storage delay time. Rainfall excess was routed in series through 
each of the sub-areas by means of a non-linear routing relationship 
which was derived from an empirical" relationship between watershed 
lag time and discharge. A Muskingum type of routing equation in which 
the storage in a region is a weighted average of the inflow and outflow 
discharges was used. 
Sittner et al. (1968) developed a model to be us 3d for the con­
tinuous forecasting of river flows which utilized precipitation as the 
only input. The model consists of four basic parts: (a) A rainfall-
runoff relationship which uses a retention index (similar to API only cal­
culated using a 0.4 recession factor rather than the usual 0.9). This 
appears to be more applicable for the simulation procedure which divides 
the precipitation events into time increments rather than considering 
the runoff-rainfall relationship for a complete storm as is done for 
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the API concept application. A coaxial approach is used to obtain 
the surface runoff from precipitation; (b) A method of computing the 
groundwater flow hydrograph as a function of the direct runoff hydro-
graph; (c) A relationship for computing groundwater recession when the 
surface flow is zero; and (d) A unit hydrograph which is synthesized 
to best fit past river flood flow hydrographs. 
Moore (1968) presented a simplified empirical method of daily dis­
charge synthesis. The method, which is very similar in many respects 
to the Sittner et al. (1968) approach, requires four distinct operations; 
(a) Determination of the mean depth of daily precipitation over the 
drainage basin; (b) Determination of the precipitation excess; (c) 
Determination of the time distribution of each increment of storm run­
off (useâ the unit hydrograph approach); and (d) Determination of the 
amount of base flow that should be added to the direct runoff to give 
the total discharge. The model has produced good results for several 
different watersheds included in the study. 
Betson et al. (1969) presented an analytic model similar in con­
cept to the coaxial method originally developed by the U.S. Weather 
Bureau (Kohler and Lins ley, 1951). The model requires the estimation 
of five coefficients derived from API, week number, precipitation and 
discharge volume data for given watersheds. In essence they fitted 
curves to raw data by efficient computer techniques as is normally re­
quired for the original coaxial method. The model was primarily de­
veloped as a means of developing individualized relations for relatively 
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small watersheds in contrast to the regional approach for the original 
Weather Bureau method. The model compared favorably with the results 
of the coaxial method. The derived model coefficients appeared to be 
consistent yet sensitive to watershed characteristics. 
Kohler (1964) presented investigations of the U.S. Weather Bureau 
aimed at the development of a model to improve river stage and discharge 
forecasts. The basic approach was to perform a water balance to moni­
tor moisture deficiencies for each meteorological station in a basin 
as an attempt to account for watershed aerial variability of hydro-
logic parameters, especially rainfall. The sub-area of a watershed 
pertaining to each meterological station is represented by several 
storage units with fixed capacities such as 0, 2 and 10 inches. The 
water stored in these units represents the absorption of a watershed 
that does not contribute to runoff. The regions of watershed sub-areas 
associated with each of the storage units are unique for each sub-
area and must be determined from observed rainfall and runoff data. 
The approach is basically a multi-capacity accounting technique rather 
than the two-level approach used in the Stanford Model. The water stored 
in each unit is depleted at the potential evaporation rate with no pro­
vision for the effects of drainage to lower levels. 
Bell (1966) presented an approach based on the application of re­
tention rather than infiltration theory. Retention theory corresponds 
with infiltration theory if the watershed is homogeneous and intercep­
tion, depression storage and baseflow are all insignificant and is. 
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therefore, more inclusive than infiltration theory. Figure 2 illus­
trates the basic concept of retention theory as used in watershed simu­
lation. Retention storage ("defined as the volume of water in a water­
shed that is unlikely to become runoff") and runoff storage are mutually 
exclusive which means all rainfall initially enters retention or runoff 
storage. The application of the method requires the establishment of 
eight separate functions directly or indirectly from rainfall and runoff 
data. 
Foster, Huggins and Meyer (1968) presented results of overland 
flow simulation based on kinematic flow theory for short field plots 
or in other words very small watersheds. They concluded that such a 
model can be used to describe overland flow on most short agricultural 
slopes, a constant surface roughness coefficient can yield good results,, 
a surface roughness coefficient cannot be selected from a qualitative 
soil surface description and the effect of partial soil surface in­
undation on infiltration should be considered during recession. 
Wooding (1965a, 1965b, 1965c) presented a mathematical approach 
to simulation of a watershed outflow hydrograph based on kinematic 
wave theory. He presented analytical solutions for flow over a plane 
V-shaped watershed under a constant uniformly-distributed rainfall of 
finite duration and for the stream outflow resulting from the watershed 
discharge. He basically used a two-component (watershed and channel) 
model approach to the problem. He discussed model solutions for steady 
rainfall of finite duration and then appliea the moaei to three uaLutôl 
watersheds. He concluded that the theoretical model could be improved 
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Figure 2, Schematic diagram of retention theory application 
to watershed simulation 
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if a better geometrical description of the stream network could be found. 
Haan and Johnson (1968b) developed a mathematical watershed model 
for drainage type watersheds located in the recently glaciated 
north central region of Iowa. Excess rainfall was used as input to 
the model which outputed watershed hydrographs. This model will be 
discussed in detail in the following section since it is used as a 
starting point for new work presented in this dissertation. 
Iowa State University Hydraulic Watershed Model 
Review 
Haan (1967) developed a digital computer model for the simulation 
of excess water movement through and from a watershed which was charac­
terized by surface depressional storage and drainage systems. Such 
watersheds can be found in the recently glaciated regions of Iowa, 
Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, South Dakota and North Dakota. 
The basic conceptual approach was similar to the one used by 
Machmeier and Larson (1967) in which the watershed was divided into 
subwatersheds or elemental watersheds as shown in Figure 3. The basic 
premise of this technique is that each elemental watershed can be 
handled separately with the combined channel routed outflow yielding 
the watershed outflow hydrograph. 
A basic assumption used in the development of the model was that 
the elemciiLal watcrshcdc could be reproaentAd by a series of depres­
sions (potholes) as shown in Figure 4. The model did not include the 
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utilization of branched flow systems which occur in field situations. 
Excess water was routed down the elemental watershed to the outlet by 
means of the basic continuity equation: 
I(t) - 0(t) = (1) 
where 
I(t) is inflow to a depression 
0(t) is outflow from a depression 
S(t) is storage in a depression, and 
t is time. 
The excess water was routed between successive depressions through 
a surface inlet in the bottom of the depression and through an overland 
channel once the water elevation in the depression reached the overflow 
elevation as is shown in Figure 5. The continuity relationship was 
applied in sequence to each depression within the elemental watershed 
beginning with the upper depression and ending at the drainage ditch. 
Equation 1 was utilized in a more convenient form as represented 
by Equation 2. 
II +12 01 + 02 Volume 2 - Volume 1 
Ù Time 
(2)  
This is commonly done where it is assumed that the average of the flows 
at the beginning and end of a short time period, A Time (routing in­
terval), equals the average flow during the interval. The only unknowns 
fcr z giver, routing interval are 02 and Volume ' vhi.ch arc fnnrtinns 
DEPRESSION 1 
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Figure 5. Cross section of typical elemental watershed 
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of water depth in the depression at the end of the routing interval 
and both can be explicitly expressed as functions of water depth. 
The relationship with one unknown was solved by an iterative process. 
The discharge or outflow from the elemental watersheds was routed 
down the drainage ditch by use of a procedure presented by Brakensiek 
(1967) called kinematic flood routing. This method is a simplified rout­
ing procedure which does not include terms used in the more complete 
stream routing procedures but solves the continuity equation 
and a rating function 
Q = Q(A) W 
where 
Q is flow rate 
A is flow area 
q is lateral inflow (+) or outflow (-) 
X is distance, and 
t is time. 
Equations 3 and 4 were solved for the downstream flow area of a given 
stream reach at the end of the routing interval by using finite differ­
ence techniques. This process was repeated down the ditch to the gaging 
station or watershed outlet. 
Two models were developed for the simulation of water movement 
trom orainage waLersn^us. ixiouci. j. coii£>i.u&i.'cû une oT Lhc. wcZcr 
level in the drainage ditch on tile discharge when the tile outlets 
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from the elemental watersheds were submerged, while Model II assumed 
that tile outlet submergence had a negligible effect on the discharge 
hydrograph. Haan found that the Models I and II hydrographs were al­
most identical for large storms in which a large percentage of the 
water flow was channel (overland) flow. Therefore most of his pre­
liminary work was done using the more flexible and time saving Model II. 
The Models used drained and undrained elemental watersheds or a 
combination of them in simulation runs. The drained elemental water­
shed had surface inlets in all depression bottoms while the undrained 
had none. 
The Models did not contain an overland flow routine which routed 
excess water from the point of origin to the depressional area. It was 
assumed the time of travel from the point of incidence was negligible 
and therefore all runoff was considered to appear instantaneously at 
the depression. 
The Models used excess rainfall as a source of input rather than 
actual precipitation. The program did not include a routine for the 
conversion of precipitation into excess rainfall. The Models provided 
for the removal of drainage water through the surface inlets only and 
hence did not simulate the removal of excess water which migrates to 
the water table as is found in field situations. 
Haan (1967) also wrote a program which generated the elemental 
watersheds to be used in his Models. A study of the physical character­
istics of north-central Iowa by Haan and Johnson (1967) was used as 
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basis for generating the watersheds for the investigations. He de­
veloped a relationship for the distribution of the sizes of depressions, 
a volume-surface area relationship, a depression contributing area-
surface area relationship and a depth-volume relationship which were 
used for the generation program. Watershed generation variables included 
the average land slope, initial depth of water in a depression, depth 
of drainage ditch, drainage coefficient, tile slope, and the three 
parameters of the Weibull probability density function which was used 
to describe the depression size distribution. 
Critical analysis 
Haan (1967) listed three requirements for a mathematical model. 
A major requirement was to provide insight into the hydraulic and hy­
drologie behavior of a watershed; the model components should be 
readily identified with the physical processes such as channel flow. 
A second requirement was that the model be capable of representing 
physical changes in the watershed. A third requirement was that the 
model should be versatile; it should simulate various basins and storm 
patterns. 
Huggins and Monke (1967) outlined four basic criteria to judge 
the suitability of a watershed model for use with simulation design 
techniques. The first and most important was that the model should 
be able to accurately predict the runoff hydrograph resulting from a 
vari<>ty nf storms and antecedent conditions. A second was that it 
should be general or flexible in nature to model a large variety of 
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watershed conditions. The third was the ability of the model to pre­
dict future runoff conditions without dependence upon a past record 
and the fourth important feature was an ability to generate a con­
tinuous synthetic hydrologie record from continuous input data. 
In general the proposed model requirements tend to specify the 
same conditions. Haan emphasized the ability to identify each import­
ant physical component of the field situation in the model which must 
be implied from Huggins' and Monke's second requirement- Huggins and 
Monke also emphasized the ability to continuously generate data. 
The Model developed by Haan only partially satisfies his sug­
gested requirements for a model. The primary discrepancy is that the 
Model simulates the hydraulic aspects of a drainage watershed but 
does not represent the hydrologie aspects of a watershed because it 
uses excess rainfall as input rather than precipitation. His Model is 
able to reflect physical changes in the watershed such as the degree 
of drainage, size of tile, etc. which tends to be hydraulic in nature. 
The Model is adaptable to different basin sizes and excess rainfall 
patterns; hew ever, more development is required for application to small 
basins as will be discussed later. 
The basic assumption of the existing Model is that each elemental 
watershed can be represented by a series of non-linear reservoirs 
(reservoir outflow not proportional to reservoir storage) and that the 
discharge from these elemental watersheds can be introduced along a 
main channel and routed down the channel to produce a discharge hydro-
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graph. Several investigators in recent years have tried to approximate 
the outflow hydrographs from watersheds by routing the water through 
sequences of linear and non-linear reservoirs. Hoitan and Overton 
(1964) found that routing through two equal linear reservoirs gave the 
most consistent, reliable estimates of peak flows, timing and general 
hydrograph shape. Increasing the number of routings delayed the hy-
drograph peak but the smaller fractions of storage provided less at­
tenuation. Laurenson (1964) proposed a mathematical model for water­
sheds in which the surface flow was routed through a series of reservoirs 
which were representative of the watershed characteristics. Dooge (1959) 
derived the general equation for the instantaneous unit hydrograph 
based on sequences of linear reservoirs and channels. Nash (1957) pro­
posed the simulation of an instantaneous unit hydrograph by routing the • 
excess water through a series of identical linear reservoirs. Chow 
(1964) also discusses efforts by some of his graduate students in which 
they considered the nonlinearity of runoff distribution. The proposed 
models were to consider (a) a linear channel and two linear reservoirs 
in series, (b) two series of reservoirs in parallel with identical 
reservoirs in each series and (c) linear reservoirs in series and/or in 
parallel. 
The work of these people indicate that the runoff distribution 
from a watershed can be closely approximated by using the basic tech­
nique of routing rainfall excess through reservoirs and channels. 
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Hollander (1968) presented a surface profile used for the design 
of a relief drainage system in Palo Alto County, Iowa which is shown 
in Figure 6. The presence of depressions along the profile is evident 
from Figure 6. The profile also includes road grades which act as 
detention structures for overland water movement through a watershed. 
For most cases main tile lines tend to follow natural watershed water­
ways because such routes minimize construction costs and provide for 
maximum drainage. It also appears from Figures 7 and 8 that the as­
sumption of flow through a series of reservoirs may be reasonable. 
Figure 7 shows the distribution of surface water near Latimer, Icwa, 
following a June, 1967, rainstorm. The depressions appear to be con­
nected in sort of a series fashion. Figure 8 shows some of the 1957 
crop damaged in the East Fork of Hardin Creek Watershed. This again 
indicates the depressions are connected after they are full of water. 
It seems that the mathematical Model proposed by Haan should be ex­
pected to reasonably simulate the surface flow of water from a water­
shed characterized by surface depressions or natural reservoirs. 
The main Model feature was the simulation of excess water movement from 
and through a watershed, but it did not include the hydrologie process 
of rainfall to excess water conversion. The inclusion of an infiltra­
tion to excess water routine, which uses precipitation as input data 
and outputs excess water, and the status of the soil moisture regime, 
is mandatory if the Model is to be used as a tool to gain insight into 
the hyf^roloffi.c behavior of a watershed. 
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Figure 7. Collection of excess water in surface depressions near 
Latimer, Iowa 
Figure 8. Flood crop damage pattern near Jefferson, Iowa 
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The Model does not include an overland flow routine to 
route the excess surface water from the point of origin to the surface 
depression. This should be relatively unimportant for larger type 
watersheds with many depressions because of the nature of the excess 
surface water routing routine. By the time the water is routed through 
several depressions, the effect of an overland routine should be 
negligible due to the attenuation effect of the depressions. However, 
for the case where the outflow hydrograph is desired from one or two 
depressions in series, the omission of an overland flow routing routine 
should be critical. The U.S. Forest Service (Bay, 1966) is monitoring 
several individual bog areas in northern Minnesota. The development 
of a mathematical model for these areas should include an overland 
flow routine. Interflow simulation could also be very important. 
The Model does not include a provision for the simulation of sub­
surface drainage systems which are commonly found in the north-central 
region of Iowa. An inspection of some 1939 aerial photographs of the 
East Fork of Hardin Creek Watershed showed a significant portion of 
the watershed to be systematically drained at regular lateral intervals. 
To be a useful tool for thorough study of drainage watersheds, the Model 
should simulate the subsurface drainage of a watershed. 
The Model includes a simplified channel routing procedure based 
on the one dimensional conservation of mass equation. The error induced 
by the use of the simplified procedure should be relatively small for 
with the channel inputs. The inclusion of a more sophisticated routing 
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procedure does not appear to be warranted at this stage of model de­
velopment. 
In summary: 
a) the concept of routing excess water through a series of 
non-linear reservoirs appears to be reasonable, 
b) the Model should use rainfall as input and generate sub­
sequent excess water for routing, 
c) the Model should represent lateral subsurface drainage 
systems, and 
d) the use of an abbreviated ditch routing routine is reasonable 
for relatively short ditches. 
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HYDROLOGIC WATERSHED MODEL 
Presentation 
The development of a mathematical hydrologie watershed model is 
presented in this section. The development derives depressional area 
and tile main excess water from hydrologie relationships as inputs to 
Haan's hydraulic watershed model. A schematic of the conceptual model 
which uses precipitation as input is shown in Figure 9. 
The following discussion deals with the proposed conceptual land 
phase of the hydrologie cycle for a depressional area in an elemental 
watershed on an individual storm basis. 
Precipitation is the initiating factor of the conceptual hydro-
logic cycle. Rainfall, which can be applied at the discretion of the 
researcher, is the only form of precipitation to be considered. Time 
and accumulated rainfall data sets are used as inputs into the Model. 
There are no limitations on the amount or rate of rainfall application. 
Huff (1967, 1968) presented characteristic factors which describe heavy 
storm rainfalls in Illinois. The results of his work are applicable 
for the construction of area precipitation depth - time models for 
hydrologie application in the midwest. Rainfall accumulation - time 
relationships can be developed for a given watershed. Recording rain-
gages are other sources for this type of information. 
Interception storage is not included in the Model since it is not 
a primary hydrologie cycle factor in predominately row crop country, 
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Figure 9. Conceptual watershed model 
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especially for flood producing storms. The amount is usually less than 
0.1 inch. Stoltenberg and Wilson (1950) estimated the total intercep­
tion capacity of a corn field with 15,000 plants per acre to be 0.025 
inches of rain. Interception storage could be included in the Model 
by subtracting the storage from the initial portion of a rain storm until 
the storage is satisfied. The interception storage could be simulated 
on the basis of plant foliage horizontal projected area as was done by 
Huggins and Monke (1958). 
Precipitation which reaches the soil surface can be stored on the 
surface and subsequently infiltrated, evaporated or allowed to leave as 
surface runoff. The infiltration process for a given soil is very com­
plex and difficult to describe for a field situation. The process is a 
function of many factors. Some of the more prominent ones are soil 
cover (Schwab et al., 1966) a subsurface controlling region as found t 
by Nielsen et al. (1964), the initial soil moisture content and surface 
soil layer (i.e. crusting soils) as demonstrated by Edwards (1967). 
Palmer (1962) and Melvin (1967) at Iowa State University applied 
Morton's (1940) initial concept of the infiltration process to the pre­
diction of volumes and rates of surface runoff from small agricultural 
watersheds in western Iowa. Horton suggested the following soil in­
filtration relationship: 
f = Ec + (5) 
wherft 
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k is a constant 
e is base of natural logarithms 
is initial infiltration capacity 
f^ is final or steady-state infiltration capacity, and 
f is infiltration capacity at a particular time, t. 
The use of this relationship presents a problem when the precipi­
tation rate does not exceed the infiltration rate. Palmer (1962) used 
a time condensation method which proposed to be a solution to this prob­
lem during periods of low or no rainfall. 
Philip (1964) presented an infiltration relationship, Equation 6, 
which is a function of time. The use of this relationship also pre­
sents problems when infiltration capacity is greater than the rainfall 
rate. 
i = St'^ + At (6) 
where 
i is the cumulative infiltration 
S and A are constants, and 
t is time. 
The constants S ("sorptivity") and A have a physical meaning related 
to the diffusion analysis of infiltration. 
Hoitan (1961) and Overton (1964) proposed an infiltration capacity 
relationship, Equation 7, with soil moisture content as the independent 
variable rather than time as in Horton's equation. 
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E = fg + A(S-F) P (7) 
where 
A and P are coefficients 
S is total storage potential of a soil above an impeding strata 
and 
F is total volume of water infiltrated. 
Hoitan et al. (1967b) presented descriptive infiltration parameters of 
some soils listed in the SCS National Engineering Handbook as required 
for application of the method. They assumed a maximum control depth 
or depth to an impeding strata of 24- inches which implies the energy 
gradient approaches unity at about 24 inches for a soil without a dis­
tinct restricting layer. 
Huggins and Monke (1968) modified Equation 7 to be dimensionally 
consistent in the form: 
The coefficient, A, has the same units as f^ and represents the maximum 
potential increase of the infiltration capacity above the limiting or 
steady state value. The dimensionless coefficient, P, is related to 
the rate of decrease in the infiltration capacity with increasing soil 
moisture content. Huggins and Monke (1968) used this form of the in­
filtration equation in their mathematical watershed model. They evalu­
ated the soil parameters for a Sidell silt loam from sprinkling infil-
trometer data. 
f = fc + A 
(S-F)P 
(Tp) ( 8 )  
where 
T is the total porosity of the soil above the impending layer 
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The infiltration approach as proposed by Hoitan (1961) and modi­
fied by Huggins and Monke (1968) is used in the Model. The infiltra­
tion routine, SUBROUTINE INFILT (Appendix D) uses precipitation, DELTP, 
as input and outputs infiltration, DELTF, and overland flow excess 
water, DELTQ, as shown in Figure 10. Water is stored on the soil sur­
face and either infiltrates or moves overland after the maximum soil 
surface storage, DPSTOR, is exceeded. The routine uses the steady 
state infiltration rate, FCINFL, for soil moisture depletion from the 
drainable porosity storage, GRAVPR, of the control layer and an évapo­
transpiration rate, EVAPTR, from all moisture stored in the control 
layer, TOTSTR, as a means for infiltration recovery during periods of 
no rainfall. The primary advantages of this approach are that it does 
not require large amounts of computer time and it has a provision for 
infiltration recovery. 
The overland movement of excess water to channels or storm drain­
age inlets shall now be considered. Brakensiek and Onstad (1968) pre­
sented a relatively simple method whereby a contributing area is one 
dimensionalized and the kinematic one dimensional flow equations are 
used to route excess water to the watershed outlet. Holtan's infiltra­
tion method can be readily adapted to this procedure. 
Huggins and Monke (1968) routed overland flow across several ele­
ments to the watershed outlet in their mathematical watershed model. 
The rate of discharge in a given element was proportional to the average 
depth of flow in the element. Manning's equation was used to derive 
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the constant of proportionality. The Stanford model as presented by 
Crawford and Linsley (1966) used a length, slope and estimated roughness 
of an overland flow plane as inputs along with rainfall excess. The 
model solved the continuity equation for storage on an overland flow 
plane and discharge from the plane into a channel. The rate of dis­
charge from the flow plane, based on Manning's equation, was propor­
tional to the detention storage on the flew plane. Several other in­
vestigators such as Woolhiser and Liggett (1967) have reported on rigor­
ous methods which can predict the rate of flow from given flow planes, 
but these require considerable amounts of computer time if they are to 
be applied in a mathematical model. The application of these rigorous 
methods to relatively complicated surface flows found in the field 
is questionable. 
The Model does not contain provisions for routing excess surface 
water from the point of origin to the depressional area. This should 
not be a serious deficiency for larger watersheds, such as for the East 
Fork Hardin Creek Watershed (24 square mile drainage area), where the 
time required for the water to move from the source to the depressional 
area is much less than for the water to move from the depressional 
area to the watershed outlet. The attenuation of surface inflow hydro-
graphs through the depression would be very great. The study of flow 
from individual depressions would require an overland flow routing 
routine. A simple method which appears to be applicable is the one 
dimensional watersnea approach presentea by Brakensiek and Onstad (1968). 
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Infiltrated rainfall is a major source of root zone moisture. The 
movement and storage of infiltrated water within the soil profile with 
time should be considered in the Model. Several investigators have 
studied the distribution of soil moisture throughout a soil profile 
over time. Ligon et (1965), Vaigneur and Johnson (1966) and Wiser 
and van Schilfgaarde (1964) considered the movement and storage of 
water in the soil profile to determine excess water in water balance 
studies. A basic assumption for their studies was that downward water 
movement would not occur until all the upper soil was at field capacity 
and then all moisture above field capacity would bring successive Icwer 
regions of the soil profile up to the field capacity. Once the soil 
profile was at field capacity all the infiltrating water was immediately 
converted to excess moisture and subsequently removed from the soil 
profile. The smallest time increment used in the studies was one day 
whereas mathematical watershed model time increments can be in minutes. 
The results of a field study reported by Nielsen et (1967) 
indicated that the water movement through and storage in the profile 
does not actually behave as assumed by Ligon et al. (1965). The water 
movement in the field study did not move as a pulse through the profile 
but drained from all depths more or less simultaneously. 
Monke et al• (1967) reported on a tile drainage field study in a 
Blount silt loam soil. They found that all of the major tile discharge 
occurred when the soil moisture was near field capacity. Continuous 
rainfall and tile outflow measurements were made for three tile line 
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spacings ranging from 25 to 100 feet. The lag time between the inci­
dence of the tile discharge producing portion of the storm and the 
start of tile flow was generally from 1 to 3 hours. Peak flows gener­
ally occurred from 3 to 9 hours after the beginning of a discharge pro­
ducing storm. They also reported that when tile flow is impending, 
the experimental soil can hold a large amount of moisture. Some of 
this soil moisture in the negative potential region above the drains 
is essentially in a saturated state. An energy transfer occurs through 
the soil when the precipitation enters the soil and a part or all of 
the negative potential regime quickly becomes positive which results 
in tile flow. 
Schwab et al. (1957) reported on tile drainage field study of a 
Planosal soil (claypan soil of flat lands) in southern Iowa. They found 
the tile outflow to be very sensitive to rainfall for a saturated soil 
condition. The peak tile flows occurred from 2 to 4 hours after the 
principal rainfall bursts. Neal (1934) also commented on the rapid 
tile flow response to precipitation for relatively wet field conditions. 
A more rigorous approach to solving the problem of soil profile 
moisture movement and distribution has recently developed due to the 
electronic computer. Several investigators such as Jensen and Hanks 
(1967), Remson et al. (1967), Rubin (1966) and Wang and Lakshminarayana 
(1968) have solved the non-steady state unsaturated flow problem using 
finite difference techniques- These techniques, although very accurate, 
require considerable amounts of computer time and would tend to be unfit 
for use in a comprehensive type mathematical watershed model unless a 
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method could be developed whereby some computational accuracy is sacri­
ficed for large computational time reductions. 
The Model simulates the soil profile distribution and storage of 
moisture by using an approach similar to that presented by Vaigneur 
and Johnson (1966) where moisture is stored in the profile until the 
complete profile is at field capacity and then the remaining infiltra­
tion is considered excess moisture. This is a first approximation for 
simulation of excess water movement through the profile which seems 
reasonable in light of the field studies reported by Monke et al. 
(1967), Schwab et al. (1957) and Ligon _et al. (1965). This approach 
cannot be expected to simulate the moisture distribution and redistribu­
tion in a soil profile with time. The simulated soil profile was sub­
divided into horizontal layers, Figure 11, which should be relatively 
homogeneous. Soil horizons could be natural soil layers. SUBROUTINE 
PRFILE is presented in Appendix E. 
The unsaturated soil profile in agricultural lands is the primary 
source of évapotranspiration. A mathematical watershed model which out­
puts the soil moisture status and watershed yield over long periods of 
time must have a means of simulating the removal of moisture from the 
soil profile by plants and surface evaporation. A relatively simple pro­
cedure was used by Ligon_et al. (196 5) where they estimated the potential 
évapotranspiration for each month. A daily moisture balance procedure 
was developed to predict total soil moisture in the profile. The total 
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of Model soil profile 
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two volumes. The upper layer or volume held a maximum of 1.0 inch of 
readily available moisture for plant use or evaporation; the remainder 
of the available moisture was held in. the lower layer. A moisture 
balance was established by using precipitation as input and évapo­
transpiration and excess water as output. The actual évapotranspiration 
was estimated as one half the potential évapotranspiration for days of 
precipitation, as potential évapotranspiration when the upper layer con­
tained available moisture, and as a ratio of the amount of available 
moisture remaining in these layers times the potential évapotranspira­
tion when the upper layer was void of available moisture. 
A more detailed procedure for simulating the soil moisture profile 
status under corn was presented by Denmead and Shaw (1959, 1962) and 
Shaw (1963a, 1963b),in which the actual évapotranspiration was estimated 
as a percentage of the open-pan evaporation. The pan evaporation was 
adjusted by a factor- dependent upon the stage of crop development and 
related to the moisture stress conditions in order to estimate actual 
soil moisture removal during the primary crop development period from 
the end of the first week in June to the end of September. Evapotrans­
piration was assumed to be 25 per cent of pan evaporation from October 1 
to November 1. The soil moisture profile was also adjusted for the win­
ter months in accordance with the results of a lO-year study pf moisture 
profiles under corn in Iowa. 
Since the Model attempts to simulate the land phase of the hy­
drologie cycle during and immediately after precipitation and ruiioCl" 
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events, a very simple soil moisture extraction technique is used in 
which a fixed rate of évapotranspiration occurs during a simulation 
period. A provision has been included in the Model for the removal of 
water from the soil profile by évapotranspiration from the upper soil 
layer only as shown in Figure 11. A more extensive évapotranspiration 
routine would be required for continuous watershed simulation. 
The lower boundary of the soil moisture profile in many cases is 
the surface of the free water table. Moisture can migrate to and from 
the water table and consequently raise and lower the water table. The 
water table region is a reservoir for storage of excess gravitational 
water in soil profiles which often presents crop production problems 
when the top of the water table approaches the soil surface or enters 
the root zone. Subsurface drainage by means of tile lines often is. 
used to control the elevation of the water table on agricultural lands. 
A means of simulating the removal of excess water from the profile by 
subsurface tile drainage is required for the representation of a 
drainage watershed. 
Much of the early drainage theory was based on steady state flow 
problems, however most of the applications of this theory requires a 
solution which is applicable to transient flow problems. Toksoz and 
Kirkham (1961) presented a solution to the two dimensional problem of 
the seepage of steady rainfall into a homogeneous soil drained by cir­
cular tile. The hydraulic head loss in the arched region above the 
r\l anô f* r\nn nrr -hHû drain a vA e t.tV> t K a Ko /an irrnz-x^-dd i m 
US 
was included in his solution. The resulting equation is: 
« = I • Trk • d/s) 
where 
H is maximum height of the water table above the level of the 
drain centers (feet) 
K is hydraulic conductivity of soil (feet/day) 
R is average rate of surface seepage water and tile outflow 
(feet/day) 
S is drain spacing(feet) 
r is radius of drains (feet) 
d is distance of an impermeable layer below the drain centers (feet) 
and 
F(r/S, d/S) is equal to ^  2 "(cos - cos m7Z)(coth—^^-1 )] • 
m=l 
Bouwer and van Schlifgaarde (1963) presented a method of predict­
ing the fall of a water table in drained land based on the following 
equation: 
R = -EC §2 (10) 
where 
f is drainable porosity, 
t is time, and 
C is ratio of average flux between drains to flux midway between 
drains or for low degrees of non-uniformity of flux as the 
ratio of the average distance of fall of the entire water 
table to the fall midway between the drains. 
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A primary assumption of the previous equation is that the in­
stantaneous drainage rate midway between drains can be taken as equal 
to the steady-state drainage rate corresponding to the same value of H. 
van Schiifgaarde (1965b) indicated that a "C" value of 0.9 can be used 
for most practical applications. 
Bouwcr and van Schlif^aardr. (1953) solved for R i.u Kquarioii 
without the factor (1-R/K) in the denominator, substiLuLcd into liqua­
tion 10 and integrated to obtain a solution for transient condition 
application as 
= CS In ^  F(r/S, d/S) (11) 
f Ht 
This Equation will estimate the time required for the height of the 
water table midway between the drains to move from Hq down to Hj. for 
the case of no accretion to the water table. This Equation is not ap­
plicable for simulation work where excess water percolates to the water 
table. 
A more recent solution to the transient subsurface drainage prob­
lem was presented by van Schlifgaarde (1965a) where he began with 
a solution based on potential flow theory and developed the follow­
ing equation: 
Y = 4 (e^/A^l) % Pn e' (N-n+l)/A (]2) 
^ n=l 
where 
Yj^  is height of water table at the end of Nth time period 
A is equal to [KCS/& 
F is F(r/S, d/S), and 
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Pjj is precipitation occurring in the Nth time period which 
percolates through the root zone to the water table. 
Vaignuer and Johnson (1966) found relatively good agreement be­
tween the prediction of Equation 12 and the results of a glass bead 
glycerol model. The application of Equation 12 could require much 
computer storage for long simulation runs. 
Another approach to predicting the elevation of the water table 
over time was presented by Taylor and Watts (1967). Their basic ap­
proach was to calibrate a given soil and drainage scheme based on tile 
discharge and water table measurements. They derived a drainable 
porosity relationship as a function of water table elevation and a water 
table elevation recession relationship as a function of time from out­
flow data. The latter relationship simulated the transient flow con­
ditions. The simulation model described the mean water table fluxua-
tion resulting from drainage, recharge of soil moisture by precipita­
tion and depletion of soil moisture by évapotranspiration. The model 
gave good simulation results when compared to the field situation. The 
key is to be able to adequately describe the drainable porosity and 
hydraulic conductivity relationships for the soil. 
The primary difficulty in comparing drainage theory or any theory 
with field results is the inability to accurately describe the per­
tinent physical soil characteristics such as hydraulic conductivity 
and drainable porosity. A basic assumption used in the derivation of 
such equations as those presented is that there exists a distinct, 
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univalued porosity representing the total factor of the soil volume 
which is drained as the water table moves down and that it drains in­
stantaneously at the moment of water table passage (van Schlifgaarde, 
1957). This assumption is in serious conflict with reality where the 
volume of water drained increases with an increase in tension as is il­
lustrated in all typical suction versus moisture content curves for 
soils. Therefore the amount of drainage water per unit of volume of 
soil depends on the tension and hence varies both with time and lo­
cation. The theory also ignores the lateral flow which takes place 
in the capillary fringe region above the water table. 
A second assumption is that the soil is homogeneous with a constant 
hydraulic conductivity. Field soils are not homogeneous but are 
heterogeneous in all physical characteristics. Researchers have in­
vestigated the problem of deriving a composite hydraulic conductivity 
for layered soils of varying hydraulic conductivity to be used in the 
solutions. Aldabagh (1968) investigated the hydraulic conductivity 
variability on a field basis in north central Iowa. One of his con­
clusions was that eleven random hydraulic conductivity determinations 
are required before the average value is within 20% of the true mean. 
This example illustrates the heterogeneous character of field soils. 
The fruitful use of mathematical models depends, to a great extent, on 
the ability of a researcher to determine representative soil parameter 
values for simulation purposes. 
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The Model uses Equation 9 along with the continuity equation, 
Equation 2, to simulate lateral tile discharge and water table eleva­
tions. Figure 12 is a schematic representation of the Model lateral 
tile system in two dimensions. The continuity equation is solved in 
terms of QTILE for each time increment. The water table elevation 
can be computed by Equation 9 after QTILE or R is known. Appendix F 
contains the computational details of SUBROUTINE DRNAGE. 
The Model also simulates contribution to the water table from the 
lateral tile lines when the head acting on the laterals is greater than 
the water table elevation. The ground water recharge as well as dis­
charge rate is based on Equation 9. When R is negative (represents 
recharge), Equation 9 yields a negative H value which indicates the 
water table is below the effective tile lateral. 
The Model includes a basic but thorough approach to subsurface 
drainage simulation. The Model provides for complete elemental water­
shed subsurface drainage and does not simulate subsurface drainage on 
an individual depressional area basis. A schematic representation of 
subsurface drained watershed is presented in Figure 13. All lateral 
tile lines are at a uniform spacing and depth within an elemental 
watershed. The submain tile lengths for the depressional areas are 
relatively short because the watershed simulation program produces 
relatively small watersheds for each depressional area. ' To offset 
the influence of the main tile line head on the short submain tile 
discharges, the Moaei actually simulates a drainage system as shown 
1 
t 
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of tile lateral system 
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in Figure 14 where one long submain tile is used rather than two 
short ones. 
Figure 15 is a general schematic of the Model watershed surface 
and subsurface drainage systems. The lateral tile discharges enter the 
submain tile at regular intervals, SPACNG, along the submain. The sub-
main tile subsequently discharges into the main tile at the point of 
surface inlet inflow, OF(I). The water routing procedure between de­
press ional areas and eventually to the drainage ditch is similar to that 
used by Haan (1967) as presented in the Section entitled "Iowa State 
University Hydraulic Watershed Model" of this dissertation and in Ap­
pendices G, H, I, J and K which present SUBROUTINE ROUT, FUNCTION OUTFLO, 
SUBROUTINE HEAD, FUNCTION DFLOW and FUNCTION ASOL, respectively. 
A basic assumption of the subsurface drainage system is that the 
lateral and submain tile lines are of sufficient capacity to carry all 
discharges without being under pressure. The main tiles do not nec­
essarily have sufficient capacity and are a source of drainage limita­
tions (may restrict drainage) which is desirable for such a model. The 
Model is thus able to simulate some of the effects of under-designed 
drainage facilities. 
A schematic summary of the model simulation of water movement on 
a tile lateral basis is shown in Figure 16. The two dimensional 
schematic shows water movement from precipitation, down to the water 
table and discharged through the lateral tile lines. 
Gcmc of the water t-blc accrcticn zay discharge into streams and 
ditches as groundwater flow, also called base flow and dry-weather 
Figure 15. Model surface and subsurface drainage system 
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Figure 16. Schematic summary of depressional area simulation on a 
lateral tile line basis 
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flow (Linsley a^., 1958). Hall (1968) recently presented a review 
of the state of knowledge concerning base flow. A most pressing prob­
lem is to develop methods which can predict base flows from field 
measurements of hydrologie and geologic parameters. Water which moves 
through the soil and emerges as base flow is not considered in the 
Model. This should be a valid approximation for drainage watersheds 
with low drainage densities (channel length/unit area). The subsurface 
drainage systems produce the base flow discharges for the Model. 
The Model has four drainage options which can be applied to each 
elemental watershed. They are as follows: 
1) no drains 
2) subsurface drains 
3) surface drains (surface inlets) 
4) surface and subsurface drains-
Each elemental watershed also can have different soil parameters which 
control the hydrologie processes. Figure 17 illustrates the sequence 
of Model input data. Appendix A contains a list of and definitions for 
all Model parameters. 
The general application of the Model should be confined to areas 
similar in topography to that used in the development of the Model. 
Figure 18 (Schrader,1955) presents a general classification of the 
prairie pothole region in the north central states. The Model was de­
veloped for zone 3 conditions as found in north central Iowa. The Mcxiel 
tiiay be applicable for the flat drainage areas of Ohio, Indiana and 
Illinois, but as of this writing its application in those areas has not 
been verif ied . 
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Starting Time 
TIMEll, TIME12 
General watershed parameters 
NITYPE, NELWSD, NEWAD 
Drainage ditch parameters 
RN, DLNGIH, BWIDTH, DDEPTH, SVERT, SHOR, DSLOPE, COEFBW 
Initial elemental watershed tile discharges 
QT 
Iteration and general Model parameters 
TESTIN, TESTDR, TESTRO, TESTAS, TFACTl, TFACT2, IPLOT, 
IPUNCH, IROUTE 
General elemental watershed hydraulic parameters 
NUELUN, MNT, MNC, TOELEV, K, S, MDTEST, SLPSUB, WWCOEF, 
TSLOPE, DCOEF, CD, WEIRK 
Elemental watershed physical parameters 
" AU, L, TD, E, PCEL, Dl, QFULL, ELEVMN 
Infiltration routine parameters 
cn 
3 ASOIL, NSGIL, TOTSTR, FCINFL, DPSTOR, SMASH, EVAPTR, GRAVPR 
z 
Profile routine parameters 
NWIDTH, AVAILW, ANTMST 
Drainage routine parameters 
^ HYDRCD, DRNPOR, FFCTN, CFACTR, SPACNG 
Information cards concerning simulation identification, arrange­
ment of elemental watersheds along the drainage ditch and storm 
identification - the last card must contain a 1 in column one 
figure X/ * Oi. A.*iOvIc;l t dCtC 
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Ditch reach lengths 
DELX 
Initial ditch flews for the various reaches 
QL 
Arrangement of elemental watersheds along drainage ditch 
ITYPE 
Base routing time interval 
DELTMB 
Precipitation input data groups and changes in two infiltration 
routine parameters 
ATIME, BTIME, RAINS, DP, PC 
- each data group must contain a termination card with - 1 
in columns 19-20 
- each data group time length must be a multiple of 4(DELTMB) 
- the last data group must end with a termination card 
followed by a card with - 1000 in columns 16-20 
- the DP and FC parameter must be present on the termina­
tion card of a data group in question or the parameter 
will remain unchanged 
Definitions 
Data set - a single time and depth of precipitation reading 
Data group - contains one or more data sets 
Figure 17. (Continued) 
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\ 
Zone 1 - Rolling to rough terrain, soils fertile but shallow and very 
susceptible to erosion by wind and water, potholes numerous, 
drainage heavy in the eastern cultivated area and light in 
the western range land. 
Zone 2 = Level to rolling terrain, soils fertile and of moderate to 
shallow depth, erosion severe to moderate, potholes and 
marshes quite numerous, much drainage in progress. 
Zone 3 - Level terrain, soils fertile and deep, erosion seldom a 
problem, a few large marshes remain, drainage has already 
removed most of the once numerous wetlands. 
Figure 18. Classification map of the prairie pothole region for the 
nnr-t-h rentrai states 
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Recent publications concerning the hydrology of depressional areas 
in other areas are Manson et al. (1968) and Bay (1966) in Minnesota, 
Eisenlohr and Sloan (1968) and Shjeflo (1968) in North Dakota and 
Williams (1968) in Illinois. These could be useful sources of informa­
tion for model developments applicable to the respective areas. 
The hydrologie components, as outlined in the previous section, 
were incorporated into Haan's (1967) model. The Model program listing 
and main program flow diagram are presented in Appendix B and Appendix C, 
respectively. The next step was to investigate and test the Model for 
possible malfunctions, to establish guidelines for watershed simulation 
work and to improve computational efficiency. 
Computational scheme comparisons 
The determination of the movement of excess water between depres­
sions in elemental watersheds is based on the repeated solution of the 
continuity equation, represented by Equation 13, for the water depth 
in a given depression at the end of a routing time interval. A decrease 
in computational time required for the solution of Equation 13 would be 
beneficial since a large percentage of a computer run is involved with 
the solution of this equation. 
Investigations and Testing 
01+02 
2 
Volume 2-Volume 1 
Time 
(13) 
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The objective of this investigation was to minimize the time, 
not necessarily iterations, required to find root of F(D). Quadratic 
and cubic convergent schemes along with an original scheme were used 
in this investigation. The magnitude of convergence of an iterative 
scheme represents the relative speed the scheme will converge to the 
root. 
Haan (1967) used a modified Newton's Method to solve for the root 
(zero) of Equation 13 in his Model. It basically involved the approxi­
mation of the derivative of F(D) for two corresponding values of D, 
depth of water in a depression, and assumed the slope between these two 
coordinates was the derivative at as shown in Figure 19. The 
corresponding iterative equation is: 
where D21 is the new approximation for D2 which hopefully makes F(D) 
approximately equal to zero. 
The second consideration was to investigate Newton's Method 
(Henrici, 1964) which exhibits quadratic convergence. The Method uses 
the actual derivative rather than an approximation of the derivative 
c.t a point. The iterative equation is 
D21 = 02-1^) (15) 
Henrici presented functional conditions that must be satisfied to as­
sure convergence for Newton's Method which are as follows: 
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Figure 19. Illustration, of modified Newton's Method 
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Figure 20. General conceptual forms of F(D), F'(D) and F"(D) 
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1) F(a) F(b)<0, means F(x) must cross the x axis or F(x) = 0 
in the interval (a^x-^b) 
2) F'(x) X 0; (a:^ x-^b), means the derivative can not change 
signs, therefore only one solution 
3) F"(x) is either > 0 or ^ 0 for (a^ x^b), means F(x) is either 
concave upward or downward, and 
4) If C denotes that endpoint of (a,b) at which |F' (x) IS 
IF(c) I 
smaller, then [ p'' (c) 1'^ b-a, means the tangent to the curve 
y = F(x) at the endpoint where F'(x)| is smallest inter­
sects the x-axis within the interval (a,b). 
A cubic convergent iterative scheme called Bailey's Iterative 
Method (McCalla, 1967) was also investigated. The derivation of the 
iterative equation, Equation 16, is presented in Appendix L. 
F(D) 
D21 = D2 - F'(D) - F(D)F"(D) (16) 
2F'(D) 
This iterative equation requires the evaluation of the first and second 
derivatives of F(D). 
A fourth iterative scheme was derived by extending Bailey's ap­
proach one step farther as presented in Appendix L. The resulting 
iterative equation, Equation 17, requires the evaluation of the first, 
second and third derivatives. 
D21 = D2 -
F'(D) - F(D)F"(D) + F'" (D) r F(D) 1 2 (17) 
2F'(D) 6 LF'(D) J 
The tour iterative schemes were used in a short computer ran. A 
representative comparison of the various schemes is presented in 
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Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 presents successive estimates of the root, 
D2, and the corresponding F(D) values for the four iterative methods. 
The modified Newton's Method required the greatest number of root esti­
mates before F(D) was less than 0.001, the iteration termination 
criteria. The various degrees of convergence are illustrated by ob­
serving the rate of change of the magnitude of F(D) with each successive 
root estimate. The Extended Bailey's Method produced the smallest 
F(D) value after two iterations. 
Table 2 presents the total number of iterations, computer execu­
tion time and the time per iteration for a short computer run. The 
modified Newton's Method required the greatest number of iterations and 
computer execution time. Bailey's Method required the shortest exe­
cution time. The increased number of computations per iteration re­
quired by the Extended Bailey's Method may have offset the advantage 
of increased convergence. The difference in computer storage among 
the methods is negligible when compared with the complete simulation 
program. 
Bailey's Method is used in the Model for all iterative solutions. 
A preliminary simulation run verified the computational efficiency of 
Bailey's iterative technique when total computer simulation time was 
reduced by 1/3 as compared with Haan's computer run time. 
The next item of concern was to establish acceptable criteria for 
initial estimates of D2 which would assure convergence. The general 
conceptual forms of F(D), F'(D) and F"(D) are illustrated in Figure 20. 
Table 1. Comparison of iterative methods^ 
Modified Newton's (a<2)^ Newton's (a=2) Bailey's (CT=3) Extended Bailey's Ca=? ) 
D2 :F(D) D2 F(D) D2 F(D) D2 F(D) 
0.27634 -0,5563693 0.27584 -0.5549170 0.27579 -0.5545728 0.27579 -0.5545732 
0.37604 -1.7901580 0,21975 -0.0477690 0.21029 -0.0237902 0.21081 -0.0199819 
0.23094 -1.1394930 0.21363 -0.0008974 0.21349 -0.0000022 0.21349 -0.0000018 
0.21868 -0.0389751 
0.21393 -0.0026398 
0.21358 -0.0000415 
®For one depression and one routing time interval 
represents rate of convergence 
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Table 2. Comparison of iterative methods^ 
Modified 
Newton's Newton's Bailey's 
Extended 
Bailey's 
Number of iterations 62 32 26 26 
Computer execution 
time, sec. 6.58 5.08 4.35 4.72 
Time per iteration, 
sec. 0.106 0.159 0.167 0.181 
^Computer run for five depressions and three routing time intervals 
These conceptual forms were verified with computer output data. Figure 
20 shows a function which has only one real positive root. Therefore 
any starting value of D2 greater than D2 should force Bailey's Method to 
converge to the real positive root. All initial estimates of Model roots 
are determined by the addition of a quantity to the root value of the 
previous routing time interval. This generally assures a negative F'(D) 
value which results in convergence to the unknown root. 
Comparison of Models I and II ^ 
Haan (1967) presented two mathematical watershed models for simula­
tion of flow from drainage watersheds. Models I and II differed in that 
Model I was responsive to the head at the tile outlets in the drainage 
ditch when the water stage was above the outlets while Model II simu­
lated the flow through the tile mains based on the assumption of zero 
submergence at the tile outlets for all flow situations. Haan found for 
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a large runoff event that the two Models yielded approximately identi­
cal watershed hydrographe. The surface flows were much greater than 
the tile discharges for large runoff events. The close agreement would 
then be expected for the large storms because the difference between 
the Models is in the simulation of tile flow. An investigation of the 
validity of using the more flexible and efficient (computation time) Model 
II for a variety of watershed supply rates and durations along with 
various drainage ditch geometries and tile main outlet elevations was 
completed. 
A generated 1023 acre watershed as shown in Figure 21 was used. 
The ditch cross section is shown in Figure 22. 
The watershed was generated by Haan's (1967) watershed generation 
program with an average land slope of 0.002, tile slope of 0.001 and 
drainage coefficient of 0.25 inch/day. Manning's "n" values of 0.04, 
0.011, and 0.150 were used for the drainage ditch, tile mains and overland 
flow channels, respectively. A value of 0.0002 was used for the overland 
flow channel shape factor, K. 
A regression model. Equation 18, was proposed to investigate the 
output differences between the Models. 
(18) 
where 
Y is difference in peak discharges between Models, cfs 
is dummy variable 
A-[ xô ui-Ac cmvaujLOli duové caitnnei ooûùom, neet 
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X2 is supply intensity, inches/hour 
X3 is supply duration, hours, and 
is channel bottom width, feet. 
A uniform watershed supply rate was used for a given supply dura­
tion. 
The independent variable matrix which shows the magnitudes and com­
binations of the investigation variables and Model I,and Model II results 
are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Model I and Model II results and independent variable matrix 
Peak discharges (cfs) Time Depth of flow 
Model Difference to at watershed 
I II Model I-II Independent variable matrix peak^ outlet 
Y Xo Xl X2 X3 X4 (hrs.) (ft.) 
129.9 129.2 0.7 1 5 1.25 1.5 5 2.2 8.8 
32.8 32.0 0.8 1 3 0.25 1.5 10 1.7 2.0 
38.8 38.3 0.5 1 3 0.75 0.5 15 0.8 1.7 
305.1 304.1 1.0 1 1 1.25 2.5 15 4.0 7.6 
33.5 32.7 0.8 1 1 0.25 1.5 10 1.6 2.0 
40.1 39.4 0.7 \ ^ 1 0.75 0.5 5 0.8 3.7 
36.8 36.2 0.6 1 5 0.75 0.5 10 0.8 2.2 
36.2 35.4 0.8 1 5 0.25 2.5 15 2.7 1.5 
305.3 304.3 1.0 3 1.25 2.5 10 4.0 10.3 
92.8 92.2 0.6 1 1 2.50 0.5 15 0.9 3.2 
^The Time to peak was the same for both Models 
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The proposed regression model was not needed to explain the dif­
ference between peak discharges from the Models because of the magnitude 
of the differences. Even though the flow depth was greater than the 
tile outlets for several simulation runs, the difference values are all 
less than or equal to one which is relatively no difference. The pro­
portion of tile discharge is relatively small for the large storms while 
the depth of ditch flow does not reach the tile outlets for small storms, 
therefore the effect of drainage ditch water depth is not expected to 
significantly influence the discharge hydrograph from the 1023 acre 
watershed. For the flow situation where a tile main discharges into a 
bank full stream and little or no surface flow occurs (not considered 
in this investigation) Model I should be more applicable than Model II. 
However, for most probable flow situations Model II should be sufficiently 
accurate considering the reliability and accuracy of field input data. 
Routing time interval tests 
The computer time required for a watershed simulation run is in­
versely proportional to the size of routing time interval. A computer 
run with a time interval of 10 minutes will take twice as long as a run 
with 20 minutes. It is desirable to use as long a routing time interval 
as is possible without seriously affecting the watershed outflow hydro-
graph. The routing time interval can affect the hydrograph in one of 
two ways, first if the primary assumption associated with Equation 2 
is seriously violated, and, second if the Model is not sufficiently 
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sensitive to the length of regular time subdivisions as exhibited in 
rainfall intensity, infiltration rates, etc. For example, a routine 
time interval of 20 minutes will reduce the intensity of an actual 10 
minute rainfall burst by half. 
A generated elemental watershed was used to test the effect of 
routing time intervals on discharge hydrographs. The elemental water­
shed input parameters are presented in Figures 23 and 24. Depression 
1 is the upper most depression and depression 24 is at the elemental 
watershed outlet. The definitions of all Model parameters are presented 
in Appendix A. The initial rainfall burst associated with the June 11-12, 
1966 runoff event from the East Fork Hardin Watershed was used as pre­
cipitation input. 
Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 illustrate the effect of 10, 20 and 40 
minute routing time intervals on an elemental watershed hydrograph 
that was generated from the four drainage options of surface drains 
only, no drains, surface and subsurface drains,and subsurface drains 
only. 
The 10 and 20 minute routing time interval hydrographs were very 
nearly identical for each drainage option. The 40 minute hydrograph 
deviated from the 10 and 20 minute hydrographs for all drainage options 
except for the no drains option. It appears for this elemental water­
shed and storm input the optimum routing time interval is about 20 
minutes. The storm had a major 40 minute rainfall burst of 2.0 inches 
per hour. Similâi. wOi-'k wiLh another clc=cr.t-l '.•;ntsrshed snd «term 
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SOIL PARAMETERS 
FOR SUBROUTINE INFILT 
ASOIL = 7.00 IN/HR NSOIL = 1.50 . 
TOTAL SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE (TOTSTR) = 5.90 IN. 
STEADY STATE INFILTRATION RATE (FCINFL) = 0.35 IN/HR 
SURFACE STORAGE (DPSTOR) = 0.30 IN. 
TOTAL STORAGE MINUS ANTECEDENT MOISTURE (SMASM) = 1.20 I 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION RATE (EVAPTR) = 0.007 IN/HR 
GRAVITATIONAL POROSITY (GRAVPR) = 0.70 IN. 
FOR SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
DRAINABLE POROSITY (DRNPOR) = 0.080 
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (HYDRCD) = 2.5 FT/DAY 
FOR SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
AVAILABLE MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER 1 (AVAILW) = 3.30 IN. 
ANTECEDENT MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER 1 (ANTMST) = 3.30 IN 
AVAILABLE MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER 2 (AVAILW) = 2.80 IN. 
ANTECEDENT MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER 2 (ANTMST) = 2.80 IN 
AVAILABLE MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER 3 (AVAILW) = 4.10 IN. 
ANTECEDENT MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER 3 (ANTMST) = 4.10 IN 
Figure 23. Elemental watershed input characteristics 
Figure 24. Elemental watershed input characteristics 
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MANNINGS OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL ROUGHNESS COEF. (MNC) = 0.350 
MANNINGS MAIN TILE ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT (MNT) = 0.011 
OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL SLOPE (S) = 0.0010 FEET/FOOT 
OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL SHAPE PARAMETER (K) = 0.000178 
MAIN TILE OUTLET ELEVATION (TOELEV) = 6.0 FEET 
MAIN TILE SLOPE (TSLOPE) = 0.0010 FEET/FOOT 
SUBMAIN TILE SLOPE (SLPSUB) = 0.0150 FEET/FOOT 
LATERAL TILE SPACING (SPACNG) = 150.0 FEET 
DRAINAGE COEFFICIENT (DCOEF) = 0.250 INCHES/DAY 
-C- FACTOR (CFACTR) = 0.9 
-F- FACTOR (FFCTN) = 3.80 
************************************************************** 
TILE MAIN DEPRESSION 
DEPR. 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
.  z i  
22 
23 
24 
DIA. 
(INCH) 
6 . 0  
8 . 0  
1 0 . 0  
1 0 . 0  
1 2 . 0  
1 2 . 0  
1 2 . 0  
1 2 . 0  
1 2 . 0  
1 2 . 0  
14.0 
14.0 
14.0 
14.0 
14.0 
1 6 . 0  
1 6 . 0  
1 6 . 0  
1 6 . 0  
1 6 . 0  
ib.O 
1 8 . 0  
1 8 . 0  
1 8 . 0  
LENGTH 
(FEET) 
957.1 
967.3 
782.5 
632.4 
697.3 
776.1 
655.6 
477.4 
512.7 
665.9 
629.7 
711.0 
8 0 6 . 8  
690.3 
789.0 
780.1 
806.5 
684.4 
461.8 
516.6 
8 4 2 . b  
1060 .6  
842.2 
353.6 
FULL 
FLOW 
(CFS) 
0 . 2 1  
0.46 
0.84 
0.84 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
1.36 
2.05 
2.05 
2.05 
2.05 
2.05 
2.93 
2.93 
2.93 
2.93 
2.93 
2  . 9 3  
4.01 
4.01 
4.01 
CREST 
ELEV. 
(FEET) 
27.1 
2 6 . 1  
25.2 
24.4 
23.8 
23.1 
22.3 
2 1 . 6  
2 1 . 2  
20.6 
20.0 
19.3 
1 8 . 6  
17.8 
17.1 
16.3 
15.6 
14.8 
14.1 
13.6 
1 3 . 1  
12.3 
1 1 . 2  
10.4 
BOTTOM 
ELEV. 
(FEET) 
25.8 
24.7 
23.8 
24.0 
23.2 
22.3 
21.4 
21.4 
20.9 
20. 3 
19.2 
19.1 
17.3 
17.2 
16. 5 
15.2 
15.0 
13.4 
13.9 
13.4 
12.G 
1 0 . 0  
9.7 
9.7 
WSHD. INITIAL 
AREA WATER DEP. 
(ACRE) 
2 0 . 1  
22.0 
2 1 . 0  
8.5 
9. 9 
12.5 
15.2 
5.7 
4.8 
7.4 
13.4 
5.6 
19.7 
1 0 . 8  
1 1 . 0  
1 8 . 0  
10.5 
2 0.2 
4.3 
5.6 
6. I 
30.0 
21.9 
11.5 
(FEET) 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0. 0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 .  0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
Û. 0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
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Figure 25. Routing time interval effect on an elemental watershed 
hydrograph (surface drains only) 
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Figure 26. Routing time interval effect on an elemental, watershed 
hydrograph (no drains) 
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Figure 27. Routing time interval effect on an elemental watershed 
hydrograph (surface ana subsurface drains) 
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Figure 28. Routing time interval effect on an elemental watershed 
hydrograph (subsurface drains only) 
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yielded a maximum routing time interval of 10 minutes when the major 
rainfall burst had a duration of 20 minutes. For the benefit of future 
model investigators, it appears that a maximum reasonable routing 
time interval should be about one half the duration of the major runoff 
producing portion of a storm. 
Haan (1967) recommended the use of a 5 minute interval until the 
peak occurred and a 30 minute interval after peak discharge. He found 
little effect of routing time intervals on the ditch routing routine. 
The writer proposes the use of an appropriate routing interval during 
all precipitation and until the watershed discharge has decreased to 
80 percent of the peak discharge, twice the appropriate routing interval 
from 80 to 50 percent of peak discharge and 4 times the interval there­
after. The proposed variable routing time interval has been incorporated 
into the Model. 
The volumes of flow under the hydrographs were not the same for 
all routing time intervals. The source of this apparent malfunction 
is SUBROUTINE INFILT. The smaller time intervals yielded a little less 
infiltration (see Table 4) and more surface excess water which is the 
primary outflow hydrograph component. 
Volume accounting tests 
The variation in discharge volume from the elemental watershed dis­
cussed in the previous section, prompted a water volume accounting check 
to be initiated. The results are summarized in Table 4. The Model appears 
to account for all input water satisfactorily. The groundwater storage for 
MDTEST 3 and 4 was estimated because the Model output contained only upper 
and lower lateral water table elevations for each depressional area. 
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Table k. Model water volume accounting results (Total input = 2.00 inches) 
Routing time 
interval (min.) MDTEST Source Amount (in.) 
10 1 Depression Storage 0.30 
Infiltration 1.40 
Hydrograph 0.31 
Total 2.01 
10 2 Depression Storage 0.58 
Infiltration 1.40 
Hydrograph 0.01 
• 
Total 1.99 
10 3 Depression Storage 0.33 
Profile Storage 0.00 • 
Hydrograph 0.31 
Groundwater Storage 1.38 
Evaporation 0.01 
Total 2.03 
10 4 Depression Storage 0.58 
Profile Storage 0.00 
Hydrograph 0.07 
Groundwater Storage 1.33 
Evaporation 0.01 
Total 1.99 
40 1 Depression Storage 0.30 
Infiltration 1.41 
Hydrograph 0.30 
Total 2.01 
Inflow-outflow tests 
Each of the four elemental watershed drainage options was also 
checked by an inflow-outflow test where a constant input rate (160 cfs) 
was used. An example of the outflow hydrograph for an elemental water­
shed with surface and subsurface drains is shown in Figure 29 where the 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
INFLOW = 0.50 IN/HR = 160 CFS 
OUTFLOW 
_L 
10 
MDTEST = 3 
SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE DRAINS 
INFILTRATION 
AND SUBSEQUENT 
GROUNDWATER 
STORAGE AND 
DISCHARGE 
50 60 
i 
JL 
70 20 30 40 
TIME,HOURS 
Figura 29. Inflow-outflow equilibrium test for an elemental watershed with surface and subsurface 
drains 
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final outflow is equal to the inflow minus the infiltration rate (0.02 
in/hr or 6.4 cfs). The final outflow was primarily overland channel 
flow. The elemental watershed characteristics are listed in Figures 
23 and 24. EVAPTR and FCINFL values of 0.00 and 0.02 in/hr, respective­
ly, were used in place of the listed values. The Model appears to 
operate satisfactorily. 
Generated elemental watershed comparisons 
Haan's (1967) elemental watershed generation program can be used 
to generate several elemental watersheds of which no two are the same. 
The generation program utilizes a random number approach to determine 
the size of depressional areas which results in an infinite number of 
depression combinations for elemental watershed generation. A question 
then arises concerning the effect of using a particular elemental water-
• shed in a watershed simulation run. The use of a given elemental 
watershed instead of another could possibly have as much effect on the 
watershed discharge hydrograph as, for example, infiltration parameters 
of various soil types. Three generated elemental watersheds were used 
to investigate this matter. The initial burst of the June 11, 1966 Har­
din Creek storm was used as precipitation input. Figures 23 and 24 pre­
sent all input data except the geometrical depression characteristics 
of the two additional elemental watersheds used in the investigation. 
The discharge hydrographs from the three elemental watersheds (which 
are also drainage ditch inputs) are shown in Figures 30 and 31 for two 
drainage options. 
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Figure 30 presents elemental watershed outflow hydrographs for the 
dra.'.nage option of surface and subsurface drains. Figure 31 presents 
the results for the subsurface drains only drainage option. Both drain­
age option hydrographs exhibited some variability among the different 
elemental watersheds. The surface and subsurface drainage option hy­
drographs had very little overland flow water movement into the drain­
age ditch. This should be expected since the surface inlets near the 
drainage ditch have greater capacities than upstream inlets of the same 
size due to the greater energy gradients as illustrated in Figure 33 
to be discussed later. 
The subsurface drainage only option had significant overland chan­
nel flows into the drainage ditch as illustrated in Figure 31. The tile 
main flows were nearly constant during the time shown in Figure 31. The 
overland channel flows are represented by the difference between the 
total elemental watershed hydrograph and tile main discharge. 
The elemental watershed response variability is significant and 
can not be ignored. The researcher has three alternatives for consistent 
watershed simulation. One is to use several elemental watersheds with 
identical drainage options to compensate for the output variability. 
This can require large amounts of computer time especially if three or 
four drainage options are used in a simulation run. A second alterna­
tive is to use a given elemental watershed for each drainage option and 
compensate by other input parameter adjustments. 
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Figure 31. Elemental watershed generation elifecL on discharge hydro-
graphs (subsurface drains only) 
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A third alternative is to generate several el ^ ental watersheds 
and use one which appeart, to be representative of l ie group. The lower 
depressions should be examined for abnormal sizes and distribution for 
this situation. The lower depression watershed areas should not be 
greater than 25 acres in size since a very large depression in the lower 
region of the elemental watershed will have a dominant effect on the 
elemental watershed hydrograph. The average size of Haan's (1967) 
generated depression watershed areas is about 13 acres. One representa­
tive elemental watershed will be used for watershed simulation in this 
dissertation. 
Model drainage option comparisons 
The four Model drainage options can be expected to produce differ­
ent hydrograph responses for identical input conditions. Figure 32 
presents an example of the discharge flow differences from an elemental 
watershed for the drainage options. The elemental watershed characteris­
tics are presented in Figures 23 and 24. The hydrographs for the drain­
age options of surface and subsurface drains and surface drains only 
were very similar except on the recession portion of the hydrograph 
when the subsurface drainage discharge started to contribute to the 
outflow hydrograph and caused larger flows. The drainage options with­
out surface inlets had much smaller peak discharges than the two with 
surface inlets. 
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Conclusions regarding the effect of drainage on flood flews must 
not be made from Figure 32 becarse it represents common initial water­
shed conditions and hydraulic and hydrologie characteristics for all 
drainage situations. Such an assumption may not be valid for field 
application where all model parameters are likely to be different 
for each drainage situation. 
Effect of TESTRO 
TESTRO is the factor used to terminate the iteration procedure 
in SUBROUTINE ROUT. The iteration procedure stops when FD21 (Equation 
28, Appendix G) becomes less than TESTRO. This factor has an effect on 
Model run time. The smaller the value or the closer to zero FD21 must 
become before the routine equation is satisfied, the more iterations are 
required to complete a computer run. 
The Model output is more sensitive to the magnitude of TESTRO for 
relatively small depression water depths than for large depths. Large 
volumes of storage are associated with the large depths and consequently 
the depth or root of FD21 which in turn controls the outflow is relatively 
insensitive to TESTRO values of 0.01 and 0.1. This is not true for small 
depression water depths associated with small runoff events or when the 
depressions are drained down. The smaller volumes of storage make the 
calculated root or depth of water dependent upon TESTRO values. 
Two computer runs were made to evaluate thé effect of TESTRO on 
Model output hydrographs. All input values were the same as used in the 
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previous section. A set of hydrograph. coordinates for both runs are 
presented in Table 5. The discharge values for TESTRO equal 0.10 are 
greater than for TESTRO equal 0.01. The reason for this is associated 
with the way the Model makes initial estimates of depression water depths 
at the start of a routing time interval. The field depth approximation 
is equal to the depth at the start of the interval plus 0.10 foot as 
found in the MAIN program just before it calls for SUBROUTINE ROUT. For 
Table 5. Elemental watershed output hydrograph coordinates for TESTRO 
equal 0.01 and 0.10 
TESTRO^ 
0.01 0.10 
Time, Hours Discharge Discharge 
(cfs) (cfs) 
0 0.33 0.33 
2 8.92 8.94 
4 7.27 7.28 
6 6.66 6.73 
8 5.87 5.94 
\ 
10 5.74 5.80 
12 5.27 5.58 
14 4.93 5.17 
16 4.56 4.60 
^Surface inlets and subsurface drainage 
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the situation of no depression inflow, the water depth will usually be 
lowered during a routing time interval which provides for SUBROUTINE 
ROUT to approach the root or water depth value from the high side. The 
larger TESTRO value will then result in a larger root or water depth 
than the smaller TESTRO value. An example of this was illustrated by 
the computer runs when the lower depressions drained down. The larger 
TESTRO value resulted in a 0.021 foot minimum depth of water above the 
zero flow depth while the smaller TESTRO value had a 0.002 foot minimum 
flow depth. 
A TESTRO value of 0.10 will be used in the Model because a smaller 
value cannot be justified at this stage of Model development. A new 
termination procedure should be developed whereby the termination cri­
teria is not a constant but a relative factor as is used in SUBROUTINE 
ASOL. 
Depression drainage investigation 
A computer run was made to supply information about the sequence 
of depression drainage, the depth and duration of stored water in the 
depressions and the position of the hydraulic grade line during a 
simulation run. Figures 33 and 34 present the results of the computer 
run for the elemental watershed presented in Figure 24 with surface in­
lets only. Figure 33 illustrates the position of the hydraulic grade line 
for four different Model times. Time 22:40 is just after inflow from 
^ ^ ^ ^o 1 T.-ra 4-Ar^e» V» nroa Koo a e mi i ^  1 A +-
piezometric head to be at the bottom of the tile main as a first ap-
Figure 33. Hydraulic grade line positions during a computer run 
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Figure 34. Inundation depth-duration relationships for several depressions oC an elemental 
watershed 
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proximation. The Model would have produced identical hydraulic grade 
lines for a second tile main at another depth. This means the outlet 
piezometric head could have been at the top of a second tile main whose 
top coincided with the given tile main bottom. The depression water 
surface elevations are approximately equal to the hydraulic grade line 
elevation upstream from the characteristic steep portion of the grade 
1 ine. 
An inspection of the relative positions of the hydraulic grade 
line reveals the control a lower depression can have on upstream de­
pression drainage. Depression number 18, for example, is lower in ele­
vation than the immediate up and downstream depressions. It and the 
immediate upstream depressions had very little drainage until time 50:00 
while other upstream depressions were being drained as can be seen from 
Figure 3U-. figure 3^ presents the depth and duration of inundation for 
several depressions. The depressions in the upper part of the elemental 
watershed had drainage during the length of the computer run as demon­
strated by depressions 2 and 3. 
For this particular set of circumstances the lower depressions were 
drained first. This is to be expected since the lower hydraulic grade 
line gradient is greater than the upstream gradient. Depression 18 and 
those just upstream did not drain until the steep part of the hydraulic 
grade line acted on depression 18. The upper depressions had drainage 
during the run but were not completely drained until the steep part of 
the hydraulic grade line moved to the upper part of the elemental watershed. 
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Overland flow "wave" movement 
The simulation of an actual watershed is presented in the following 
chapter but an interesting observation was noted during a preliminary 
simulation computer run for the June 11-12, 1966 storm on the East Fork 
Hardin Creek Watershed. The elemental watershed listed in Figure 24 
was used with a subsurface drains only drainage option. The elemental 
watershed contains 24 depressions of various sizes. The elemental water­
shed outflow hydrograph appeared to be satisfactory, until for no ap­
parent reason, the watershed discharge increased and then decreased as 
shown by the solid line in Figure 35. The source of this questionable 
discharge was from overland channel flow since the tile main discharge 
did not increase during the time period in question. The source of the 
discharge was not due to any computer malfunction but caused by the dis-. 
tribution of overland flow between depressions when precipitation inflow 
to the depressions stopped. 
Figure 36 illustrates the distribution of overland flow between 
adjacent depressions for three different Model times. Time 32:00 repre­
sents the distribution immediately after the intense part of the storm 
stopped. The second peak discharge occurred at time 32:00. Remember 
that the overland channel flow for depression 24 represents the overland 
flow portion of the elemental watershed hydrograph. The distribution of 
overland channel flow increased to about depression 12 and decreased to 
depression 22 for time 32:00. The reason for this distribution or "wave" 
effect is caused by the depressional area sequence. An inspection of 
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Figure 36. Illustration of water "wave" movement down an elemental watershed 
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the elemental watershed characteristics in Figure 2U shows several be­
low average size depressions in the upper part of the watershed and 
several above average size depressions in the lower part. The below 
average depressions tend to have greater overland flow discharges be­
cause of reduced storage volumes. A series of these subsequently 
causes an increase of overland flow in the downstream direction. The 
larger depressions have more storage capacity than the smaller depressions 
and tend to absorb and subsequently reduce the overland channel flow. 
An inspection of Figures 35 and 36 shows the attenuation and velocity ot 
the downstream "wave" movement. 
A second elemental watershed was used in an attempt to remedy the 
problem but it was not successful. It appears that variable depression 
elemental watersheds possess a "wave" producing characteristic for large 
runoff events. The use of elemental watersheds with fewer depressions 
should in general reduce the problem because the "wave" would have less 
chance of formation. More depressions per elemental watershed should 
only increase the problem with the possibility of more than one "wave" 
formation. 
One possible remedy for the problem is to use an elemental watershed 
with similar depression characteristics. An elemental watershed comprised 
of 24 identical depressions was generated for this purpose. The total 
elemental watershed area of 312 acres was approximately equal to the 
previous 316 acre elemental watershed area. Figure 35 shows Liu- hydro-
grapn cor tne unitorm depression ei emeu Lai waLoif^ucd. All hydrologie 
input parameters were identical except for the depression geometries] 
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dimensions. The magnitudes of discharge and hydrograph shapes are dif­
ferent for the two elemental watersheds. It appears that the use of a 
uniform depressional elemental watershed is one possible solution to 
the "wave" problem associated with variable depressional elemental 
watersheds which actually occur in the field. 
Effect of elemental watershed depression numbers 
The selection of an appropriate number of depressions for each 
elemental watershed must be made before a watershed can be generated by 
Haan's (1967) program. The question concerning the effect of this num­
ber selection on simulated watershed discharge arises. An investigation 
of this matter was conducted by the comparison of total drainage ditch 
inflows from areas which were represented by four elemental watersheds 
with 12 depressions, two elemental watersheds with 24 depressions and 
one elemental watershed with 48 depressions. The results of this in­
vestigation are presented in Figure 37. The general conclusion is that 
smaller drainage ditch peak inflows can be expected from watersheds with 
larger number of depressions per elemental watershed with all other param­
eters constant. This matter must be considered in watershed simulation 
work. Another important point is that greater computer costs are as­
sociated with the larger depression number elemental watersheds. 
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EAST FORK HARDIN CREEK WATERSHlilJ SIMULATION 
General Watershed Characteristics 
The East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed, located in the recently 
glaciated region of Iowa as shown in Figure 38, was used to field test 
the Model. The Watershed, approximately 2k square miles in size, has 
been gaged by the United States Geological Service since July, 1952. 
The Watershed topography is relatively flat, as indicated by the 
topography map in Figure 39, and is characterized by numerous shallow 
depressional storage areas. Figure 40 illustrates the relative dis­
tribution and size of these depressional areas in the Watershed. The 
photograph was taken in late June, 1967 after an abnormally wet period. 
The Watershed area is included in organized drainage districts and 
is extensively drained by subsurface drain tile which outlet into an 
open drainage ditch. The extensive drainage provides the opportunity 
for intensive row crop farming practices. A 1967 flooding crop damage 
survey of the watershed by DeBoer and Ritter (1969) indicated that about 
48, 42 and 10 percent of the watershed area was in corn, soybeans and 
meadow and oats, respectively. 
The Watershed lies within the Clarion-Webster soil associaiion 
area. Table 6 presents a summary ol" the soil types and corresponding 
relative distribution within the Watershed. More recent soil survey 
work by Riecken and Smith (1949) modified some of the soil type names. 
On earlier soil survey maps the Clarion soils had been shown as earring-
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Figure 38. Map 
OE icwa Showing location oE East Ford Ha.dln CreeK «atershed 
Figure 39. Topography map of East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed 
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Figure 40. Storage of excess water in surface depressions 
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Table 6. East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed soils^ 
Soils Distribution 
Number Name (percent) 
55 Webster loam 8.0 
56 Webster clay loam 2.5 
1 Carrington loam 24.6 
138 Clarion loam 23.3 
107 Webster silty clay loam 38.0 
4 Carrington fine sandy loam 1.2 
191 Pierce sandy loam 0.6 
^Source: Icwa Agricultural Experiment Station (1927) 
ton soils and the Nicollet soils were included with the Webster soils, 
usually as Webster loam. The two predominate soil types are the 
Clarion and Webster soils. A general verbal description o£ the main 
soil types (Oschwald et al., 1965) is presented in Figure 66, Appendix M. 
The Watershed has extensive subsurface drainage systems. A 1916 
map of Drainage District no. 110, in the files of the Greene County, 
Iowa Engineer's Office, contained the major tile mains within the water­
shed. Drainage District no. 178, approximately 1100 acres in size., was 
the only major tile main installed within the Watershed after the es­
tablishment of Drainage District no. 110. Figure 41 presents a summary 
of the uiajoi. Lllc. ûuLlet slcpcc, disrr.citers '>n'l along with an 
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Figure 41. Major subsurface, drainage network of East Fork Hardin 
Creek Watershed 
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estimate of the respective drainage areas and drainage coefficients. 
The largest tile main enters the drainage ditch at the ditch head. The 
Greene County Engineer also has 1939 aerial photographs which show 
several fields with regularly spaced tile laterals and indicate the 
intensity of drainage. 
Watershed Input Data 
The watershed simulation Model requires fairly detailed soil charac­
teristics parameters for input data. The existing literature has been 
searched and summaries of bulk density, 15-atmospheric suction moisture 
content, moisture equivalent moisture content, field capacity moisture 
content and air porosity data for Clarion, Nicollet and Webster soil 
types are presented in Tables 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, respectively as 
found in Appendix M. 
Representative soil profile characteristics were used as inputs to 
the Model. A good approximation for the moisture holding characteristics 
of a soil type in the Watershed as estimated from the published soil 
profile data is presented in Table 7. The soil profile is separated 
into three layers which roughly represent the three general soil layers 
presented in Figure 66. 
Infiltration routine parameters are also required as input data. 
Time-infiltration accumulation data are very scarce for the Clarion-
Webster soils. Such data along with initial soil moisture conditions 
and soil moisture characteristics are required ror determination o£ Lu~ 
Table 7. Representative East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed soil profile moisture characteristics 
Layer Depth 
(in. ) 
Wilting Field 
point capacity 
(in.) (in.) 
Available 
moisture 
(in. ) 
Drainable 
porosity 
(in.) (percent) 
Total 
voids 
(in.) (percent) 
1 0-15 
2 15-30 
3 30-48 
2.70 
2 .70 
2  . 6 0  
6 . 0 0  
5.50 
6.70 
3.30 1.35 9.0 
2 . 8 0  1 . 2  0  8 . 0  
4.10 1.25 7.0 
7.35 49.0 
6.70 44.7 
7.95 44.1 
Total 8.00 1 8 . 2 0  1 0 . 2 0  3.80 22 .00  
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filtration parameters. "Steady state" infiltration rate data presented 
by Smith et £l. (1937), Adams et (1958) and Musgrave (1955) ranged 
from about 0.25 to 0.60 inches/hour. An examination of East Fork Hardin 
Creek Watershed records for the June 5th, 1967 storm event indicated 
that the "steady state" infiltration rate for the Watershed as a whole 
is less than 0.25 inches/hour. Figure 42 presents the precipitation 
and runoff intensities for the storm. The six hour duration period 
represented by the cross hatched area appears to be primarily responsi­
ble for the Watershed discharge. Normally the Watershed can be ex­
pected to respond with peak flows about 6-8 hours after a runoff pro­
ducing precipitation event for similar Watershed conditions. The point 
to be made is that there was a Watershed response for a 0.24 inches/ 
hour precipitation event. A representative value should be near 0:25 
inches/hour. 
Smith _et al. (1937) and Adams e± (1958) also presented some 
continuous infiltration data. However it was impossible to use the data 
for parameter evaluation purposes because of insufficient experimental 
details. A representative estimate was made for the other required in­
filtration parameters based on judgement. A twelve inch control depth 
was assumed which implies 5.9 inches of total moisture storage within 
the twelve inch region. This assumption along with estimated of 7.0 and 
1.25 for ASOIL and NSOIL, respectively, yielded an infiltration relation­
ship which appears to be reasonable. A summary of the infiltration rates 
corresponding to given moisture contents as used for simulation purposes 
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is presented in Table 8. 
The physical features of the Watershed were simulated by the water­
shed generation program as presented by Haan (1967). An average overland 
flew channel and tile main slope of 0.001 feet/foot was used in the 
watershed generation program. Most of the existing Watershed tile 
mains lie approximately on this slope. The "K" parameter, used to 
describe the parabolic overland flow channels, was determined from 
topographic maps of agricultural land in the same soil association area 
near Ames, Iowa. Ten watercourse profiles were measured where the 
topography caused concentrated overland flow between depressional areas. 
The "K" values ranged from 0.25(10)"^ to 0.60(10)"^ with an average of 
0.178(10)"^ Ft."^. The average "K" value was used in the simulated 
watershed. 
Table 8. Infiltration rates for watershed simulation^ 
SMASM 
(in.) 7.0 
SMASM 
5.90 
(in./hr.) 
1.5 
0.0 saturation 0.00 
0.7 0.29 
1.1 field capacity 0.57 
1.5 ' 0.89 
2.0 67% field capacity 1.39 
2.4 50% field capacity 1.82 
3. 1 33% field capacity 2.66 
^Infiltration rate, in/hr = FCINFL + 7.0 ["SMASMl pciNFL is 
L 5.9oi 
"steady state" infiltration rate; SMASM is total layer storage minus 
antecedent moisture 
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The Model utilizes Manning's equation to describe the overland 
channel flw regime. This equation employs a roughness coet'L'icient 
which represents the resistance to niow down the channel. Chow (1959) 
presented Manning's roughness coetCicients Cor various agricultural 
crops and depth of flow situations. Ree and Palmer (1949) presented the 
results of their roughness coefficient investigations with Bermuda grass 
which ranges from 0.034 to 0.11 and 0.04 to 0.20 for 2.5 and 10 inch 
gravths, respectively. A Manning's roughness coefficient of 0.350 was 
used for the Model overland flow channels based on preliminary investi­
gations. The value is greater than the published data but the Model as­
sumes idealized overland flow channel shapes and no entrance losses for 
flow from depressions to overland flow channels. The roughness coefficient 
tends to compensate for these assumptions. It is quite possible for 
lower values to give adequate results but the author would not use values 
less than 0.200. 
Figure 43 illustrates the distribution of drainage areas along the 
drainage ditch as used in all simulation runs. These areas were used for 
both surface and subsurface discharge points. The large main tile lines 
tend to follow the natural waterways and lowland areas within a watershed 
which is also where the overland flows concentrate and move. Pseudo 
areas were included to satisfy the watershed size requirement. 
The subsurface drainage networks are an important aspect of East 
Fork Hardin Creek Watershed simulation. Much of the land area is ex-
ter.cively Tnp- Toua Drainage Guide (1962 ) recommends a lateral 
tile spacing of about 100 feet for the soils within the Watershed. 
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Figure 43. Distribution of drainage area inputs for East Fork Hardin 
Creek Watershed simulation 
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Lateral tile spacings of 150 feet were used in the Model to compensate 
for incomplete field drainage. 
Hydraulic conductivity and drainable pore space are the two soil 
parameters used in the subsurface drainage routine of the Model. Drain-
able pore space data, presented in Table 15, Appendix M, were used as 
the basis for the selection of a representative value of 8 percent by 
volume. Tables 16 and 17, Appendix M, present several reported hy­
draulic conductivity measurements made on the Clarion-Webster soil 
series. The writer has more faith in the auger hole determination data, 
and has used it as a basis to select the representative value of 6 
feet/day. This value represents a measure of the transmission character­
istics of the fluid-porous medium complex. Kirkham (1950) presented in­
formation about flow resistance caused by the convergence of the flow 
lines near tile openings. He indicated the ratio of discharge from 
tile lines with crack openings to completely open tile lines is about 
0.4 for crack spacings and tile depths commonly used in agriculture. 
In other words, the hydraulic conductivity value used in the Model must 
represent the soil and tile line combination. Therefore a hydraulic 
conductivity value of 2.5 feet/day was used. 
Vaigneur (1965) presented "F" data for four inch tile at various 
tile line spacings and impervious layer depths as summarized in Figure 44. 
The "F" value, FFCTN, is used in the subsurface drainage routine to 
represent the effect of flew region geometry on tile discharge. 
The approximate dimensions of the existing drainage ditch as pre-
10 
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Figure 44. 
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seated by Haan (1967) were used in the Model. The ditch is trapezoidal 
in shape with a bottom width and depth of 10 feet, 2 to 1 side slopes and 
a 0.001 bottom slope. A Manning's roughness coefficient of 0.035 was 
used in the 27,500 foot ditch. 
Storm Simulation 
A single 24 depression elemental watershed, as presented in Figures 
23 and 24, with its inherent problems was used for individual storm 
simulation. The actual Watershed is extensively drained with subsurface 
drainage. The Watershed has many surface inlets in roadside ditches 
which discharge into existing main tile lines. There are surface inlets 
in some farmed depressions but most depressions do not have surface in­
lets. The relative area of the Watershed drained by surface inlets is 
unknown. 
Preliminary computer runs indicated that reasonable Watershed hydro-
graph simulation results could be obtained by assuming one half of the 
Watershed area to be drained by subsurface drains only and the other half 
by surface inlets and subsurface drains. This drainage ratio as used for 
Watershed simulation computer runs may not be correct, but the author 
would not use less than one third of the Watershed area drained by sur­
face and subsurface drainage for simulation work. 
Precipitation input data was obtained from Iowa Natural Resources 
Council raingage records which were collected at a site within the 
Watershed boundaries. Iowa climatological data as published by the 
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United States Department of Commerce was also used as a source of pre­
cipitation and soil moisture status data. The gaging records of the 
United States Geological Survey were used as a source of actual Water­
shed discharge data. 
Figures 45, 46, 47, 48, and 49 present the precipitation intensity 
distribution, the field recorded hydrograph and simulated hydrograph for 
five different hydrologie events. Relatively wet conditions were common 
prior to the simulated storm events. In general the major flood flows 
occur for wet Watershed conditions. A summary of Watershed input param­
eters which were varied for the storms is presented in Table 9. The 
June 11-12, 1966 and June 7-8, 1967 events had consecutive rainfall 
bursts in a single simulation run. Lower FCINFL and DPSTOR values were 
used for the second burst to simulate the Watershed soil response to an -
initial wet condition. Free et al. (1940) presented different infiltra­
tion curves for initial wet and dry conditions for a given soil. 
DPSTOR values were arbitrarily selected as reasonable physical values. 
SMASH values were determined by the addition of 0.1, for each day between 
the simulated storm event and a prior rainfall event, to 1.0, the drain-
able porosity value of the corresponding infiltration soil layer. The 
initial soil profile moisture conditions were estimated based on moisture 
surveys, prior rainfall and prior Watershed discharge. 
The recorded Watershed hydrographs are characterized by low runoff 
rates and long flow durations. The June 11-12, 1966 storm, the largest 
peak discharge on record, had a peak discharge of 0.57 inches/day as 
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Figure 45. Simulation results of April 12-13, 1964 hydrologie event 
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Figure 47. Simulation results of June 11-12, 1966 hydrologie event 
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Table 9. Summary of simulation storm input data 
AVAILW-ANTMST 
Profile layer 
Storm FCINFL DPSTOR SMASM 1 2 3 
April 12-13, 1964 0.25 0.10 1.40 0.40 0.30 0.40 
May 2 5-26, 1964 0.20 0.10 1.60 0.40 0.00 0.00 
June 11-12, 1966 0.20 0.10 1.20 soil at field capacity 
0.05 0.02 
June 7-8, 1967^ 0.10 0.05 1.00 soil at field capacity 
0.05 0.02 
June 24, 1967^ 0.20 0.10 1.40 0.20 0.00 0.00 
^MDTEST = 4, depressions were initially full of water 
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compared to the maximum storm rainfall intensity of 2.0 inches/hour. 
The long flow durations are caused by the slow release of excess water 
from surface and subsurface storage. 
The Model did a reasonable job of storm simulation from the start 
of a precipitation event to several hours after the peak Watershed flow 
occurred. No attempt was made to simulate a complete hydrograph be­
cause of computer time and cost restrictions. The author believes 
that the simulated hydrograph would be greater than the recorded hy­
drograph several days after the peak occurred, the reason being that 
the Model subsurface drainage flows do not decrease very rapidly with 
time. Some compensation could be made by using a larger HYDRCD value 
or a smaller SPACNG value for the simulation runs. 
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GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS 
Model Sensitivity Investigation 
The simulation of watershed hydrographs requires a selection of 
Model input parameter values. These values are usually only estimates 
and are subject to error. The question of what effect errors have on 
simulated watershed hydrographs arises. 
A few computer runs were made to evaluate the effect of Model 
parameter changes on simulated hydrographs. The Model inputs asso­
ciated with the simulation of the June 11-12, 1966 hydrologie event as 
shown in Figure 47 was used as a basis for this investigation. Figure 
50 presents the results of five computer runs and the simulation run 
of Figure 47. The listed parameter values were changes from the original 
values as summarized in Table 9. All hydrographs ordinates were lowered 
as expected from the parameter changes but the general hydrograph shape 
was retained. 
The change of a few Model parameter values caused a change in the 
simulated hydrograph for a particular storm. The use of another hy­
drologie event could yield different results. The effect of initial 
conditions on Model operating processes must be understood. For example, 
a decrease in profile moisture for originally dry conditions would not 
change the hydrograph because all infiltration would be stored in the 
profile for both computer runs and would not affect the subsurface drain­
age discharge. 
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PARAMETER CHANGES 
NO CHANGE 
FCINFL = 0.60, 0,15 
DPSTOR = 0.30, 0.10 
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50. Effect of Model parameter changes on June 11-12, 1966 
simulated hydrograph 
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There are many other Model parameter values that were not changed 
for this investigation which could have significant effect on hydro-
graph shape and size, but probably the most important aspect of water­
shed simulation with this Model concerns the selection of appropriate 
Model drainage options and relative distribution. A re-examination of 
'Figure 32 illustrates the point. The magnitudes of discharges are greatly 
different for a common set of input conditions which in most cases will 
be used for simulation. The summation of these hydrographs results 
in a watershed hydrograph. 
"Original" Watershed Investigation 
The drainage activities in the East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed 
altered the "original" hydrology of the area. An attempt was made to 
estimate the "original" Watershed response to two different storms for 
two initial conditions. The initial condition parameters are presented 
in Table 10. FCINFL and DPSTOR values of 0.20 and 0.10, respectively, 
were used for simulation of second rainfall bursts for the wet runs. 
A second DPSTOR value of 0.20 was used for the dry runs. 
Table 10. Initial input parameters for "original" condition 
Initial 
condition FCINFL DPSTOR SMASM Depressions 
Dry 0.60 0.30 2.00 Empty 
Wet 0.30 0.20 1.00 Full 
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The "original" state of the Watershed would not have had subsurface 
tile drainage or a drainage ditch. The grass vegetation would have 
provided soil cover and increased infiltration rates as compared to 
existing conditions. 
The two previously simulated storms of April 12-13, 1964 and 
June 11-12, 1966 were used in this investigation. The elemental water­
shed as presented in Figure 24 with the no drains drainage option was 
used for the simulation computer runs. A 60 foot wide waterway with a 
0.200 Manning's roughness coefficient was used in place of the exist­
ing drainage ditch. 
The April 12-13, 1964 storm produced a trace of flow for the wet 
condition and no flow for the dry condition. The June 11-12, 1967 
storm produced a 0.5 cfs peak elemental watershed discharge for the 
dry condition which resulted in a small Watershed response. The elemental 
watershed discharge lasted a relatively short period of time. The wet 
condition for the June storm produced a significant Watershed hydro-
graph as shown in Figure 51. The original wet condition roughly cor­
responds to the initial existing conditions for the June storm. A second 
wet condition computer run was made with DPSTOR equal to 0.30. The 
change in DPSTOR, another indication of Model parameter sensitivity, 
caused a reduction in hydrograph ordinates. 
The general conclusion of this investigation is that artificial 
drainage of the East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed has affected the Water-
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Figure 51. Simulated hydrographs for existing and "original" watershed conditions 
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of most storms would be expected to have lower discharges and increased 
time to peaks as compared to the existing condition simulated hydro-
graphs. The storms which cause major flood flows from the existing 
watershed, such as the June 11-12, 1966 event, could be expected to 
produce significant flows for the "original" condition also. A key 
point which must not be ignored is that "original" condition simulation 
accuracy is unknown until the Model is tested on actual watersheds with 
similar characteristics. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The next major research effort regarding Model application and 
improvement will be dictated in part by the economic interest of the 
researcher. One major objective could be to investigate the economics 
associated with river discharges affected by agricultural drainage on a 
large study area or river basin. Research along these lines will neces­
sarily lead to the potential simulation of larger watersheds. Water­
sheds such as the Hardin Creek Watershed will then be considered ele­
mental watersheds for simulation purposes. More work will be required 
for the simulation of other potential elemental watersheds to verify or 
reject the model adequacy for such purposes. Studies similar to the 
Hardin Creek simulation work will be required for watersheds of different 
sizes and characteristics. 
A second major objective of future work could be to study the 
drainage economics of watersheds smaller than the Hardin Creek Watershed. 
The primary economic considerations in this work would deal with the 
beneficial or detrimental effects of drainage as exhibited in crop re­
sponse and production. The simulation of depressional area water ele­
vations and soil profile moisture status over relatively small areas 
would be the primary objective of such effort. Basic relationships con­
cerning plant environment and yield can then be used to study the economics 
of present and future drainage ventures. 
Even though tvjo broad areas of future work have been presented, 
there are several Model facets which require further study for improved 
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Hardin Creek Watershed simulation. One item of concern is the lack of 
adequate infiltration data for the Clarion-Webster soil series. Esti­
mated infiltration routine parameters were used in all investigations. 
Infiltration plays a major role in all hydrologie events and should be 
simulated to the best of our ability. 
The initial portion of several Watershed hydrographs were simulated 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy; however, no data or knowledge regard­
ing the simulation accuracy of elemental watersheds is available. The 
simulation of an existing tile main drainage area was approximated by 
several elemental watersheds which satisfied the drainage area require­
ment. Alternate surface inlet and subsurface drains, and subsurface 
drains only elemental watersheds were used. The summation of the ele­
mental watershed outflow hydrographs, which also represented ditch in­
flow, was used to represent the response of the existing tile main and 
its associated drainage area. Field discharge measurements of tile main 
and overland channel flow hydrographs should be obtained to verify the 
Model approach. The two hydrographs should be obtained rather than a 
composite hydrograph because accurate simulation of the two flow por­
tions will assure better simulation of hydrologie events. 
The comparison of tile main drainage area discharges may warrant 
the use of a branched flow system rather than the existing Model depres-
sional area series flow system. Overland channel flew routing could 
also be considered. Such a Model addition requires more computer exe­
cution time, but until shown to be unimportant, it probably should be 
included in the Model. 
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Some effort should be expended to shorten the program length. It 
was very difficult to find errors during the program development be­
cause the debugging compiler did not allow for sufficient program 
storage capacity. An execution language with very poor error diag­
nostics was used. Much grief, time and money could be saved if the 
program were shortened. One possibility is to remove the orifice op­
tion of depression surface inlet flow from the Model. It is very sel­
dom used in the Model and it is doubtful if orifice flow actually oc­
curs in the field for an appreciable length of time. An admirable 
achievement would be to eliminate some or all of the iteration portions 
of the program; however, brief consideration by the author did not produce 
fruitful results. Much computer execution time is spent in iteration 
routines. 
The determination of the piezometric head at each depression within 
an elemental watershed for each time interval caused some problems. 
The existing SUBROUTINE HEAD, which calculates depression piezometric 
heads, should be examined very closely for possible malfunctions. The 
SUBROUTINE still causes some erratic elemental watershed outflows which 
are smoothed by the ditch routing routine. The whole problem is one 
of basic but rather involved hydraulics. The SUBROUTINE could also be 
applied to other hydraulic flow problems such as flow simulation from 
surface inlet drained terrace channels. 
The "wave" effect associated with the variable depression elemental 
watershed should be eliminated because it can produce multiple peaked 
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simulated watershed hydrographs from a single rainfall burst which does 
not occur from the East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed. The use of one 
depression size per elemental watershed is a possible solution. The 
effect of a single depression size on elemental watershed discharge 
should also be investigated. 
The continuous simulation of watershed discharges should be de­
veloped. Two possible approaches-come to mind. The first would use the 
developed or an improved Model for all simulation. The routing inter­
val times would be changed during a run to minimize computer execution 
time and yet not seriously violate the Model assumptions. 
A second approach would use the Model to simulate the hydrologie 
event from the storm beginning to several hours after the peak flow and 
a flow recession curve from Model termination time to the start of a 
new storm. It appears from general Hardin Creek hydrograph inspection 
that a characteristic recession curve could be developed for the Water­
shed. The continuous simulation of initial infiltration and soil pro­
file parameters would be required for the application of the reces­
sion curve technique because the present Model requires initial watershed 
condition inputs before the simulation of each hydrologie event. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A hydrologie mathematical watershed model was developed for the 
most recently glaciated region of Iowa. The region is characterized 
by a flat topography, numerous shallow depressional areas commonly 
called "potholes", and surface and subsurface drainage facilities. 
The research effort was based on a previously developed hydraulic mathe­
matical watershed model which simulated the movement of excess water 
from the depressional areas to the watershed outlet. The hydraulic 
model used excess water as input to simulate watershed hydrographs. 
The developed hydrologie Model uses precipitation as input and simu­
lates the hydrologie watershed processes of infiltration, surface runoff 
to depressional areas, soil moisture profile storage, évapotranspiration 
and percolation of water to the water table. The resultant outputs of 
the hydrologie processes serve as inputs to the hydraulic model. The 
Model simulates the hydrology of a watershed from precipitation input 
to a watershed outflow hydrograph on an individual storm basis. 
The research effort also expanded the basic framework of the hy­
draulic model to include lateral subsurface drainage simulation. The 
hydraulic model used closed main tile lines which did not allow for ex­
tensive subsurface drainage simulation. 
The basic approach used for the simulation of a given physical 
watershed was to conceptually divide the watershed into several inde­
pendent units called elemental watersheds. The hydrology of a given 
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elemental watershed was simulated for a storm period. Elemental water­
shed outflow hydrographs were combined to yield the watershed outflow 
hydrograph. The Model contains four elemental watershed drainage op­
tions which are (a) no drains, (b) subsurface drains only, (c) surface 
inlet drains only and (d) a combination of subsurface and surface inlet 
drains. 
The general Model characteristics were investigated to establish 
guidelines and offer guidance for future simulation work. Bailey's 
iterative method was used to improve the computational efficiency of 
the original hydraulic model by about one-third. 
The Model was used to simulate five individual hydrologie events 
for the 24 square mile East Fork Hardin Creek Watershed, Green County, 
Iowa. The Model output hydrographs corresponded well with the field 
measured outflow hydrographs. The simulated peak discharge deviation 
from actual peak discharges was from -8 to 29 percent of the actual 
discharge with a mean deviation of 8 percent. The simulated hydro-
graphs tended to have steeper rise curves than the actual hydrographs; 
however in general the simulated hydrographs approximated the field hydro-
graph shape and size for the simulated time interval. Wet antecedent 
conditions were common for all the events. 
Pre-drained (original) Watershed simulation was attempted for two 
hydrologie events. Crude approximations were used for the Watershed 
simulation in its "original" state. It appears that the drainage of 
Lue wâLcirâl'iôvî lias iriflucnccd the outflow-' hydrcgr^ ph? Ac compared t.o 
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existing condition hydrographs. The "original" hydrographs tended to 
have smaller discharges and longer flow times as compared to existing 
condition hydrographs; however, significant discharges were apparent 
for a major storm event-
It appears that the Model approach is satisfactory for the simulation 
of depressional watersheds but Model improvements and more basic input 
data are required for improved simulation. A summary of the major con­
clusions is as follows: 
(1) The Model adequately simulated the initial part of five East 
Fork Hardin Creek Watershed outflow hydrographs. 
(2) Pre-drained (original) simulated Watershed flows were smaller 
and of longer duration than existing condition flows, but major 
Model flows occurred from a storm that produced the largest 
Watershed peak discharge on record. 
(3) Model subsurface tile drainage has a minor effect on major 
flood flow peak discharges. 
(4) The application of the variable-depression elemental watershed 
results in overland flow "wave" movement. 
(5) The relative proportion of surface inlet drained and undraincd 
elemental watersheds is a- very critical Model input parameter. 
(6) Adequate Clarion-Webster soil series infiltration data is not 
available. 
(7) More field information concerning the relative proportion of 
tile main and overland channel flow from an elemental watershed 
is needed for Model testing. 
(8) SUBROUTINE HEAD output should be compared with field data tor 
verification. 
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MODEL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
************»*****#*******************  
i$S MAIN PROGRAM $iS 
C 
C A l  ;  DRAINAGE DITCH FLOW CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AT START OF TIME 
C INTERVAL (SQUARE FEET)  
C  A2  :  DRAINAGE DITCH FLOW CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AT END OF TIME INTERVAL 
C (SQUARE FEET)  
C  AB :  DEPRESSIONAL AREA OUTFLOW AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C  ANTMST :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
C AREAFL ;  TOTAL INUNDATED AREA IN  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (ACRES)  
C  ASOIL :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C ATIME :  HOUR TIME FOR PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (HOUR)  
C  ATOT ;  TOTAL AREA WITHIN AN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (ACRES)  
C  AU ;  AREA OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA WATERSHED (ACRES)  
C  AVAILW :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
C  
•  C  BFLOW ;  WATERSHED DISCHARGE AT START OF SIMULATION RUN (CFS)  
C  BTIME ;  MINUTE TIME FROM PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (MINUTES)  
C  BWIDTH ;  DRAINAGE OITCH BOTTOM WIDTH (FEET)  
C  
C  CARD :  IDENTIFICATION DATA 
C CD ;  SURFACE INLET ORIFICE COEFFICIENT 
C CFACTR ;  DRAINAGE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
. 0  CONST 1  ;  PARAMETER USED TO COMPUTE FULL TILE MAIN FLOW 
C CGNST3 :  PARAMETER USED TO CONVERT RUNOFF FROM IN/HR TO CFS  
C COEFBW :  PARAMETER USED TO DESCRIBE OITCH DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP 
C  
C  D1  :  WATER DEPTH IN  DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C  D2  :  WATER DEPTH IN  DEPRESSION AT END OF TIME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C  DCOEF :  DRAINAGE COEFFICIENT ( IN/DAY)  
C DDEPTH :  DRAINAGE OITCH DEPTH (FEET)  
C  DELT :  TIME INCREMENT OR INTERVAL (SECONDS)  
C  DELTM ;  TIME INTERVAL (MINUTES)  
C  DELTMB :  BASE TIME INCREMENT (MINUTES)  
C  DELTM6 :  TIME INTERVAL (HOURS)  
C  DELTQ :  SURFACE RUNOFF FOR A GIVEN TIME INTERVAL ( INCHES)  
'  C DELX ;  REACH LENGTH DATA FOR DRAINAGE OITCH ROUTING (FEET)  
C  DFMAIN :  TILE MAIN FLOW DEPTH (FEET)  
C  DITCHQ ;  TOTAL WATERSHED DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C  DLNGTH :  TOTAL LENGTH OF DRAINAGE OITCH (FEET)  
C  DP :  NEW VALUE FOR DPSTOR 
C DPSTOR :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C DRNPOR :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C  DS  :  SURFACE INLET DIAMETER (FEET)  
C DSLOPE :  DRAINAGE OITCH SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
C 
C E  :  BOTTOM ELEVATION OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (FEET)  
C ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF TILE MAIN ABOVE MAIN OUTLET AT CENTER OF 
C  DEPRESSIONAL AREA (FEET)  
C  EVAPTR ;  SOIL MOISTURE DEPLETION FACTOR -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C 
C  FC ;  NEW VALUE FOR FCINFL 
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C FCINFL ;  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C FFCTN S  DRAINAGE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE ORNAGÊ 
C FLOW ;  TOTAL ELEMENTAL WATERSHED DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C  
C  GRAVPR :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C 
C  H :  TOTAL HEAD AT A DEPRESSION (FEETJ  
C  HMAIN ;  TOTAL HEAD IN  TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C  HRSl ,HRS2  :  TIME FROM PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (HOURS)  
C  HTl  :  WATER TABLE HEIGHT -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C HT2  :  WATER TABLE HEIGHT -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C HYORCO :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C 
C I I  :  DEPRESSION INFLOW AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C 12  :  DEPRESSION INFLOW AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C  INDEXl  ;  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES TYPE OF SURFACE INLET 
C FLOW 
C IN0EX2 :  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES WHEN OVERLAND CHANNEL 
C  FLOW OCCURS 
C  I  PLOT :  EQUALS 1  ,  PLOT RESULTS 
C  EQUALS 2  1  DO NOT PLOT RESULTS 
C  IPUNCH :  EQUALS 1  ,  DO NOT PUNCH RESULTS 
C  EQUALS 2  ,  PUNCH RESULTS 
C  IROUTE :  EQUALS 1  ,  ROUTE FLOW DOWN DRAINAGE DITCH 
C EQUALS 2  f  DO NOT ROUTE FLOW DOWN DRAINAGE DITCH 
C ITYPE J DATA SET THAT SPECIFIES  ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS 
C ALONG THE DRAINAGE DITCH 
C 
C  K :  SHAPE FACTOR FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS -  SEE SUBROUTINE OUTFLO 
C 
C  L  :  LENGTH OF TILE MAIN BETWEEN DEPRESSIONS (FEET)  
C  
C  MDTEST :  PARAMETER TO SPECIFY TYPE OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED DRAINAGE 
C EQUALS 1  ,  OVERLAND FLOW AND SURFACE INLETS 
C  EQUALS 2  I  OVERLAND FLOW ONLY 
C  EQUALS 3  t  OVERLAND FLOW,SURFACE INLETS AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
C EQUALS 4  ,  OVERLAND FLOW AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
C MNC :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C  MNT ;  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR MAIN TILE LINES 
C 
C  NELWSD :  TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS USED FOR A SIMULATION 
C RUN 
C NEWAD ;  NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS ABOVE THE DITCH HEAD 
C NITYPE :  NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED TYPES 
C NORCH :  NUMBER OF REACHES USED FOR DRAINAGE DITCH ROUTINE 
C NSOIL ;  SOIL PARAMETER -  SES SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONS IN  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C  NWIDTH :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
C 
C 01  :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (CFS)  
C 02  ;  over land  FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (CFSl  
C  08  :  ADJUSTED TILE MAIN DISCHARGE -  SEE SUBROUTINE HEAD 
C 09  :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE 
C 
C  PCEL :  DEPRESSION CREST ELEVATION (FEET)  
C  PRECIP  :  PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA ARRAY ( INCHES)  
C  
C  Q1  ;  DRAINAGE DITCH REACH DISCHARGE AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C  02  !  DRAINAGE DITCH REACH DISCHARGE AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C  QFULL :  FULL FLOW TILE MAIN DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C  QINl  :  INFLOW TO WATER TABLE -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
Figure 52. (Continued) 
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C QIN2  ;  INFLOW TO HATER TABLE -  SEE SUBROUTINE ORNAGE 
C QHAIND :  MAIN TILE DISCHARGE (CfS)  
C  QSUBMN :  SUBMAIN TILE DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/OAYl  
C  QT ;  INITIAL ELEMENTAL WATERSHED TILE MAIN DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C QTILEI  :  WATER TABLE FLUX -  SEE SUBROUTINE ORNAGE 
C  QTILE2  :  WATER TABLE FLUX -  SEE SUBSOOTINE ORNAGE 
C  QU ;  TOTAL ELEMENTAL WATERSHED DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C  
C  RAIN2  ;  ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION DATA ASSOCIATED WITH TIME INTERVALS 
C  AND USED " TO THE MODEL ROUTINES ( INCHES)  
C  RAINS :  ACC ST- . r  ION INPUT DATA ( INCHES)  
C  RN ;  MAN.NI  .  r i vu 'u  j  ( • ' i .  i - .  ICIPNT FOR DRAINAGE DITCH 
C 
C s ; 0V£.' AND FLOW CHAN:.£L SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
C  SDZLTF ;  AN INFILTRATION PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C SHOR :  HORIZONTAL LEG OF DRAINAGE DITCH SIDE SLOPE 
C SLPSUB :  SUBMAIN TILE SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
C  SMASH :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C SPACNG :  DRAINAGE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C SVERT ;  VERTICAL LEG OF DRAINAGE DITCH SIDE SLOPE 
C 
C  TD :  MAIN TILE DIAMETER ( INCHES OR FEET)  
C  TESTAS :  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
C SUBROUTINE ASGL 
C  TESTDR :  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
C SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C  TESTIN ;  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
C  SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C TESTRO :  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
C  SUBROUTINE ROUT 
C  TFACTl ,TFACT2 :  FACTORS USED TO CHANGE THE ROUTING TIME INCREMENT OR 
C TIME INTERVAL 
C TILEFL :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (CFS)  
C  TIME :  ACCUMULATED TIME VALUES DERIVED FROM ROUTING TIME INCREMENT 
C (HOURS)  
C  TIHEI i  ;  HOUR TIME OF FIRST TIME-PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (HOURS)  
C  TIMEI2  :  MINUTE TIME OF FIRST TIME-PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (MINUTES)  
C  TIMEPT ;  TIME INPUT DATA ARRAY (HOURS)  
C  TOE.LEV :  MAIN TILE OUTLET ELEVATION (FEET)  
C  TOTSTR :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C TSLOPE :  MAIN TILE SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
C 
C  WATERT :  WATER TABLE ELEVATION -  SEE SUBROUTINE ORNAGE 
C  WEIRK :  SURFACE INLET WEIR COEFFICIENT 
C WWCOEF :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE PARAMETER -  SEE FUNCTION 
C OUTFLO 
C  
C ZFD :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH FOR SURFACE INLET (FEET)  
C  ZFW :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (FEET)  
C  
C  ***************$****************************$*****************$*****  
C 
a s  SUBROUTINE IHEAD tJS  
C 
C  ATOT :  TOTAL AREA OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (ACRE)  
C AU :  SIZE OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (ACRE)  
C ELEVMN ;  ELEVATION OF MAIN TILE AT CENTER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA ABOVE MAIN 
C OUTLET (FEET)  
C  FFCTN :  A PARAMETER WHICH DEPENDS ON THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
C  HT ;  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE LATERAL TILE (FEET)  
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C HYORCO :  HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED SOIL (FEET/DAY)  
C  NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREAS IN  AN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C  QSUBMN :  SUSMAIN TILE DISCHARGE FROM A DEPRESSIONAL AREA (CUBIC FEET/DAY)  
C  OT ;  INITIAL TILE DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  QTILE ;  TILE DISCHARGE PER UNIT AREA OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (FEET/DAY)  
C SPACNG ;  LATERAL TILE LINE SPACING (FEET)  
C  TO :  MAIN TILE DIAMETER (FEET)  
C  TFTILE :  TOTAL LENGTH OF LATERAL TILE IN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (FEET)  
C  fOELEV :  ELEVATirx  PF  MAIN TILE OUTLET INTO DRAINAGE OITCH (FEET)  
C  WATERT :  ELEVAT:  • TAOI .E  (  FEET)  
C  
C  *  I*»**  ******$******  ************  
c 
$i$ SUBROUTINE INFILT $S$ 
C 
C ASniL  :  SOIL PARAMETER WHICH DESCRIBES INFILTRATION RELATIONSHIP 
C  DELT ;  TIME INCREMFNT (HOURS)  
C  DELTF :  AMOUNT OF INFILTRATED WATER FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C  OELTM :  TIME INCREMENT (MINUTES)  
C  DELTP ;  RAINFALL AMOUNT FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C DELTPE :  AMOUNT OF EXCESS SURFACE WATER FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C  DELTQ :  AMOUNT OF SURFACE RUNOFF FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C  DPSTOR :  AMOUNT OF SURFACE STORAGE BEFORE SURFACE RUNOFF OCCURS ( INCHES»  
C F1  ;  ACCUMULATED INFILTRATION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C  F2  :  ACCUMULATED INFILTRATION AT END OF TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C  EVAPTR ;  RATE Of  EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ( INCHES/HOUR)  
C  FAVG ;  AVERAGE INFILTRATION RATE FOR A TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES/HOUR)  
C  FCINFL ;  FINAL OR STEADY STATE INFILTRATION RATE ( INCHES/HOUR)  
C  FORAIN :  AMOUNT OF WATER PEMOVFD FROM SOIL LAYER BY DRAINAGE AND 
C EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DURING TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES)  
C  FINIT2  :  INFILTRATION RATE AT START OF TIME INCREMENT 
C FINIT :  INFILTRATION RATE AT END OF TIME INCREMENT 
C  GRAVPR ;  AMOUNT OF GRAVITY DRAINED PORE STORAGE ( INCHES)  
C  IVALUl  :  AN INDEX PARAMETER 
C NSOIL :  SOIL PARAMETER WHICH DESCRIBES INFILTRATION RELATIONSHIP 
C  PEXCES :  ACCUMULATED EXCESS WATER WHICH HAS NOT INFILTRATED ( INCHES)  
C  OEXCES :  ACCUMULATED SURFACE RUNOFF ( INCHES)  
C  RAIN2  :  DEPTH OF PRECIPITATION ( INCHES)  
C  SDELT :  ACCUMULATED TIME (HOURS)  
C  SDELTF ;  ACCUMULATED INFILTRATION WATER ( INCHES)  
C  SMASH :  TOTAL STORAGE MINUS ANTECEDENT MOISTURE ( INCHES)  
C  TOTSTR :  TOTAL STORAGE ABOVE IMPEDING LAYER ( INCHES)  
C  STRMGP ;  TOTAL STORAGE MINUS GRAVITATIONAL WATER ( INCHES)  
C  VOLDPR :  AMOUNT OF EXCESS WATER HELD IN  SURFACE STORAGE ( INCHES)  
C  SMF ;  TOTAL STORAGE MINUS MOISTURE ABOVE IMPEDING LAYER ( INCHES)  
C  
C  ******************$******#*******************************************  
C 
$$S SUBROUTINE PRFILE H i  
C 
C ANTMST :  ANTECEDENT MOISTURE OF SOIL LAYERS ( INCHES 
C AVAILW :  FIELD CAPACITY OF SOIL LAYERS ( INCHES)  
C DELTF ;  INFILTRATED WATER DERIVED FROM SUBROUTINE INFILT ( INCHES)  
C  EVAPTR :  RATE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ( INCHES/HOUR)  
C  NWIDTH ;  NUMBER OF LAYERS IN  SOIL PROFILE 
C QLEFT :  AMOUNT OF INFILTRATED WATER WHICH PASSES THROUGH THE SOIL PROFILE 
C ( INCHES)  
C  
C  *********************** ,***** ,$*********** ,********* ,****************  
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C 
$S$  SUBROUTINF ROUT $ t t  
C 
C  A6  ;  DISCHARGE FROM DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  AC :  VOLUME OF WATER IN  DEPRESSION CORRESPONDING TO DEPTH D1  (CUBIC FEET)  
C  BC :  DISCHARGE FROM DEPRESSION CORRESPONDING TO DEPTH 02  OR 021  
C (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  CD ;  ORIFICE COEFFICIENT FOR SURFACE INLET 
C 01  ;  WATER 0 :  "  '  r -RFSS  I  ON AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C  02  OR 021  • 3% '= . rS ' .  ! 'N  AT END OF TIME INCREMENT {FEET)  
C  DELT ;  TT l i .C ' .  .  • •  - i - r . 0 - -O  
C  OS  :  SURF INLET DI / . . - '  r -  '  . i ,  
C F02I  :  "rUS FUNCTION EQUALS ZERO WHEN A ROOT OF THE EQUATION IS  DETERMINED 
C FPRIM ;  :  FIRST DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION FD21  
C FPRIM2 ;  SECOND DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION FD2I  
C  I I  :  INFLOW TO DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  12  ;  INFLOW TO DEPRESSION AT END OF TIME INCREMENT (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  INDEXl  :  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES TYPE OF SURFACE INLET 
C FLOW 
C IN0EX2 :  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES WHEN OVERLAND CHANNEL 
C  FLOW OCCURS 
C K ;  PARAMETER USED 1  DESCRIBE SIZE OF PARABOLIC OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C  KCONST :  PARAMETER USED FOR ERROR ANALYSIS  OUTl 'UT WHEN SUBROUTINE FINDS 
C TROUBLE 
C MNC :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C  NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREAS IN  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C S  ;  SLOPE OF OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS (FEET/FEET)  
C  TD :  SURFACE INLET AND TILE MAIN DIAMETER (FEET)  
C  WEIRK :  SURFACE INLET WEIR COEFFICIENT 
C WWCOEF ;  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE PARAMETER -  SEE FUNCTION 
C OUTFLO 
C Y :  DEPTH OF FLOW IN  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (FEET)  
C  TESTRO;  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
C *********************************************************************  
c 
S$ i  FUNCTION OUTFLO $$$  
C 
C  CD :  SURFACE INLET ORIFICE COEFFICIENT 
C CONSTl  :  PARAMETER USED TO COMPUTE PIPE FLOW (FEET**5 /2 /SEC0N0)  
C  CQ :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C D1  :  WATER DEPTH IN  DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C DEPTH :  DEPTH OF WATER IN  DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C DFMAIN :  DEPTH OF FLOW IN TILE MAIN (FEET)  
,  C  DMAIN :  DISTANCE BETWEEN DEPRESSION BOTTOM AND TOP OF TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C DS  :  SURFACE INLET DIAMETER (FEET)  
C E  :  ELEVATION OF DEPRESSION BOTTOM (FEET)  
C ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF TILE MAIN ABOVE TILE OUTLET (FEET)  
C H :  TOTAL HEAD AT A DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C HKE ;  HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR SURFACE INLET 
C HMAIN :  TOTAL HEAD ON TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C INDEX!  :  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES TYPE OF SURFACE INLET FLOW 
C IN0EX2 :  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES WHEN OVERLAND CHANNEL FLO'W OCCURS 
C JDRAIN :  
C K :  PARAMETER USED TO DESCRIBE SIZE OF PARABOLIC OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C MDT ;  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES TYPE OF DRAINAGE 
C MDTEST :  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES TYPE OF DRAINAGE 
C OF :  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE FROM A DEPRESSION (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C OFl  ;  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE BASED ON WEIR FLOW (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
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c  0P2  :  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE BASED ON ORIFICE FLOW (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C 0F3  :  SURFACE I^LET DISCHARGF FUSED ON PIPE FLOW (CII3IC FEET/SECOND)  
C PCEL :  CREST ELEVATION OF A DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C QFULL :  FULL TILE MAIN DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND» 
C OSUPMN ;  SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE DISCHARGE INTO TILE MAIN (CUBIC FEET/DAY)  
C TO :  SURFACE INLET AND TILE MAIN DIAMETER (FEET)  
C TOELEV :  TILE OUTLET ELEVATION (FEET)  
C  TO :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE BETWEEN TWO DEPRESSIONS ( C U B I C  FEET/SECOND)  
C VELCCY :  FLOW VELOCITY IN  SURFACE INLET (FEET/SECOND)  
C  WEIRK :  SURFACE INLET WEIR COEFFICIENT 
C WWCOEF :  OVERLAND PLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE PARAMETER -  CAN USE A 
C  VALUE EQUAL TO 1 . 0  
C Y :  DEPTH OF FLOW IN  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  Z F O  :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH (FEET)  
C  ZFW ;  ZERO FLOW DEPTH IN  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (FEET)  
C 
C »$***********************************#************************#****** 
C 
S$ t  SUBROUTINE DRNAGE S$$  
C 
C  AU :  SIZE OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (ACRES)  
C  CFACTR ;  RATIO OF AVERAGE WATER TABLE MOVEMENT TO MAXIMUM MOVEMENT BETWEEN 
C DRAINS 
C CONVER :  SIDE LENGTH OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (FEET)  
C DELTD ;  TIME INCREMENT (DAYS)  
C  DELTM :  TIME INCREMENT (MINUTES)  
C  DRNPOR ;  DRAINABLE POROSITY OF SOIL PROFILE (PERCENT)  
C  ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF HMAIN TILE AT CENTER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA ABOVE MAIN 
C OUTLET (FFET)  
C  FFCTN :  A FACTOR WHICH DEPENDS ON TILE DRAINAGE SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
C HMA IN  :  ENERGY H E A D  IN  MAIN TILE WHERE SU6MAIN TILE ENTERS (FEET)  
C HTl  :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE EFFECTIVE LATERAL TILE AT START OF TIME 
C INTERVAL (FEET)  
C  HT2  :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE EFFECTIVE LATERAL TILE AT END OF TIME 
C INTERVAL (FEET)  
C  HWTl  :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE LATERAL TILE AT START OF TIME INTERVAL 
C (FEET)  
C  HWT2 :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE LATERAL TILE AT END OF TIME INTERVAL 
C (FEET)  
C  HYDRCO :  HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED SOIL (FEET/DAY)  
C  MZ ;  INDEX FACTOR 
C NT I  LE :  NUMBER LATERAL TILE LINES AFFECTED BY ENERGY HEAD IN  MAIN TILE 
C NTILES iNUMBER OF LATERAL TILE LINES IN  DEPRESSIONAL AREA 
C QINl  :  RATE OF INFLOW TO WATER TABLE AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (CUBIC FEET/  
C FOOT/DAY)  
C  QIN2  ;  RATE OF INFLOW TO WATER TABLE AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (CUBIC FEET/FOOT 
C /DAY)  
C  QLEFT :  AMOUNT OF WATER WHICH PERCOLATED THROUGH SOIL PROFILE ( INCHES)  
C  OSUBMN :  DISCHARGE FROM SU8MA IN TILE (CUBIC FEET/DAY)  
C QTILEl  :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY)  
C QTILE2  :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY)  
C  0TILE8  :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY)  
C 0TILE9  :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY)  
C  SLPSUB :  SUP.MAIN TILE SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
C SPACNG :  LATERAL TILE LINE SPACNG (FEET)  
C TO :  MAIN TILE DIAMETER (FEET)  
C  TOELEV :  ELEVATION OF MAIN TILE OUTLET INTO DRAINAGE DITCH (FEET)  
C WATERT :  ELEVATION OF WATER TABLE (FEET)  
C 
c  *********************************************************************  
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C 
$$S SUBROUTINE HEAD ÎJt 
C 
C CONSTl  ;  PARAMETER USED TO COMPUTE FULL TILE MAIN FLOW -  SEE MAIN 
C DELTTQ ;  INCREMENTAL DISCHARGE FOR ADDITION TO TILE MAIN 
C DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C  DEP ;  DEPTH OF WATER IN  DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C  E  :  BOTTOM OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA ELEVATION (FEET)  
C ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF TILE MAIN ABOVE MAIN OUTLET AT CENTER OF 
C DEPRESSlONAL AREA (FEET)  
C H:  HEAD IN  MAIN TILE LINE (FEET)  
C  IMIKE :  INDEX PARAMETER -  SOURCE =  MAIN PROGRAM 
C INDEXl  :  INDEX PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES THE TYPE OF SURFACE INLET 
C FLOW -  SOURCE =  FUNCTION OUTFLO 
C I  POT :  INDEX PARAMETER 
C MM :  SUBROUTINE ROUT ITERATE NUMBER 
C NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONS IN  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C 01  :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE -  SOURCE =  FUNCTION OUTFLO (CFS)  
C 08  :  ADJUSTED TILE MAIN DISCHARGE(CFS)  
C  TOELEV :  TILE MAIN OUTLET ELEVATION (FEET)  
C 
C  ****************************#******»****»****$********************$**  
c 
$ î$  FUNCTION VOLUME $$$  
C 
C  DEPTH :  DEPTH OF WATER IN  DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C  VOLUME ;  VOLUME OF WATER STORED IN  DEPRESSION (CUBIC FEET)  
C  
C ********************************************************************* 
C 
m  FUNCTION OFLOW S$$  
c 
C OFLOW :  RATIO OF DEPTH OF FLOW TO CONDUIT DIAMETER 
C X ;  RATIO OF CONDUIT DISCHARGE TO FULL CONDUIT DISCHARGE 
C 
C  $********************************************************************  
c 
J$$  FUNCTION AREA $$$  
C 
C AREA ;  DITCH CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (SQUARE FEET)  
C  COEFBW :  TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNEL BOTTOM WIDTH COEFFICIENT :  2  TO 1  SIDE SLOPES 
C =1 .11  FOR 5  FOOT BOTTOM WIDTH 
C =1 .00  FOR 10  FOOT BOTTOM WIDTH 
C =  0 . 95  FOR 15  FOOT BOTTOM WIDTH 
C 0  :  DITCH DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  RN :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR DITCH 
C 
C  ********»******************************«**************************$**  
c 
$t$  FUNCTION DSCHRG t$$  
C 
C  A ;  DITCH CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (SQUARE FEET)  
C  COEFBW :  BOTTOM WIDTH COEFFICIENT (SEE FUNCTION AREA)  
C  DSCHRG ;  DITCH DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND)  
C  POWER ;  PARAMETER GENERATED IN  FUNCTION ASOL 
C RN ;  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR DITCH 
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C 
C * * *»** * * * * * * * *»** * *#«**#*** * * * *»** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
c 
$$$ FUNCTION ASOL S$4 
C 
C A4  :  CROSS-SECTIONAU AREA OF DITCH AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (SQUARE FEET}  
C  ALPHA :  PARAMETER FROM MAIN PROGRAM 
C ASOL ;  CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF DITCH AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (SQUARE FEET)  
C  BETA :  PARAMETER FROM MAIN PROGRAM 
C FPZl  :  FIRST DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION ,FZ  
C FPZ2  :  SECOND DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION ,FZ  
C FZ :  THIS  FUNCTION EQUALS ZERO WHEN A R00T(A4I  IS  DETERMINED 
C LAMBDA :  PARAMETER FROM MAIN PROGRAM 
C Q4  :  DITCH DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECONO)  
C  TESTAS;  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
C  ***********************#********#*******************#****************  
C 
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C 
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *$ * * * * *$ * *  
C 
c A MATHEMATICAL WATERSHED MOCEL FOR THE SIMULATION OF DISCHARGE 
C HYDROGRAPHS FROM WATERSHEDS CHARACTERIZED BY DEPRESSIONAL STORAGE 
C AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE FACILIT IES -  DARRELL W DEBOER -  FALL,1969 
C 
C  3 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 3  
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C A1 :  DRAINAGE DITCH FLOW CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AT START OF T IME 
C INTERVAL (SQUARE FEET)  
C A2 ;  DRAINAGE DITCH FLOW CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA AT END OF T IME INTERVAL 
C (SQUARE FEET)  
C AB :  DEPRESSIONAL AREA OUTFLOW AT START OF T IME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C ANTMST :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
C AREAFL :  TOTAL INUNDATED AREA IN  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (ACRES)  
C ASOIL :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C ATIME :  HOUR T IME FOR PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (HOUR)  
C ATOT :  TOTAL AREA WITHIN AN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (ACRES)  
C AU ;  AREA OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA WATERSHED (ACRES)  
C AVAILW :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
C 
C BFLOH :  WATERSHED DISCHARGE AT START OF SIMULATION RUN (CFS)  
C BTIME :  MINUTE TIME FROM PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (MINUTES)  
C BWIDTH :  DRAINAGE DITCH BOTTOM WIDTH (FEET)  
C 
C CARD :  IDENTIFICATION DATA 
C CD :  SURFACE INLET ORIFICE COEFFICIENT 
C CFACTR ;  DRAINAGE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C CONSTL ;  PARAMETER USED TO COMPUTE FU^L T ILE MAIN FLOW 
C C0NST3 :  PARAMETER USED TO CONVERT RUNOFF FROM IN/HR TO CFS 
C COEFBW :  PARAMETER USED TO DESCRIBE DITCH DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP 
C 
C 01  :  WATER DEPTH IN DEPRESSION AT START OF T IME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C D2 :  WATER DEPTH IN DEPRESSION AT END OF T IME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C DCOEF ;  DRAINAGE COEFFICIENT ( IN/DAY)  
C DDEPTH :  DRAINAGE DITCH DEPTH (FEET)  
C DELT :  TIME INCREMENT OR INTERVAL (SECONDS)  
C DELTM :  TIME INTERVAL (MINUTES)  
C DELTMB :  BASE T IME INCREMENT (MINUTES)  
C 0ELTM6 :  TIME INTERVAL (HOURS)  
C DELTQ :  SURFACE RUNOFF FOR A GIVEN TIME INTERVAL ( INCHES)  
C DELX :  REACH LENGTH DATA FOR DRAINAGE DITCH ROUTING (FEET)  
C DFMAIN :  TILE MAIN FLOW DEPTH (FEET)  
C DITCHQ ;  TOTAL WATERSHED DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C DLNGTH :  TOTAL LENGTH OF DRAINAGE DITCH (FEET)  
C OP :  NEW VALUE FOR DPSTOR 
C DPSTOR :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C DRNPOR ;  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C OS ;  SURFACE INLET DIAMETER (FEET)  
C DSLOPE ;  DRAINAGE DITCH SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
C 
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C E  :  DCTTOÎ- I  ELEVATION OF Oc  PRC SS I  « f i  AL  AREA (FEET)  
C ELcVH.S  :  ELEVATION CF TILE MAIN ABOVE MAIN OUTLET AT CENTER OF 
C DEPRESSIONAL AREA (FcET)  
C EVAPTR :  SOIL MOISTURE DEPLETION FACTOR -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C 
C  FC :  NEW VALUE FOR FCI .NFL 
C  FCINFL :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C FFCTN :  DRAINAGE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C FLOW :  TOTAL ELEMENTAL WATERSHED DISCHARGE (CFS)  
C 
C  GRAVPR :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C 
C H :  TOTAL HEAD AT A DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C HMAIN :  TOTAL HEAD IN  TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C HRSl ,HRS2  :  TIME FROM PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (HOURS)  
C  HTl  :  WATER TABLE HEIGHT -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C HT2  :  WATER TABLE HEIGHT -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C HYDRCO :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
C 
C I I  :  DEPRESSION INFLOW AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C 12  :  DEPRESSION INFLOW AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (CFS)  
C INDEXl  :  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES TYPE OF SURFACE INLET 
C FLOW 
C INDEX2 :  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES WHEN OVERLAND CHANNEL 
C FLOW OCCURS 
C I  PLOT :  EQUALS 1  ,  PLOT RESULTS 
C EQUALS 2  ,  DO NOT PLOT RESULTS 
C IPUNCH ;  EQUALS 1  ,  DO NOT PUNCH RESULTS 
C EQUALS 2  ,  PUNCH RESULTS 
C IROUTE :  EQUALS 1  ,  ROUTE FLOW DOWN DRAINAGE DITCH 
C EQUALS 2  ,  DO NOT ROUTE FLOW DOWN DRAINAGE DITCH 
C ITYPE :  DATA SET THAT SPECIFIES  ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS 
C ALONG THE DRAINAGE DITCH 
C 
C K :  SHAPE FACTOR FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS -  SEE SUBROUTINE OUTFLO 
C 
C L  ;  LENGTH OF TILE MAIN BETWEEN DEPRESSIONS (FEET)  
C 
C  MOTEST :  PARAMETER TO SPECIFY TYPE OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED DRAINAGE 
C EQUALS 1  ,  OVERLAND FLOW AND SURFACE INLETS 
C EQUALS 2  ,  OVERLAND FLOW ONLY 
C EQUALS 3  ,  OVERLAND FLOW,SURFACE INLETS AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
C EQUALS 4  ,  OVERLAND FLOW AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
C MNC :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C MNT :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR MAIN TILE LINES 
C 
C  NELWSD :  TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS USED FOR A SIMULATION 
C RUN 
C NEWAD :  NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS ABOVE THE DITCH H E A D  
C  NITYPE :  NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED TYPES 
C NORCH :  NUMBER OF REACHES USED FOR DRAINAGE DITCH ROUTINE 
C NSOIL :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
C NUELUN ;  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONS IN  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C NWIDTH :  SOIL PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
C 
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01  :  T ILE  MAIN  D ISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL  WATERSHED tCFS)  
C2 :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
08  :  ADJUSTED T ILE MAIN DISCHARGE -  SEE SUBROUTINE HEAD 
09  :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE 
; cFS)  
PCEL :  DEPRESSION CREST ELEVATION (FEET)  
PRECIP :  PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA ARRAY ( INCHES)  
Q1 :  DRAINAGE DITCH REACH DISCHARGE AT START OF T IME INTERVAL (CFS)  
02  :  DRAINAGE DITCH REACH DISCHARGE AT END OF T IME INTERVAL (CFS)  
CFULL :  FULL FLOW T ILE MAIN DISCHARGE (CFS)  
QINI  :  INFLOW TO WATER TABLE -  SEE SUBROUTINE CRNAGE 
QIN2 :  INFLOW TO WATER TABLE -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
QMAIND :  MAIN T ILE DISCHARGE (CFS)  
GSUBMN :  SUBMAIN T ILE DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/DAY)  
QT :  INIT IAL ELEMENTAL WATERSHED T ILE MAIN DISCHARGE (CFS)  
QTILEL :  WATER TABLE FLUX -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
QTILE2 :  WATER TABLE FLUX -  SEE SUBROUTINE CRNAGE 
QU :  TOTAL ELEMENTAL WATERSHED DISCHARGE (CFS)  
RAIN2 :  ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION DATA ASSOCIATED WITH TIME INTERVALS 
AND USED AS INPUT TO THE MODEL ROUTINES ( INCHES)  
RAINS :  ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA ( INCHES)  
RN ;  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR DRAINAGE DITCH 
S :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
SDELTF :  AN INFILTRATION PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
SHOR :  HORIZONTAL LEG OF DRAINAGE DITCH SIDE SLOPE 
SLPSUB :  SUBMAIN T ILE SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
SMASM ;  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
SPACNG :  DRAINAGE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
SVERT :  VERTICAL LEG CF DRAINAGE DITCH SIDE SLOPE 
TD :  MAIN T ILE DIAMETER ( INCHES OR FEET)  
TESTAS :  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
SUBROUTINE ASOL 
TESTDR ;  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
TESTIN :  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
SUBROUTINE INFILT 
TESTRO :  TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE IN  
SUBROUTINE ROUT 
TFACT1,TFACT2 :  FACTORS USED TO CHANGE THE ROUTING T IME INCREMENT OR 
T IME INTERVAL 
T ILEFL :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (CFS)  
T IME :  ACCUMULATED T IME VALUES DERIVED FRCM ROUTING T IME INCREMENT 
(HOURS)  
T IMEIL :  HOUR T IME OF F IRST TIME-PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (HOURS)  
T IMEI2  :  MINUTE TIME OF F IRST TIME-PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA (MINUTES)  
T IMEPT ;  TIME INPUT DATA ARRAY (HOURS)  
TCELEV :  MAIN T ILE CUTLET ELEVATION (FEET)  
TOTSTR :  SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETER -  SEE SUBROUTINE INFILT 
TSLCPE :  MAIN T ILE SLOPE (FEET/FOOT)  
WATERT :  WATER TABLE ELEVATION -  SEE SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
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C WEIRK :  SURFACE INLET WEIR COEFFICIENT 
C WHCOEF :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE PARAMETER -  SEE FUNCTION 
C OUTFLO 
C 
C ZFO :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH FOR SURFACE INLET (FEET)  
C ZFW :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (FEET)  
C 
C * * * * *»**»***#»**#»»**»*»***$*** * * * * * * * *$** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
c 
COMMON QTILE1,CTILE2 
COMMON OBAR,01,D2,PCEL,E,TD,H,TOELEV,HNT,HNC,NUELUN,AU,L,CONST1,  
1K,QU,S,01,02 ,OF,  I1 , I2 ,ZFD,  MDTEST,  INDEX! , IN0EX2.HP,Y 
COMMON HMA1N,ELEVMN,QFULL,AVAILW,ANTHST,HYDRCD,ORNPOR,FFCTN,  
ICFACTR,SPACNG,HT1,HWT1,QIN1,  DELTH,SDELT,JKJ,  HATERT 
COMMON CLEFT,JDRAIN,QSUBMN,AB,QTILE8,  DFMAIN,HT2,HZ,QIN2 
COMMON WEIRK,  CD .SLPSUB,  D21,WHCOEF 
COMMON TEST0R,TESTR0,ZFW,DS,09,08 , IMIKE,MM, I0 ,C0NST3 
REAL LAMBDA,NSOIL 
REAL K,MNT,MNC, ID,11(25) ,12(25) ,L(25J 
DIMENSION QTILEL<25) ,ATILE2(25) ,  DBAR(25) ,  01(25) ,02(25) ,PCEL(25) ,  
1E(26) ,TD(2  5) ,H{26) ,AU(25) .CONSTK25) ,00(25) ,01(25) ,02(25) ,OF(25) .  
2 IND£X1(25) ,  HMAIN(26) ,ELEVMN(26) ,QFULL(25) ,AVAILW(6) ,  
3ANTMST(6) ,SDELT{6) ,WATERT(25) ,QSU6MN(25) ,AB(25) ,DFHAIN(25»,  
4HT2(2  5 ) ,D21(25) ,DS(25) ,09(251,08(25) ,HTK25) ,C0NST3{25» 
DIMENSION T IME( IOO) ,FLOW(100,4) ,QT(25)  
DIMENSION SQ2(130) ,DELX(130) ,01(130) ,C12(130) .A1(130) ,  
IA2(130) ,  ITYPE(60) ,  OITCHQ(100)  
DIMENSION T IHEPT(20) ,PRECIP(20) ,RAIN2(100)  
DIMENSION T ILEFL(100,4) ,AREAFL(100,4)  
DIMENSION DP(6) ,FC(6)  
INTEGER CARD(79)  
C 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 
C THE FOLLOWING SECTION INPUTS WATERSHED AND SOIL VARIABLE DATA AND 
C OUTPUTS IT  IN SUMMARY FORM 
C 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 
732 FORMATC ' ,  2F5.2 ,  F7 .2 ,6 (  F7 .2 ,F5.2 ,F5.  1  )  )  
215 F0RHAT(8F10.4)  
301 FORMAT (15X,3F5.0 ,12F4.0J  
3  F0RMAT(16F5.0)  
100 FORMAT(  315)  
•  750  FORMAT (F5 .0 ,F10.0 ,7F5.0)  
75  F0RMAT(6F5.0 ,315)  
13  FORMAT (  I5 ,3F5.0 ,F10.0 ,F5.0 , I5 ,6F5.0)  
1  F0RHAT(8F10.0)  
54  FORMAT ( I5 ,12F5.0)  
7  F0RMAT(40I2)  
READ (1 ,3  )  T IMEI1 ,T IMEI2  
READD ,100)NI  TYPE,NELWSD,NEWAD 
REA0(1 ,750)  RN,DLNGTH,BWIDTH,ODEPTH,SVERT,SHOR,OSLOPE,COEFBW 
READ(1,3  ) (QT( I ) , I=1 ,NITYPE)  
READ(1,75)  TESTIN,TESTDR.TESTRO,TESTAS,TFACTL,TFACT2, IPLOT,  
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1  IPUNCH,I f iCUiE  
C 
C OUTPUT DRAINAGE DITCH PARAMETERS 
C  
32  WRITC(3 ,700 )NITYPE,NELWS0,NEKA0,DLNGTH,BWI0TH,0DEPTH,SVERT,SHCR,  
IDSLOPE.RN 
33  700  FORMAT( '1 ' , / / / / / / / ,T20 , 'GENERAL WATERSHED CHARACTERISTICS' , / / / / ,  
1T2 , 'THE SIMULATED WATERSHED CONTAINS' ,13 ,T38 , '  DIFFERENT KINDS Or  
2ELEMENTAL' , / / ,T2 , 'WATERSHEDS AND A TOTAL OF' ,13 ,T32 , 'ELEMENTAL WAT 
3ERSHEDS.  THERE ARE ' ,  13  , / / ,T2 , 'ELEMENTAL WATERSHEDS ABOVE THE HE 
4AD OF THE DITCH. ' , / / / ,T10 ,  
* •«» . , / / / / ,T20 ,  'DRAINAGE DITCH PARAMETERS' , / / / ,T  12 ,  'TOTAL 
6  LENGTH =  ' ,F7 .1 ,T36 , 'FEET' , / / ,T12 , 'BOTTOM WIDTH =  ' ,F4 .1 ,T34 , '  
7FEÊT' , / / ,T12 , 'DEPTH =  ' ,F4 .1 ,T27 , 'FEET• ,  / / ,T12 , 'SIDE SLOPE S  =  
8  ' ,F4 .1 ,T32 , 'VERTICAL TO ' ,F4 .1 ,T49 , 'HORIZONTAL' ,  / / ,T12 , 'SLOPE »  
9  ' ,F7 .5 ,T30 , 'FEET/FOOT' ,  / / ,T12 , 'MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT 
1=  ' ,F5 .3 )  
C 
C START OF MAJOR DO LOOP NUMBER 1  
C  
34  DO 1000  JKJ  =  1 ,NITYPE 
35  READ!1 ,13 )KUELUN,MNT,MNC,T0£L£V,K,S ,MDTEST,SLPSU8 , W W C a E F ,TSL0PE,  
I  DCOEF,CD,WEIRK 
36  READ( l , l ) (AUlIJ ,L(n ,TD(n ,E ( I ) ,PCEL(n ,D l {U ,CFULL(n ,ELEVHNm,  
I I  =  1  . iNUELUN)  
37  READ!1 ,3  )ASOIL,NSCIL,TCTSTR,FCINFL ,OPSTOR,SMASM,EVAPTR,GRAVPR 
38  REA0<1 ,54 )NWIDTH, (AVAILWCI) ,ANTMSTI  I ) , 1  =  1 ,NWIDTH)  
39  -REAO( l , l  )HYDRCD,DRNPOR,FFCTN,CFACTR,SPACNG 
C 
C OUTPUT SOIL PARAMETERS FOR EACH ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C 
40  WRITE(3 ,702 )JKJ  
41  702  FORMAT( '1 ' ,  T20 , 'ELEMENTAL WATERSHED :  TYPE ' , 12 )  
42  GO TO (703  , 705 ,707 ,709 ) ,MDTEST 
43  703  WRITE(3 ,7041  
44  704  FORMAT (  / / ,T5 , 'THIS  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED HAS SURFACE INLETS' )  
45  GO TO 711  
46  705  WRITE(3 ,706 )  
47  .  706  FORMAT (  / / ,T5 , 'THIS  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED IS  NOT DRAINED")  
48  GO TO 711  
49  707  WRITE(3 ,708 )  
50  708  FORMAT (  / / ,T5 , 'THIS  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED HAS SURFACE INLETS AND S  
lUBSURFACE DRAINAGE' )  
51  GO TO 711  
52  709  WRITE ( 3 ,710 )  
53  710  FORMAT (  / / ,T5 , 'THIS  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED HAS SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
lONLY' )  
54  711  WRITE (3 ,712 )NUELUN,ASOIL,NSOIL,TCTSTR,FCI  NFL,DPSTCR,SMASM,EVAPTR,  
1GRAVPR,DRNP0R,HYDRCD, ( I ,AVAILW(I ) , I ,ANTMST(  I  ) , I=1 ,NWIDTH)  
55  712  FORMAT ( / ,T5 , 'THIS  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED CONTAINS ' , 12 ,T42 , 'DEPRESS I  
lONAL AREAS / / ,TIO, '*******************************************^  
2#**** ,*  • , / / ,T26 , '  SOIL PARAMETERS ' , /  ,T2 , 'F0R SUBROUTINE INFILT 
3 '» / ,T2 , '— ——————— '  ,  / ,  T2  ,  '  ASCI  L  =  '  ,  F4 ,  2  ,T  16 ,  '  IN/HR 
4  NSOIL =  ' ,F4 .2 , / / ,T2 , 'TOTAL SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE (TOTST 
5R)  =  • ,F4 .2 ,T47 , ' IN . ' , / / ,T2 , 'STEADY STATE INFILTRATION RATE (FCIN 
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6FL)  =  ' ,F4 .2 ,T50, ' IN /MR' , / / ,T2 , 'SURFACE STORAGE {DPSTOR) =  ' ,F4 .  
72 ,T35, ' IN . ' , / / ,T2 , 'TOTAL STORAGE MINUS ANTECEDENT MOISTURE (SMASML 
8  =  ' ,F4 .2 ,T5S, ' IN . ' , / / ,T2 , 'EVAPOTRANSPIRATION RATE (EVAPTR)  =  ' ,  
9F5.3 ,T44, ' IN /HR' , / / ,T2 , 'GRAVITATIONAL POROSITY (GRAVPR)  =  ' ,F4 .2 ,  
1T421 ' IN. ' I / / /1T2I 'F  OR SUBROUTINE CRNAGE ' : / ,T2 , '  
1  ' • /  ,T2, 'DRAINABLE POROSITY (DRNPCR)  =  ' ,F5 .3 ,  
2 / / ,T2 , 'HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (HYORCO) =  F4 .  1 ,T42, 'FT/DAY' , / / / ,  
3T2, 'FOR SUBROUTINE PRFILE ' , / ,T2 , '  '  , / ,  
46CT2, 'AVAILABLE MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYC1^ • ,12 ,T39, ' (AVAILW) =  ' ,F5 .  
52^T56, ' IN . ' , / / ,T2 , 'ANTECEDENT MOISTURE FOR SOIL LAYER ' , I2 ,T40, ' (A 
6NTHSTJ =  • ,F5 .2 ,T57, ' IN . ' , / /J )  
C 
C OUTPUT DRAINAGE AND DEPRESSION PARAMETERS FOR EACH ELEMENTAL 
C WATERSHED 
C 
WRITE (3 ,714)JKJ 
WRITE (3 ,716)HNC,MNT,S,K,T0ELEV,TSL0PE,SLPSUB,SPACNG,  DCOEF,  
ICFACTR,FFCTN,( I ,TO T1) ,L( I ) ,GFULL( I ) ,PCEL( I ) ,E( IJ ,AU(1) .D U I ) ,  1=1,  
2NUELUN)  
714 FORMATC1' ,18 , 'PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED :  TYPE •  
1 , 1 2 )  
7X6 FORMAT ( /  FT2V » * * * * * * * * * * * * *»** * * * *#** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
1** * * * * * * * * *  ' I / / ,T2 , 'MANNINGS OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL ROUGHNE 
2SS COEF.  (MNC)  =  ' ,  F5.3 , / / ,T2 , 'MANNINGS MAIN T ILE ROUGHNESS 
3COEFFICIENT (MNT)  =  ' ,F5 .3 , / /  ,T2 , 'OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL SLOPE (S)  
4  =  ' ,F6 .4 ,T43, 'FEET/FOOT'  • , / / ,T2 , 'OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL SHAPE PARA 
5METER (K)  =  ' ,F9 .6 , / /  ,T2 , 'MAIN TILE OUTLET ELEVATION (TOELEV)  =  '  
6 ,F5.1 ,T46, 'FEET' , / / ,T2 , 'MAIN TILE SLOPE (TSLOPE)  =  • ,F6 .4 ,T36, 'FEE 
7T/F00T' , / / ,T2 , 'SUBMAIN TILE SLOPE (SLPSUB)  =  ' ,F6 .4 ,T39, •FEET/FOOT 
8 ' , / / ,  T2, 'LATERAL TILE SPACING (SPACNG) =  ' ,F5 .1 ,  T40, 'FEET' ,  
9  / / ,T2 , 'DRAINAGE COEFFICIENT (DCOEF)  =  « ,F5 .3 ,T39,  
1 ' INCHES/DAY' ,  / / ,T2 , ' -C-  FACTOR (CFACTR)  =  ' ,F3 .1 ,  / / ,T2 , ' -F-  FACT 
20R (FFCTN)  =  ' ,F5 .2 , /  ,  T2 , ' * * *  
1 , /  ,T14, 'T ILE MAIN' ,T41, 'DEPRESSION' , / ,T7  , '  
2  '  , / ,T2 , 'DEPR.  '  ,T22,  'FULL 
3  CREST BOTTOM WSHD.  IN IT IAL ' , / ,T3 , 'NO. ' ,T9 ,  'D IA.  LENGTH 
4  FLOW ELEV.  ELEV.  AREA WATER DEP.  ' , / ,T7  , ' ( INCH)  (FEE 
5T)  FCFS)  (FEET)  (FEET)  (ACRE)  (FEET )  ' ,25( / ,2X,12 ,3X,F4.1 ,  
62X,F6.1 ,2X,F4.2 ,4X,F5.1 ,4X,F5.1 ,4X,F4.1 ,5X,F4.1) )  
C 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *#** * * * * * * * * * *##*** * * * *»** * * *$»*** * * *#** * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 
C THE FOLLOWING SECTION INIT IALIZES THE PROGRAM 
C 
C * * * * *»#*** *#** * * *#** * * * *»** * * * * * * * * * *#**#*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *$** * * * * *  
C . 
MM= 1  
I  RUTH =  1  
IMIKE =  1  
AT0T=0.  
ZFW =  0 .05  
ZFD=.15 
DO 40  1=1.NUELUN 
INDEXKI)  =  4  
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0 1  ( n » o .  
08(1 )  =  OKI)  
09 (1 )  =  OK I )  
40  02 ( I )=0 .  
DO 4  I=1 ,NUELUN 
T0( I )=T0( I ) /12 .  
C  
C  SPECIFIES  MAXIMUM SURFACE INLET DIAMETER OF 1  FOOT 
C  
o s in  =  I .  
IF  (TO(I )  -  1 . )  506 ,506 ,507  
506  OS(I )  =  TOI  I )  
507  ATOT=ATOT+AU(I )  
CONSTKI)=1 .49»3 .142»(T0( I )o* (8 . / 3 . ) ) /MNT/4 . /SQRT(L(I )> / (4 .** .667 )  
4  C0NST3(I )=43560 .»AU(I ) /3600 . /12 .  
EfNUELUN +1  > =  ODEPTH 
H(NUELUN+1)=T0ELEV 
C 
C CALCULATE INITIAL WATER TABLE ELEVATIONS AND SUBHAIN TILE 
C DISCHARGE 
C 
CALL IHEAD(AT0T,SPACNGfQT,JKJ ,HYDRC0,FFCTN,HWTl ,QTILE8 ,  
INUELUN.QSUBMN,AU,WATERT,ELEVMN,TOELEV,TO,HTl .QTILEl )  
QHAINO =  0 .  
C  
C  CALCULATE INITIAL HEAD IN  TILE MAINS 
C  
GO TO (262 ,262 ,260 ,260 ) ,M0TEST 
'  260  DO 83  I= l ,NUELUN 
QMAIND =  QHAINO +  QSUBMN(I ) /3600 . /24 .  
QUOTD =  QHAIND/QFULLd)  
OFMAIN(I )  '  DFLOH(QUOTD)  *  TDII )  
83  HMAIN(I )  =  ELEVMN(I )  +  TOELEV •  DFHAIN(I )  
HHAIN(NUELUN+l l  -  TOELEV 
C 
262  QINl  «  0 .  
C 
C  CALCULATE INITIAL DEPRESSION AND ELEMENTAL WATERSHED OUTFLOW 
C 
DO 14  I= l ,NUELUN 
JORAIN =  1  
AB(I )  =  0UTFL0(D1 , I )  
14  QUII1=01( I )+02( I )  
C  
.  C  CALCULATE INITIAL INUNDATED AREA FOR AND INFLOW TO DEPRESSIONS •  
C  
10 = 0.  
AREAFLd.JKJ)  =  0 .  
DO 5  I=1 ,NUELUN 
AREAFLd.JKJ)  =  AREAFLd,JKJ)  +  1 .33*01(  11**1 .67  
5  I1 ( I )=C0NST3(I )*I0  
C 
FL0W(1 ,JKJ)=  OT(JKJ)  
TILEFL ( l . JKJ)  =  QTUKJ)  
SOELT(JKJ)  =  TIMEI l  +  TIMEI2 /60 .  
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104  IC= I  
105  IVALUl  = I  
106 RAIN2(1> =  0 .  
107  CALL INFILT{ASOIL,NSOIL,TOTSTR.FCINFL,DPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR.GRAVPRf  
1DELTM,RAIN2 , IC , IVALUl ,DELTF,DELTQ,SDELT,JKJ ,  
2F l ,VQLDPR,PcXCES,QEXCES,FINIT2 ,TESTIN,S0ELTFJ  
C 
C  STORE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON DISK FOR FUTURE USE 
C 
106  WRITE (8»  NUELUN,HNT,HNC,TOELEV,K,S ,HOTEST,SLPSUB,ASOIL,NSOIL,  
1  T0TSTR,FCINFL,DPST0R,SMASH,EVAPTR.GRAVPR,IRUTH,  HYORCO,DRNPOR,  
2  FFCTN.CFACTR.SPACNG,  F1 ,V0L0PR,PEXCES,QEXCES,FINIT2 ,QIN1 ,  
3  HHTl .QTILEa ,  NW IDTH, (ANTMST(H l .AVAILWtH J ,H  =1 ,NWlOTH)  
109  WRITE ( 8 )  (AU(M) ,L(M) ,TD(MJ,E(M) ,PCEL(H) ,D1(H) ,QFULL(M) ,  
lELEVHNIM) ,  CONST 1 (H) ,C0NST3(M) ,HHAIN(MJ,02 (H)  ,AB(H)  .QTILEUH)  ,  
IWATERT(H)  ,HT1(H1  ,  IKH)  ,H=1  ,NUELUN) ,  E(NUELUN+H ,HMAIN(NUELUN +  1  )  
2  iWWCOEF,SOELTF, (OS(M) , INOEXl (M>,08 (H) ,09 (H) ,01 (H) ,H' l ,NUELUN)  
110  1000  CONTINUE 
C 
C END OF MAJOR DO LOOP NUMBER 1  
C 
C OUTPUT WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTAL 
C  WATERSHEDS ALONG DRAINAGE DITCH 
C 
111  READ (1 ,720 )CARD 
112  720  F0RMAT(79AU 
113  W8ITE(3 ,722 )CAR0 
114  722  FORMAT! '1 ' , / / / / ,T20 , 'SEQUENTIAL ARRANGEMENT OF ' , / / ,T21 , 'ELEMENT 
lAL WATERSHEDS FOR • , / / ,T23 , 'THE SIMULATION OF • , / / , 79A1 , / / / ,  
•  2T6 , '»**»**************»************$**************#*********»*****  
3 ' , / / / ,T10 , 'DISTANCE DOWN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED TYPE ' ,  
4  / ,T10 , 'DRAINAGE DITCH DISCHARGING / ,T13 , ' (F  
5EET)  ' «T41 ,  ' INTO THE DITCH *  ?  / ,  T8 ,  '  ———————— '  ,T37  «  '  - - - - -
115  723  READ(1 ,724 )KETA,CARD 
116  724  FORMAT ( I1 ,79A1)  
117  IF  (KETA)725 ,725 ,729  
118  725  WRITE (3 ,726 )CAR0 
119  726  FORMAT( '  • , 79A1)  
120  GO TO 723  
C 
C  INPUT DRAINAGE DITCH REACH LENGTH,  INITIAL REACH DISCHARGE AND THE 
C  SEQUENCE OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED PLACEMENT ALONG THE DITCH 
C 
121  729  N0RCH=2*(NELWSD-NEWAD»+1  
122  N1=NGRCH+1 
123  NORCHX =  NORCH/16  +  1  
124  NZX =  1  
125  DO 801  1=1 ,NORCHX 
126  MZX =  NZX +  15  
127  READ (1 ,3 ) (DELX(J) ,J=NZX,MZX> 
128  801  NZX »  NZX +  16  
129  NORCHQ =  N1  / 16  +  1  
130  NZY =  1  
131  DO 803  I  =1 ,NORCHQ 
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=  NZY +  15  
READ(1 ,3 ) (Ql (J1 ,J=NZY,MZY)  
803  NZY =  NZY •  16  
ITYPEN =  .MELKSD/40  +  1  
NZZ =  1  
00  805  1  =  1  , ITYPEN 
MZZ =  NZZ •  39  
READ (1 ,7 ) ( ITYPE(J) ,J=NZZ,MZZ)  
605  NZZ »  NZZ +  40  
C 
C 
OITCHQC1)=Q1(N1)  
N0ISK= 1  
REWIND 8  
C 
c **************»***»*»****#*************************»***$************* 
C THE FOLLOWING SECTION READS IN  TIME-PRECIPITATION DATA AND 
C  CONVERTS IT  TO PRECIPITAITION INPUT AT 0£LTM(MINUTESJTIHE 
C INCREMENTS 
C  
C  -THE FIRST DATA GROUP MUST CONTAIN PRECIPITATION(THE SECOND INPUT 
C CARD MUST HAVE A GREATER PRECIPITATION VALUE THAN THE FIRST)  
C  -EACH TIME-PRECIPITATION DATA GROUP MUST HAVE A TERMINATION CARD 
C WHICH CONTAINS A NEGATIVE NUMBER IN  THE SPACE ALLOTED TO VARIABLE 
C  ATIME 
C 
C  -THE TOTAL TIME INTERVAL FOR A TIME-PRECIPITATION DATA GROUP MUST 
C  BE MULTIPLES OF 4+DELTMB 
C 
C  -THERE MUST BE NO PRECIPITATION DURING A DATA GROUP DATA SET IF  THE 
C  FIRST DATA SET DOES NOT INDICATE PRECIPITATION 
C 
C  -THE FCINFL AND DPSTOR PARAMETER VALUES CAN BE CHANGED DURING A 
C  COMPUTER RUN BY INCLUDING THE NEW VALUES ON THE DATA GROUP 
C  TERMINATION CARD FOR WHICH THE VALUES ARE TO INITIALLY APPLY 
C  
C  *********************************************************************  
c 
READ ( 1 ,3  lOELTMB 
PMOISr  =  0 .  
RAINl  =  0 .  
QTEST «  QUNl )  
NTIM =  I  
LRAIN =  1  
1 = 0  
C 
C INPUTS PRECIPITATION DATA AND CHECKS FOR END OF JOB ,  END OF 
C  TIME-PRECIPITATION DATA GROUP AND FOR WATERSHED SOIL PARAMETER 
C CHANGES 
C  
399  NCHECK =  1  
ICHNGE =  1  
400  READ (1 ,301 )  ATIME,BTIME,RAINS, (DP(M ) ,FC(M ) ,M - l .NITYPE)  
IF  (ATIME)401 ,402 ,402  
401  IF  (ATIME •  1000 . )403 ,404 ,403  
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156  403  NCâRDl  =  1  
157  IF (0P (1 ) }  811 ,811 .812  
158  811  IChNGE =  1  
159  GO TO 416  
160  812  ICHNGE =  2  
161  GO TO 416  
C 
162  402  I  =  I+ l  
163  HRS2 =  ATIHÊ •  8TIME/60 .  
C  
C  PERTAINS TO FIRST PRECIPITATION CARO ONLY 
C 
164  . GO TO {3a0 ,382 ) ,LRAIN 
165  380  PREClPd)  =  RAINS 
166  TIHEPTd»  =  HRS2  
167  TIHE(U= HRS2  
168  HRSl  =  HRS2  
169  WRITE ( 3 ,730 )U  ,J  =1 ,NITYPE)  
170  730  FORMAT C l» ,  T2 , 'TIME ACCUM WSHO TOTAL DISCHARGE (CPS)  
1 ,  TILE DISCHARGE(CFS)  AND INUNDATED AREA(ACRES)  • , / ,  
2T7 , 'PR£CIP  DISCH ' ,T52 , 'F0R ELEMENTAL WATERSHED « , / ,  
3T2 ,MHRS)  ( IN)  (CFS  )  ' ,  3X ,T22 ,  •  • , I2 ,T30 ,«  ' , 12 ,  
4T47f " ——— ',12, T64, — ——— ',12, T81, * -—- " —" 
5—— ',12 , T 98, ' ———— ———',12, T115,'"———',/) 
171  WRITE (  3 , 732 )  TIME(1J ,RAIN2(1 ) ,DITCHQ(1) , (FLOW(1 ,N3) ,  
ITILEFLd ,N3) ,AREAFL{1 ,N3) ,N3=1 ,NITYPE)  
172  GO TO (219 ,220 ) , IPUNCH 
173  220  WRITE(2 ,215 )TIME(1) , (FL0W(1 ,N3) ,N3=1 ,NITYPE)  
174  219  LRAIN =  2  
175  GO TO 400  
C 
C  CALCULATES ACCUMULATED TIME-PRECIPITATION DATA SETS 
C 
176  382  IF(HRS2-HRS1)303 ,303 ,304  
177  303  TIMEPT(n=  TIMEPT(I - l )  +  {24 .  -  HRSl )  *  HRS2  
178  GO TO 305  
C 
C  EACH DAY MUST END WITH 2400  HOURS 
C  
179  304  TIMEPT(I )  =  TIMEPT(I - l )  +  HRS2  -  HRSl  
180  305  PRECIP(I )  =  RAINS 
C  
181  IF  (PRECIP(2 ) -  PRECIP(1 ) )409 ,410 ,415  
182  409  WRITE ( 3 ,411 )  
183  411  FORMAT ( '  ' ,T5 , 'ERROR IN PRECIPITATION INPUT DATA • )  
184  GO TO 404  
C 
C  TEST FOR INCREASE IN  ROUTING TIME INCREMENT 
C 
185  410  GO TO (420 ,306 ) ,NCHECK 
186  420  NCHECK =  2  
187  DO 430  I I  =  2 ,NTIM 
188  IF  (DITCHQ(II )  -  QTEST)  421 ,426 ,426  
189  421  ORAT 10  =  DITCHCK 11 ) /QTEST 
190  IF  (QRATIO -  TFACTl  ) 422 ,422 ,430  
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422 IF  (QRATIO -  TFACT2 »424,424,423 
423 OELTM =  2.»DELTHB 
GO TO 430 
424 OELTM =  4 .*0£LTHB 
GO TO 430 
426 QTEST = DITCHat lU  
OELTM = OELTMB 
430 CONTINUE 
GO TO 306 
C 
c 
415 NCHECK =  1  
OELTM = OELTMB 
306 HRSi  =  HRS2 
GO TO 400 
416 RAIN2(  I )  = PRECIPd)  
DELTH6 =  DELTM/60.  
AOTIME =  (TIHEPT(NCARD1)  -  TIMEPT(U) /0ELTM6 
NOTIME =  AOTIME +  0 .1  
DTIME =  TIMEPTCl)  
NTIM = NOTIME •  I  
C 
C SUBDIVIDES A GIVEN ACCUMULATED TIME-PRECIPITATION DATA SET INTO 
C 'DELTM'  TIME INCREMENTS AND CORRESPONDING ACCUMULATED 
C PRECIPITATION FOR WATERSHED SIMULATION RUNS 
C 
DO 315 M=2,NTIM 
DTIME = DTIME + DELTM6 
00 307 J=2,NCARD1 
IF  (DTIME -  TIMEPT(J) )3C8,3C9,307 
307 CONTINUE 
308 RAIN2(M) =(PRECIP(J)  -  PRECIP(J-1) ) • ( (DTIME -  TIHEPT(J- l ) ) /  
1(TIMEPT(J)  -  TIMEPT(J-1: I )  •  PRECIP(J- l l  
GO TO 315 
309 RAIN2(M) =  PRECIP(J)  
315 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
T IMEPT( l )  =  TIMEPT(NCARDl)  
PRECIP( l )  =  PRECIPINCAROI)  
C 
C 
C * * ***$********************»***********************»******************  
c 
c THE FCLLCWING SECTION IS THE MAIN EXECUTION PORTION OF THE PROGRAM 
C 
C * * *#***#****»******************************************»****$********  
C 
C START OF MAJOR DO LOOP NUMBER 2  
C 
DELTM6 =  DELTM/60.  
DO 900 JKJ =  l .NITYPE 
C 
C READ INFORMATION STORED ON DISK 
C 
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223 GOTO 1360,362) ,NOISK 
224 360 READ (8)  NUELUN,HNT,HNC.TOcLEV,K,S,HOTEST,SLPSUB,ASOIL,NSQIL,  
1  TOTSTR.FCINFL,OPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR,GRAVPR,IRUTH,  HYORCO,DRNPOR, 
2  FFCTN.CFACTR.SPACNG, F1,VOLDPR,PEXCES,QEXCES,FINIT2,QINI ,  
3  HWTl ,QTILE8,  NWIDTH,(ANTMSTCM ) ,AVAILH{H ) ,H =1,NWIDTH1 
225 READ (8)  (AU(M),L(H) ,T0(M) ,E( ,y | ,PCEL(M),01IM) ,QFULL(M),  
lELEVMN(H) .CONST 1(H) ,C0NST3(M),HHAIN{M),02(H) ,AB(H) ,QTI  LEI (H) ,  
IWATERT(M) ,HT1(H) ,  IKH)  ,H=l ,NUELUN),E(NUELUNn)  ,HHA IN(  NUELUN+U 
2 ,WHCO£F,SD£LTF,(DS(H)  . INDEXUH) ,08(  M) ,09 (  H) ,  01 (H) ,  H= 1 ,  NUELUN )  
226 GO TO 364 
227 362 READ (9)  NUELUN,MNT,HNC,TOELEV,K,S,MDTEST,SLPSU0,ASOIL,NSOIL,  
1  TOTSTR,FCINFL,DPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR,GRAVPR, IRUTH,  HYORCO,DRNPOR, 
2  FFCTN,CFACTR,SPACNG, F l ,VOLDPR,PEXCES,QEXCES,FINIT2,QIN1,  
3  HWTl ,QTILE8,  NWIDTH,(ANTHST(M ) ,AVAILW(H I ,M =1,NWI0TH) 
228 READ (9)  (  AU(  H) ,L(  M) ,TD(M),E(M) ,PCEL(M),D1(H) ,QFULL(M),  
1ELEVHN(M),CONST 1(M) ,C0NST3(Ml ,HMAIN(M),02(M) ,AB(H) ,QTILEl  (  M) ,  
IWATERT(M),HTi (MI , I1(H) ,H=1,NUELUN),E(NUELUN+1) ,HHAIN(NUELUN+l)  
2  ,HWCOEF,SDELTF,  (DS(M), INDEXl(H) ,08(M) ,09(H) ,01(M) ,M»1,NUELUN) 
229 364 GO TO (815,816) , ICHNGE 
230 816 FCINFL =  FC(JKJ l  
231 OPSTOR =  DP(JKJ)  
C 
C START OF MAJOR DO LOOP NUHBER 3  
C 
232 815 DO 10 IC=2,NTIH 
233 SOELT(JKJ)  =  SDELT (JKJ)  +  DELTM6 
234 CALL INFILT(ASOIL,NSOIL,TOTSTR.FCINFL,OPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR,GRAVPR, 
10ELTM,RAIN2, IC, IVALU1,0ELTF,DELTQ.SDELT,JKJ,  
2F1,VOLDPR, PEXCES,  QEXCES,F INIT2,TESTIN,S0ELTF)  
235.  CALL PRFILE(QLEFT,DELTF.AVAILW,ANTHST,NWIOTH,OELTM,EVAPTR) 
236 10 = DELTQ/DELTM6 
237 IF( IO)  222,222,221 
C 
C 
C THE MAIN TILE PIPE FLOW COMPUTATION FOR THE FIRST TIME INTERVAL 
C WITH SURFACE RUNOFF USES THE-CEPRESSION WATER SURFACE AS THE 
C HAIN TILE HEAD 
C 
238 221 GO TO (225,226) , IRUTH 
239 225 IMIKE =  2  
240 IRUTH = 2  
241 GO TO 232 
242 226 IMIKE =  1  
243 GO TO 232 
244 222 IMIKE = 1  
245 232 DO 229 1=1,NUELUN 
246 229 D2( I )  »  OKI)  +  0 .10 
247 HZ =  1  
248 CALL ROUT 
C 
C UPDATE PARAMETERS FOR ANOTHER TIME INCREMENT 
C 
249 GO TO (24,24,21,21) ,MDTEST 
250 21 ÛIN1 «  QIN2 
251 DO 22 I  *1,NUELUN 
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252 QTILEU 11 =  QTILE2{  I  ) 
253 WATERTd)  =  WATERTdJ +  HT^:  11 -  HTl l I l  
254 22 HTl t l l  =  HT2{n 
255 24 AREAFKIC.JKJ)  »  0 .  
256 DO 8  i= l ,NUELUN 
257 AREAFL{ IC,JKJ1= AREAFL( IC,JKJ)+ 1 .33*02(11**1.67 
258 D l (n  = D2( I )  
259 11(11=12(11 
260 08(  1)  =  OK n  
261 09(11 = 01(1)  
262 8  QU(1)=01( I )+02( I )  
C 
C 
263 17 FLCW(IC,JKJ)=QU(NUELUN> 
264 T1LEFL(  IC.JKJ)  =  OKNUELUN) 
265 10 CONTINUE 
C 
C END OF MAJOR 00 LOOP NUMBER 3  
C STORE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON DISK FOR FUTURE USE 
C 
266 GO TO (366,368) .NDISK 
267 366 WRITE (9)  NUELUN,MNT,MNC,TOELEV,K,S,MDTEST.SLPSUB,ASOIL,NSOIL,  
1  TOTSTR,FCINFL,DPSTOR,SMASM,EVAPTR,GRAVPR,IRUTH,  HYDRCO,DRNPOR, 
2  FFCTN.CFACTR.SPACNG, F1,VOLDPR,PEXCES.QEXCES,FIN1T2,QINI ,  
3  HWT1,QTILE8,  NWIDTH,(ANTMST(M ) ,AVAILW(M ) ,H =1,NWIDTH) 
268 WRITE (9)  (  AU(M),L(K) ,T0(H) .E(H) ,PCEL(M),01(H) ,OFULL(M),  
1ELEVMN(M),C0NST1(MJ,C0NST3(H) ,HMAIN(H) ,02{M) ,AB(M).QTILEKM),  
IWATERT(H) ,HTl (H) , I l (M) ,M=1,NUELUN),E(NUELUN+1) ,HMAIN(NUELUN+1)  
2  ,WWCOEF,SDELTF,(DS(M) . INOEXKH) ,08(MI  ,09(M)  ,OH M) ,  H=1,  NUELUN )  
269 GO TO 900 
270 368 WRITE (8)  NUELUN,MNT,MNC.TCELEV,K,S,HDTEST,SLPSUB,ASOIL,NSOIL i  
1  TOTSTR,FCINFL,OPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR.GRAVPR,IRUTH,  HYDRCO,DRNPOR, 
2  FFCTN,CFACTR,SPACNG, F1,VOLDPR,PEXCES,QEXCES,F IN IT2,QIN 1 ,  
3  HWT1,QTILE8,  NWIDTH,(ANTHST(M ) ,AVAILW(H ) ,M =1,NWIDTH) 
271 WRITE (8)  (AU(M),L(H) ,TD(M),E(M) ,PCEL(M),D1(H) ,QFULL(M),  
lELEVMN(M) .CONSTKM) ,C0NST3 (c ! )  ,HHA IN (M)  ,  02 (  M )  ,  AB( M)  ,  OTIL E l  (M )  ,  
.  IWATERT(H) ,HT1(M), I1(M) ,M=1,NUELUN),E(NUELUN+1) ,HMAIN(NUELUN+l)  
2  ,WWCOEF,SDELTF,(0S(M), INDEXl(M) ,08(M) ,09(M) ,01(M) ,M=1,NUELUN) 
272 900 CONTINUE 
C 
C END OF MAJOR DO LOCP NUMBER 2  
C 
273 GO TO (370,372) ,NDISK 
274 370 NDISK =  2  
275 GO TO 373 
276 372 NDISK =  1  
277 373 REWIND 8 
278 REWIND 9  
C 
C * * ****************»***********************$**************************  
C .  
C THIS SECTION ROUTES ELEMENTAL WATERSHED OUTFLOW DOWN THE DRAINAGE 
C DITCH 
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c 
c 
c 
GO TO (217 ,218) , ipunch  
218 00 216 I=2,NT IM 
TIHE( I )  =  TIMEi  I - l )  +  0ELTH6 
216 k .RITÊ(2,215JTIHE{ I ) . (FL0H( I ,J ) ,J« l .NI  TYPE) 
C 
C NELWSD MUST BE GREATER THAN NEWAO 
C 
217 GO TO {  31.  30) , IR0UTE 
30 DO 32 KJ=2.NTIM 
TIHE(KJ)  =  TIHE(KJ- l )  *  DELTH6 
32 DITCHQIKJJ=FL0WIKJ,1)  
116 WRITe(3,97) (TIME<I) ,0 ITCHQ(I ) , I=1,NTIM)  
97 F0RHAT( '1«15X'T0TAL WATERSHED OUTFLOW•/ /20X•TIME OUTFLOW'/ / !  
115X2F10.5)> 
GO TO 99 
31 IT IME=1 
DO 105 1=1,N1 
105 A id)  =AREA(Q1(  I )  ,RN,COEFBW) 
DO 106 I= l ,N0RCH,2 
106 SQ2m = 0 .  
N2=NEWAD+1 
DO 108 I=N2,NELWSD 
N3=ITYPE(I )  
108 N4 =  2 .»( I -NEWA0) 
C 
C START OF MAJOR DO LOOP NUMBER 4  
C 
DO 2  KJ=2,NTIH 
DO 109 I=N2,NELWSD 
N3=ITYPE(I I  
N4=2f ( I -NEWAD) 
109 SQ2(N4)=FL0W(KJ,N3)  
Q2(l)=0. 
DO 110 1=1,NEWAO 
N3=ITYPE(I )  
110 q2{1)=q2 (1)+f lqh (KJ ,n3)  '  
a2(1)=area(02(1) , rn ,coe fbw)  
ce l t  =  0e l tm»60 .  
DO 114 I=1,NGRCH 
l ambda=de l t /de lx (n  
ALPHA=(AU n+Al {  I  + l ) ) /2 .  
beta=lambda*q2( i ) -a2(1 ) /2 .+de l t*sq2( i ) /de lx ( i )  
a0um=a2( i )  
A2( I+1)= ASOL {LAMBDA,ALPHA,BETA,ADUM,RN,COEFBW,TESTAS) 
PQWER=i . / .73 
114 Q2( I+1)  =  DSCHRG (A2( I+ l ) ,RN,POWER,COEFBW) 
DITCHQ(KJ)=Q2(N1)  
00 115 1=1,m 
Q1( I )=Q2( I )  
115 A1{ I )«A2( I )  
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TIHECKJI  =  T lHECKJ- l l  +  0ELTM6 
2  HRITE(3,732)TIME(KJ) ,RAIN2(KJ) ,DITCHQ(KJ) , (FL0H(KJ,N3) ,  
iT ILEFL(KJ,N3) ,AREAFL(KJ,N3) ,N3=l iNITYPE) 
C 
C END OF MAJOR DO LOOP NUMBER 4  
C 
99 TIME( l )  =  TIHE(KJ)  
GO TO (120, l2 l» , IPL0T 
C 
C NO PLOTTING ROUTINE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM 
C 
120 CONTINUE 
121 1= 1  
GO TO 399 
4C4 STOP 
END 
FUNCTION VOLUME(DEPTH) 
C 
C * *»*********$**»****************»*»**********************************  
c 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE VOLUME OF WATER STORED IN A DEPRESSION FOR A 
C GIVEN DEPTH OF WATER 
C 
C 33333323333333323323333223013333333233333 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C DEPTH ;  DEPTH OF WATER IN DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C VOLUME ;  VOLUME OF WATER STORED IN DEPRESSION (CUBIC FEET» 
c 
c **»***#***********************************************************$** 
c 
IF(D£PTH>1,1,2  
1  VOLUME =  0 .  
RETURN 
2  VOLUME «43560.*0 .496*(DEPTH**2.4241 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE IHEAD{ATOT,SPACNG,QT,JKJ.HYORCO,FFCTN.HWTl ,QT1LE8.  
INUELUN.CJSUBMN,AU,WATERT,ELEVMN,T0EL£V,TD,HT1,QTILE1)  
C 
c $$******#*****»**»******##*******#*»»****************#*************** 
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INITIAL WATERTABLE ELEVATION AND SUBMAIN TILE 
C DISCHARGE 
C 
C BASIC ASSUMPTION -  TILE MAINS ARE NOT INITIALLY FLOWING UNDER PRESSURE 
C -  INFLUENCES CALCULATION OF INITIAL WATER TABLE ELEVATION 
C 
C 3  2  323233 3  3333 3  3  3  333 3  0)333 3323 3233 3  325)  33 23 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C ATOT :  TOTAL AREA OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (ACRE) 
C AU ;  SIZE OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (ACRE) 
C ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF MAIN TILE AT CENTER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA ABOVE MAIN 
C OUTLET (FEET)  
C FFCTN :  A PARAMETER WHICH DEPENDS ON THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
C HT :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE LATERAL TILE (FEET)  
C HYORCO ;  HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED SOIL (FEET/DAY) 
C NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREAS IN AN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C QSUBMN :  SUBMAIN TILE DISCHARGE FROM A DEPRESSIONAL AREA (CUBIC FEET/DAY) 
C ÛT :  INITIAL TILE DISCHARGE FROM ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C QTILE :  TILE DISCHARGE PER UNIT AREA OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (FEET/DAY) 
C SPACNG :  LATERAL TILE LINE SPACING (FEET)  
C TD :  MAIN TILE DIAMETER (FEET)  
C TFTILE :  TOTAL LENGTH CF LATERAL TILE IN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED (FEET)  
C TOELEV :  ELEVATION OF MAIN TILE OUTLET INTO DRAINAGE DITCH (FEET)  
C WATERT :  ELEVATION OF WATER TABLE (FEET)  
C 
C 
C 
DIMENSION QT(20) ,HT1(20) ,QTILEl (20) ,QSUBMN(20) ,AU(20) .WATERT(20) t  
1EL£VMN(20) ,TD(20)  
C 
C 
TFTILE =ATOT*43560. /SPACNG 
QTILE = (QT(JKJ) /TFTILE)»3600.»24. /SPACNG 
HT =  (SPACNG *&TILE/HYDRCD) *  1. / ( l . -QTILE/HYDf tCD) *  FFCTN 
HHTl  =  HT 
QTILE8 = QTILE 
DO 10 1=1,NUELUN 
HTK I  ) =  HT 
QTILEH I )  = QTILE 
QSUBMN(I )  =  (QT(JKJ)  *  AU(I ) /ATOT) *24.  *  3600.  
10 WATERT(I )  •= ELEVMN(I )  +  TOELEV •  TD(I )  •  HTKl )  
RETURN 
END 
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345 SUBROUTINE INFILT (ASOIL,NSOIL.TOTSTR,FCI  NFL.OPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR.  
1GRAVPR,0£LTH,RAIN2, IC, IVALU1,DELTF,DELTQ,S0ELT,JKJ,  
2F1,V0L0PR,PEXCES,0EXCES,FINIT2,TESTIN,S0ELTFJ 
C 
c 
**  C THIS SUBROUTINE DERIVES THE SURFACE RUNOFF 'OELTQ'  ( INCHES) AND 
C THE AMOUNT OF INFILTRATION 'DELTF'  ( INCHES) FROM PRECIPITATION FOR 
C EACH TIME INCREMENT 'DELTM'  (MINUTES) 
C 
C USES BAILEY'S ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
c saaaaasasaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaasaaassziaaaaa 
c 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C ASOIL :  SOIL PARAMETER WHICH DESCRIBES INFILTRATION RELATIONSHIP 
C DELT :  TIME INCREMENT (HOURS) 
C DELTF :  AMOUNT OF INFILTRATED kATER FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C DELTM :  TIME INCREMENT (MINUTES) 
C DELTP ;  RAINFALL AMOUNT FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C DELTPE :  AMOUNT OF EXCESS SURFACE WATER FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C DELTQ :  AMOUNT OF SURFACE RUNOFF FOR TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C OPSTOR ;  AMOUNT OF SURFACE STORAGE BEFORE SURFACE RUNOFF OCCURS ( INCHES) 
C F1 :  ACCUMULATED INFILTRATION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C F2 :  ACCUMULATED INFILTRATION AT END OF TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C EVAPTR :  RATE OF ÉVAPOTRANSPIRATION ( INCHES/HOUR) 
C FAVG ;  AVERAGE INFILTRATION RATE FOR A TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES/HOUR) 
C FCINFL :  FINAL OR STEADY STATE INFILTRATION RATE ( INCHES/HOUR) 
C FDRAIN :  AMOUNT OF WATER REMOVED FROM SOIL LAYER BY DRAINAGE AND 
C EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DURING TIME INCREMENT ( INCHES) 
C F INIT2 ;  INFILTRATION RATE AT START OF TIME INCREMENT 
C F INIT :  INFILTRATION RATE AT END OF TIME INCREMENT 
C CRAVPR :  AMOUNT OF GRAVITY DRAINED PORE STORAGE ( INCHES) 
C IVALUl  :  AN INDEX PARAMETER 
C NSOIL :  SOIL PARAMETER WHICH DESCRIBES INFILTRATION RELATIONSHIP 
C PEXCES :  ACCUMULATED EXCESS WATER WHICH HAS NOT INFILTRATED ( INCHES) 
C QEXCES :  ACCUMULATED SURFACE RUNOFF ( INCHES) 
C RAIN2 :  DEPTH OF PRECIPITATION ( INCHES) 
C SDELT ;  ACCUMULATED TIME (HOURS) 
C SDELTF ;  ACCUMULATED INFILTRATION WATER ( INCHES) 
C SMASH :  TOTAL STORAGE MINUS ANTECEDENT MOISTURE ( INCHES) 
C TOTSTR :  TOTAL STORAGE ABOVE IMPEDING LAYER ( INCHES) 
C STRMGP :  TOTAL STORAGE MINUS GRAVITATIONAL WATER ( INCHES) 
C VOLDPR :  AMOUNT OF EXCESS WATER HELD IN SURFACE STORAGE ( INCHES) 
C SMF :  TOTAL STORAGE MINUS MOISTURE ABOVE IMPEDING LAYER ( INCHES) 
C 
C * * ***$****************»****»*****************************************  
c 
346 DIMENSION RAIN2(1Û0) ,SDELT(6 )  
347 REAL NSOIL 
C 
C 
348 GO TO (60,61) , IVALUl  
C 
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349 60 PEXCES = 0 .  
350 OÊLTP =0.  
351 DELTF =0.  
352 SOELTF =  0 .  
353 FAVG =0.  
354 DELTPE =0.  
355 VOLDPR =0.  
356_ QEXCES =0.  
357 FORAIN =0.  
358 STRMGP «= TOTSTR -  GRAVPR 
359 FINIT = ASOIL»(SHASM/TCTSTRJ»»NSOIL +  FCINFL 
360 PRECl  »= RAIN2(  ICI  
361 F1 •= TOTSTR -SMASH 
362 FINIT2 »= F INIT 
363 IVALUl  «  2  
364 RETURN 
C 
C 
365 61 OELT »  OELTM/60.  
366 DELTP =  RAIN2(  IC)  -RAIN2( IC- l l  
367 F2=F1 
368 IF(DELTP)16,16,15 
369 16 IF(V0LDPR)20,20,15 
C 
C CALCULATES A ZERO(ROOT) FOR F2FCTN 
C 
370 15 N =  0 
371 5 IF(T0TSTR-F2J88,88,9  
372 .  88 F2 =  TOTSTR -  0.001 
373 GO TO 20 
374 9  F2FCTN=F2/DELT-AS0IL*( ( (T0TSTR-F2) /T0TSTR)**NS0ILI /2 .  -  FCINFL 
1  -  ASOIL*( ( (T0TSTR-Fl ) /T0TSTRI**NS0IL) /2 .  -  Fl /DELT 
375 FPFCTN= l . /OELT+NSOIL*ASOIL*< (  (T0TSTR-F2>/TOTSTR)« '« ' (NSOIL-1. )  ) /2 .  
l /TOTSTR 
376 FSFCTN=-(NSOIL-1. )»NSOIL*ASOIL«(( (TQTSTR-F2J/TOTSTR)»*(NSOIL-2. ) ) /  
1  2. /T0TSTR/T0TSTR 
377 F2 =  F2 -F2FCTN/(FPFCTN -  F2FCTN *  FSFCTN/2. /FPFCTN) 
378 IF  (A6S(F2FCTN) -  TESTIN120,20,10 
379 10 N=N+1 
380 IF(N-7 )41,41,35 
381 35 WRITE (3 ,100)N,SDELTtJKJ)  ,JKJ 
382 100 FORMAT! '  • ,T30, I2 ,T53,F6.2 ,T1, •  NO.  OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDS' ,T34, •  
1  TIME EQUAL TO'  /T3,«FQf t  ELEMENTAL WATERSHED»,15,T35, • INFILT 
2R0UTINE' )  
383 GO TO 20 
384 41 GO TO 5  
C 
C CALCULATES THE INCREMENT OF INFILTRATED WATER, THE INITIAL AND 
C AVERAGE INFILTRATION RATE,  THE INCREMENT OF EXCESS SURFACE WATER 
C AND THE AMOUNT OF EXCESS WATER IN SURFACE STORAGE FOR EACH TIME 
C INCREMENT 
C 
385 20 F3 =F2-F1 
386 F4 =DELTP +VCLOPR 
387 IF  (F3 -F4144,27,29 
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44 D E L T F  =  F 2 - F 1  
OELTPE =  OELTP -  DELTF 
GO TO 30 
27 OELTF =F2 -F I  
OELTPE =0.  
GO TO 30 
29 OELTF =  OELTP -^VOLDPR 
OELTPE =  OELTP -  OELTF 
30 PEXCES = PEXCES +  OELTPE 
F5 = VOLOPR +  OELTPE 
IF  (F5 -  0PST0R)46,46,36 
46 VOLOPR =F5 
DELTQ =  0 .  
GO TO 47 
36 VOLOPR =  OPSTOR 
DELTQ = F5 -OPSTOR 
QEXCES =  QEXCES +  DELTQ 
47 F15 =  F1+ DELTF 
IF  «F15-STRMGPJ14,14,11 
11 F7 «(FCINFL +  EVAPTR)*OELT 
F20 =  F15-  F7 
IF  (F20-STRHGP) 12,12,13 
13 FORAIN =F7 
GO TO 7  
12 DELTl= (F i ' j -STRMGP) /  (FCINFL •  ÊVAPTR) 
F8 =  F15 -  STRMGP 
0ELT2 =  DELT-OELTl  
F9 =  EVAPTR»D£LT2 
FORAIN =  F8+F9 
GO to  7 
14 FORAIN =  EVAPTR*OELT 
7  SMF =  SHASM -  DELTF +  FORAIN 
F INIT = ASOIL*(SMF/TOTSTR)**NSOIL +  FCINFL 
FAVG = (F INIT+FINIT2) /2 .  
PREC2 =  RAIN2( IC)  
F I  =  TOTSTR-SMF 
SMASH =  SMF 
F INIT2=FINIT 
SDELTF -  SDELTF *  DELTF 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE PRFILE (CLEFT,OELTF,AVAUH,ANTHST,NWIDTH,DELTH,EVAPTRJ 
C 
C $*****#*»*****************#****»***************************»*»**$***#  
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE MOVEMENT OF WATER THROUGH THE SOIL 
C PROFILE FROM THE SURFACE LAYER TO THE WATER TABLE 
C 
C A PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR THE REMOVAL OF SOIL PROFILE 
C MOISTURE BELOW THE FIELD CAPACITY FOR THE TOP LAYER ONLY 
C 
C 3323223333332333333333333333233233 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C ANTHST ;  ANTECEDENT MOISTURE OF SOIL LAYERS ( INCHES 
C AVAILW :  FIELD CAPACITY OF SOIL LAYERS ( INCHES) 
C OELTF :  INFILTRATED WATER DERIVED FROM SUBROUTINE INFILT ( INCHES) 
C EVAPTR :  RATE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ( INCHES/HOUR) 
C NWIDTH :  NUMBER OF LAYERS IN SOIL PROFILE 
C QLEFT ;  AMOUNT OF INFILTRATED WATER WHICH PASSES THROUGH THE SOIL PROFILE 
C ( INCHES) 
C 
C * * *#***********************#********************$********$***********  
C 
DIMENSION A(6) ,B(6) ,AVAILW(6) ,ANTHST(6)  
C 
C 
FACTIO = DELTF 
DO 10 1=1,NWIDTH 
AdJ = AVAILW(I ) -ANTMST(I )  
B(  I )  = Am -FACTIO 
IF(B(  I ) )9 ,9 ,8  
8 ANTMSTd)  =  ANTMSTd)  +  FACTIO 
GO TO 15 
9  ANTMSTd)  =AVAILW( I )  
10 FACTIO =  FACTIO -Ad)  
QLEFT =  FACTIO 
GO TO 67 
15 QLEFT =  0 .  
67 LOSS = DELTM*EVAPTR/60.  
ANTMSTd)  =  ANTHST( l )  -  LOSS 
RETURN 
END 
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447 SUBROUTINE ROUT 
C C #$»**********$**********#**»»*»****************#***»***************** 
c 
.  C THIS SUBROUTINE ROUTS THE WATER BETWEEN DEPRESSIONS THROUGH SURFACE INLETS 
C AND OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C 
C USES BAILEY'S ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
C 3233333333 3  33333 3333 301333333 23 3333333333 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C AB :  DISCHARGE FROM DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C AC :  VOLUME OF WATER IN DEPRESSION CORRESPONDING TO DEPTH D l  (CUBIC FEET)  
C BC :  DISCHARGE FROM DEPRESSION CORRESPONDING TO DEPTH 02 OR 021 
C (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C CO :  ORIFICE COEFFICIENT FOR SURFACE INLET 
C D l  :  WATER DEPTH IN DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C D2 OR 021 :  WATER DEPTH IN DEPRESSION AT END OF TIME INCREMENT (FEET)  
C DELT :  TIME INCREMENT (SECONDS) 
C OS :  SURFACE INLET DIAMETER (FEET)  
C FD21 :  THIS FUNCTION EQUALS ZERO WHEN A ROOT OF THE EQUATION IS DETERMINED 
C FPRIMl  :  FIRST DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION FD21 
C FPRIM2 :  SECOND DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION FD21 
C I I  :  INFLOW TO DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C 12 :  INFLOW TO DEPRESSION AT END OF TIME INCREMENT (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C INDEXl  ;  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES TYPE OF SURFACE INLET 
C FLOW 
C INDEX2 :  PARAMETER FROM FUNCTION OUTFLO -  INDICATES WHEN OVERLAND CHANNEL 
C FLOW OCCURS 
C K :  PARAMETER USED TO DESCRIBE SIZE OF PARABOLIC OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C KCONST :  PARAMETER USED FOR ERROR ANALYSIS OUTPUT WHEN SUBROUTINE FINOS 
C TROUBLE 
C MNC :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESS lONAL AREAS IN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C S :  SLOPE OF OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS (FEET/FEET)  
C TD :  SURFACE INLET AND TILE MAIN DIAMETER (FEET)  
C WEIRK :  SURFACE INLET WEIR COEFFICIENT 
C WWCOEF :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE PARAMETER -  SEE FUNCTION 
C CUTFLO 
C Y :  DEPTH OF FLOW IN OVERLAND FLOi ,  CHANNEL (FEET)  
C TESTRO: TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
C 
448 COMMON QTILE 1 ,CTILE2 
449 COMMON DBAR,Dl ,D2,PCEL,E,TD,H.TOELEV,MNT,MNC,NUELUN,AU,L.CONSTl ,  
IK ,CU,5,01,02,OF,  a , I2 ,ZFD,  MDTEST, INDEXl , INDEX2,HP,Y 
450 COMMON HMAIN,ELEVMN,QFULL,AVAILW,ANTMST,HYDRCD,DRNPOR.FFCTN,  
1CFACTR,SPACNG,HT1,HWT1,CINl ,  DELTM,SDELT,JKJ,  WATERT 
451 COMMON QLEFT,JDRAIN,QSUBHN,AB , a T I L E 8 ,  DFHAIN,HT2,MZ,QIN2 
452 COMMON WEIRK,  CD ,SLPSUB,  021,WWCOEF 
453 COMMON TESTOR,TESTRO,ZFW,DS,09,08,1  MIKE,MM, 10,  C0NST3 
454 REAL K,MNT ,MNC, I  0 ,1  1(25) ,12(25) ,L(25)  
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D I M E N S I O N  Q T 1 L E 1 ( 2 5 ) , Q T I L E 2 ( 2 5 ) ,  D B A R ( 2 5 ) ,  0 1 ( 2 5 ) , 0 2 ( 2 5 1 , P C E L ( 2 5 ) ,  
1 E ( 2 6 ) , T 0 ( 2 5 ) , H 1 2 6 > , A U ( 2 5 ) . C O N S T  1 1 2 5 ) , U U ( 2 5 ) , 0 1 ( 2 5 ) , 0 2 ( 2 5 ) , O F ( 2 5 ) ,  
2 1 N D E X 1 ( 2 5 ) ,  H H A I N ( 2 6 ) , E L E V H N ( 2 6 J i Q F U L L ( 2 5 ) , A V A I L H ( 6 ) ,  
3 A N T M S T ( 6 ) , S 0 £ L T ( 6 ) , W A T E R T ( 2 5 ) , Q S U B H N ( 2 5 ) , A B ( 2 5 ) , O F H A I N ( 2 5 ) ,  
4 H T 2 ( 2 5 ) , 0 2 1 ( 2 5 ) , O S ( 2 5 )  , 0 9 ( 2 5 ) , 0 8 ( 2 5 ) , H T 1 ( 2 5 ) , C O N S T 3 ( 2 5 )  
D I M E N S I O N  C M 1 ( 2 5 ) . C 0 1 ( 2 5 ) , C P 1 ( 2 5 ) , C 0 2 ( 2 5 ) . C W 2 ( 2 5 ) , C P 2 ( 2 5 )  
C  
C  
D E L T  =  0 E L T H » 6 0 .  
C C O  =  1 . 4 9 * S G R T ( S ) * 1 . 3 3 3 *  ( ( 1 . / K ) • • 0 . 6 6 7 )  » ( ( I . / K ) » » 0 . 5 ) / M N C / 2 .  
CVl  =2.424*43560.  « '0 .496/0ELT 
C V 2  = 1 . 4 2 4 * C V 1  
0 0  1 0  I = 1 , N U E L U N  
CKl( I )=WEIRK«0S( I )»1.5 /2 .  
C O K  I  ) =  C O  »  3 . 1 4 *  D S (  I ) » 0 S (n * 0 . 5 * 6 4 . 4 / 4 . / 2 .  
C P 1 ( I ) =  C O N S T K I )  * 0 . 5 / 2 .  
CW2(I )=  CW1(I ) *0 .5  
C02( I )=  C01( I I * ( -0 .5)»64.4  
CP2( I )=  CPl ( I ) * ( -0 .5)  
1 0  0 2 1 ( I ) = 0 2 ( I )  
K C C N S T  = 1  
00 20 I=1,NUELUN 
lOVER =  1  
02 8 =0.  
02C =0.  
FOZ =0.  
F D Y  =  0 .  
K T E S T 2  =  0  
K T E S T 3  =  0  
I 2 ( I ) = C 0 N S T 3 ( I ) * I 0  
I F ( I - 2 ) 1 2 , 1 5 , 1 5  
1 5  I 2 ( I ) = I 2 ( I ) + 0 2 ( I - 1 )  
C 
C  C A L C U L A T E  T H E  R O O T ( Z E R O )  O F  F 0 2 1  
C  
12 MM =1 
A C  =  V Q L U H E ( 0 1 (  I ) )  
5 9  I F  ( 0 2 1 ( I ) ) 7 1 , 5 8 , 5 8  
5 8  B C  =  0 U T F L 0 ( 0 2 1 , I I  
F021 =  ( I U n  + I2( I ) ) /2 .  - (AB( I )  +  BC) /2 .  +  
1 ( A C - V 0 L U M E ( D 2 1 ( I )  D / O E L T  
I F ( A B S ( F 0 2 1 ) - T E S T R O ) 7 1 , 4 O , 4 O  
C  
C  T E S T S  F O R  S O L U T I O N  O S C I L L A T I O N  
C  
40 02A =  02B 
02B =  D2C 
02C = 021(1) 
F O X  =  F O Y  
F O Y  =  F O Z  
F O Z  =  F  0 2 1  
G O  T O  ( 4 1 , 2 6 0 ) , [ O V E R  
41 IF  (F021)50,  50,51 
50 KTESTl  =  1  
G O  T O  5 6  
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457 51 KTESTl = 2 
498 56 IF  (KTEST2 -  KTESTl )52,53,52 
499 52 IF  (KTESTl  -  KTEST3)53,54,53 
500 53 lOVER =  1  
501 KTEST3 =  KTEST2 
502 KTEST2 =  KTESTl  
503 GO TO 200 
504 54 lOVER = 2  
505 GO TO 260 
C 
C CALCULATES THE FIRST ANO SECOND DERIVATIVES OF FD21 
C 
506 200 CV0= 021( I ) * *1 .424 
507 DVOLMl  =  CV1»CV0 
508 DV0LM2 =  CV2»CV0/D21( I )  
509 IZ IND= INDEXKI)  
510 GO TO (60,61,62,90) , IZ tND 
511 90 CTILEl  =0.  
512 DTILE2=0.  
513 GO TO 63 
514 60 CWO =  D2l ( I ) -ZF0 
515 SQCWO =  SQRT(CUO) 
516 DTILEl  =  CWK I  )#SQCWO 
517 DTILE2 =  CW2(I ) /SQCW0 
518 GO TO 63 
519 61 COEF =  64.4»{D21( I ) -ZFD)  
520 SQCOEF =  SQRT(COEF) 
521 ÙTILE1 =  COKD/SQCOEF 
522 DTILE2 =  C02( I ) /SOCOEF/COEF 
523 GO TO 63 
524 62 IF(  HP-H(  I  + l ) )22,24,22 
525 24 DTILEl  =  0 .  
526 DTILE2 =  0 .  
527 GO TO 63 
528 22 CPO =  ABS(HP-H( I+1) )  
529 SQCPO =  SQRT(CP0l  
530 RATIO =(HP-H( I+ l ) ) /CPO 
531 DTILEl  =  CPUn/SQCPC «RATIO 
532 DTILE2 =  CP2( I ) /SQCPO/CPO» RATIO 
533 63 GO TO (64,65) , INDEX2 
534 64 DWWAYl  =0.  
535 0WWAY2 =  0 .  
536 60 TO 66 
537 65 CC =  (1 .5 /K/Y)  +  1 .  
538 CCP =  CC**0.333 
539 CCQ = SQRT(Y)  
540 0WWAyi=WWC0EF*0.667«CC0*( l .5«CCP/CC/CC/CCQ/K +  2.25«CCQ«CCP/CC) 
541 OHWAY2=WWCOEF«WWCOEF«0.667«CCO»(2.5»1.5«CCO»CCP/K/K/Y/Y/Y/CC/CC/CC 
1  + 1.5*CCQ*CCP/K/Y/Y/CC/CC + 9.«CCP/8. /CCC/CC) 
542 66 DISCHl  =DTILE1 +  DWWAYl  
543 FPRIMI  =-OlSCHl  -  DVOLMl  
544 0ISCH2 =  DTILE2 +  DUWAY2 
545 FPRIM2 =-DISCH2 -  DVCLM2 
546 IF  (FPRIH1)75,85,81 
547 81 D21(  n = D2H I)+2.  
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KC0NST=2 
GO TO 76 
85 D21(  I I=D21( I ) * l .  
KC0NST=3 
GO TO 76 
75 KCONST «=1 
C 
C CALCULATES A NEW TRIAL DEPTH AS AN ESTIMATE OF THE ZERO OF F021 
C 
021(11 =021(1)  - (FD2l / (FPRIMl  - (FPRIM2*FD2l ) /2 . /FPRIMl) )  
260 GO TO (  76,264) ,  lOVER 
C 
C USE THE BISECTION METHOD TO FIND NEW ROOT APPROXIMATION IF  THE 
C RESULTS OF BAILEY'S METHOD OSCILLATE 
C 
264 IF(  FDXJ265,265,270 
265 IF(FD2j266,266,268 
266 021(1)  =(02B + 02C) /2 .  
GO TO 76 
268 021(1)  " (02A + 02C) /2 .  
GO TO 76 
270 IF(  FDZ)271,271,273 
271 021(1)  =(D2A +  02C) /2 .  
GO TO 76 
273 021(  1)  =(02B + 020/2 .  
C 
C 
V6 MM =HH+1 
) ;F(MH- 7)59,59,80 
80 GO TO (69,77,78) ,KCONST 
69 WRITE(3,70) I ,JKJ ,SDELT(JKJ) ,FD21 
70 FORMATC ' ,T10, ' ITERATIONS EXCEEDED 7  FOR POTHOLE NUMBER'14,  
1  T70, 'ELEMENTAL WATERSHED' ,15, / ,T IO, 'FC^ TIME EQUAL' ,F7.2 ,T35,  
2  'AND FD21 EQUAL ' ,F10.5)  
GO IG 71 
77 WRITE(3,79) I  
79 FORMATC '  ,110, '  ITERATIONS EXCEEDED 7  FOR POTHOLE NUMBER'^ , / ,  
IT IO, 'DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTI0N-F021-  IS  POSITIVE' )  
GO TO 71 
78 WRITE(3,48) I  
48 FORMATC ' ,T10, ' ITERATIONS EXCEEDED 7  FOR POTHOLE NUMBER'14, / ,  
IT lO,«DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTI0N-FD21-  IS ZERO')  
71 IF  (D21( I ) )32,34,34 
32 02(1)  =  0 .  
GO TO 36 
34 02(1)  =021( I )  
36 AB( I )  =  BC 
20 CONTINUE 
00 11 I=1,NUELUN 
11 0BAR(I )>(01( I )+02( I ) ) /2 .  
RETURN 
END 
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587 FUNCr iON OUTFLO{OEPTH ,n  
C 
c #***$*,*******************************#****************************** 
c  
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE AMOUNT AND TYPE OF FLOW FROM THE 
C DEPRESSIONS AND THE FLOW FROM AND THE EFFECTIVE HEAD CONTROLING 
C THE FLOW F' - iOM THE LATERAL TILE SYSTEMS 
C 
C MOTEST =  1  -  OVERLAND FLOW AND SURFACE INLETS 
C MDTEST =  2  -  OVERLAND FLOW ONLY 
C MOTEST =  3  -  OVERLAND FLOW,SURFACE INLETS AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
C MDTEST =  4  -  OVERLAND FLOW AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE 
C 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C CC :  SURFACE INLET ORIFICE COEFFICIENT 
C CONST 1  :  PARAMETER USED TO COMPUTE PIPE FLOW (FEET»»5/2/SECOND) 
C CQ :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C DI  :  WATER DEPTH IN DEPRESSION AT START OF TIME INCREMENT (FEETJ 
C DEPTH :  DEPTH OF WATER IN DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C DFMAIN ;  DEPTH OF FLOW IN TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C DMAIN :  DISTANCE BETWEEN DEPRESSION BOTTOM AND TOP OF TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C DS :  SURFACE INLET DIAMETER (FEET)  
C E ;  ELEVATION OF DEPRESSION BOTTOM (FEET)  
C ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF T ILE MAIN ABOVE TILE OUTLET (FEET)  
C H :  TOTAL HEAD AT A DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C HKE :  HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR SURFACE INLET 
C HMAIN :  TOTAL HEAD ON TILE MAIN (FEET)  
C INDEXl  ;  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES TYPE OF SURFACE INLET FLOW 
C INDEX2 :  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES WHEN OVERLAND CHANNEL FLOW OCCURS 
C JDRAIN :  
C K :  PARAMETER USED TO DESCRIBE SIZE OF PARABOLIC OVERLAND FLOW CHANNELS 
C MOT :  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES TYPE OF DRAINAGE 
C MDTEST :  PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES TYPE OF DRAINAGE 
C OF :  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE FROM A DEPRESSION (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C OFl  :  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE BASED ON WEIR FLOW (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C 0F2 :  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE BASED ON ORIFICE FLOW (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C 0F3 :  SURFACE INLET DISCHARGE BASED ON PIPE FLOW (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C PCEL :  CREST ELEVATION OF A DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C QFULL :  FULL TILE MAIN DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C OSUBMN :  SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE DISCHARGE INTO TILE MAIN (CUBIC FEET/DAY) 
C TD :  SURFACE INLET AND TILE MAIN DIAMETER (FEET)  
C TOELEV ;  TILE OUTLET ELEVATION (FEET)  
C TQ :  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE BETWEEN TWO DEPRESSIONS (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C VELOCY :  FLOW VELOCITY IN SURFACE INLET (FEET/SECOND) 
C WEIRK :  SURFACE INLET WEIR COEFFICIENT 
C WWCOEF :  OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL DISCHARGE PARAMETER -  CAN USE A 
C VALUE EQUAL TO 1 .0  
C Y :  DEPTH OF FLOW IN OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C 2FD :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH (FEET)  
C 2FH :  ZERO FLOW DEPTH IN OVERLAND FLOW CHANNEL (FEET)  
C 
C * * ****************»**»*******$**********************$****************  
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C 
588 COMMON QTILEi ,CTILE2 
589 COMMON DaAR,Dl ,02,PCÈl .  .C ,TD,H,TOELEV,HNT,HNC,NUELUN,AU,L,CONSTl ,  
1K,CU,S,TQ,CQ,0F,  1 I ,12,ZF0,  HDTEST, INOEXl , INDEX2,HP,Y 
590 COMMON HMAIN.ELcVHN, L I 'ULL t  AVAI  LWi  ANTMST t  HYORCD t  DRNPORi  FrCTNi  
ICFACTR.SPACNG.HTl .HWTl .UINl ,  DELTH,SDELT,  JKJ,  HATERT 
591 CCMMON QLEFT,JDRAIN.QSUBMN.AB.QTILES,  OFHAIN,HT2,MZ,QIN2 
592 COMMON HEIRK,  CD .SLPSUB,  021,WWC0EF 
593 COMMON TEST0R,TESTRO,ZFW,DS,O9,O8,1HIKE,HM,I0 ,C0NST3 
594 REAL K,HNT,HNC,10, I1(25) ,12(25) ,L(25)  
595 DIMENSION QTILEK25) ,QTILE2(25) ,  06AR{25J,  D i (25J,02(25) ,PCEL<25) ,  
1E(26)  ,T0(25) ,H(26) ,AU(25) ,C0NST1(25) ,QU(25) ,CQ(25) ,TQ(251,0F(25) ,  
2 INDEX1(25)  ,  HMAIN(26) ,EUEVHN(26) ,QFULL(25) ,AVAILW(6J,  
3ANTMST(6) ,SDELT(6) ,WATERT(25) ,QSUBHN( 251,AB(25J,DFMAIN(25»,  
4HT2(25) ,021(25) ,DS(25) ,C9(25) ,08(25) ,HTK25) .C0NST3(25)  
596 DIMENSION DEPTH(25)  
C 
C  
597 CCO = 1 .49*SQRT(S)*1.333*  i ( l . /K) • •0 .667)  »( (1 . /K)• •0 .5) /MNC 
598 GO TO (90,27,91,65) ,HDTEST 
C 
C  
599 27 TQ(r )=0.  
600 0F( I )=0.  
601 INOEXKI)  f  4 
602 GO TO 9  
C 
C 
603 • 91  MOT =  CDTEST -  1  
604 GO TO 26 
C  
C  
605 90 MOT =  MOTEST 
606 26 CALL HEAD(DEPTH, I )  
607 GO TO (93,40) ,MOT 
608 40 GO TO (93,38) ,JDRAIN 
609 38 CALL DRNAGE(MZ,ORNPOR,CFACTR,SPACNG,FFCTN.HYDRCD,DELTH,QLEFT 
l ,QTILe8,Qr 'LE9,QIN1,QIN2,HWTX,SD£LT,JKJ, I ,HTl ,WATÊRT,HMAIN,ELEVHN, 
2TD,QTILEI ,QTILE2,HT2,QSUBMN,AU,TOELEV,SLPSUB,  TESTDR) 
610 93 HKE=4.0 
611 IF(OEPTH(I ) -ZFO)20,20,1  
612 20 0F( I )=0.  
613 INOEXKI)  =  4  
614 INDEX2 =1 
615 GO TO (2 l ,39) ,MDT 
C 
C CALCULATES POTENTIAL WEIR,  ORIFICE AND PIPE FLOW AND DETERMINES 
C WHICH CONTROLS 
C 
616 1  OFl  =  HEIRK »DS {  IJ  (OEPTH( I  )-ZFO) • • ! .  5 
617 CF2=C0*3.14*(0S( I ) * *2) /4 . *SQRT(64.4^(DEPTH(I ) -ZFD))  
618 IF(H( I ) -H( I+ l ) )23,23,22 
619 23 DF3=0.  
620 GO TO 18 
621 22 IF  (H( I )  -  Ed)  -  DEPTH(I )  )  110,111,111 
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110 OF3 =  99999.  
GO TO 18 
111 HID = Ed)  •  OEPTHI I )  
0F3 =CGNSTl{n »SQRT(ABS{H( I ) -H l I  +  l ) ) )  •  (H(  n -H(  1  + 1  )  )  /  ABS (  H(  D-
l H ( t  +  n  )  
VELCCY=0F3/3.14/ (T0( I I * *2)*4 .  
IF  (VEL0CY)30,30,31 
30 HP =  H( I )+  VEUCCY«VELQCY/64.4  
GO TO 3  
31 HP=H(I ) -HKE*(VEL0CY**2) /64.4  
3  1F(HP-Ht l * l ) )25,25,24 
25 0F3=0.  
HP =  K( I+1)  
GO TO 18 
24 0F3=C0NST111)*SQRT(ABS(HP-H( I+ l )J )»<HP-H{ I*1) ) /ABS(HP-H(  I+ l )  )  
18 GO TO (15,4) ,HOT 
15 IF(1-1)14,14,17 
17 DF3 =  OF3- fO( I - l )  
GO TO 14 
4  IF( I -1)5 ,5 ,6  
.  6  CF3=QF3-TQ(I - l )  -  QSUBMNl I ) /24. /3600.  
GO TO 14 
5  ÛF3 =  0F3 -  QSUBHNd)  /24. /3600.  
14 IF(OF1-QF21603,603,600 
600 IF(0F2-0F3)605,605,606 
603 IF(0F1-0F3)604,604,606 
604 0F( I )=0F1 
INDEXKI)  «  1  
GO TO 520 
605 OF( I )=0F2 
INOEXKI)  •= 2  
GO TO 520 
606 0F( I )=0F3 
INDEXKI)  =  3  
C 
C 
520 GO TO (21,39) ,MOT 
C 
C CALCULATES MAIN TILE DISCHARGE AND HEAD IN THE MAIN TILE LINE 
C AFTER THE SUBHAIN DISCHARGE HAS BEEN CALCULATED -  FOR MDTEST -  3 
C 
39 IF  (1-1)41,41,45 
41 TQd)  =  •  GFdJ + QSUBMN(n/24. /3600.  
GO TO 46 
45 TQd)  = •  OFd)  •  TQ(I - l )  •  ÛSUBMN (  I  )/24. /3600.  
46 HMAINd)  =  Hd)  
GO TO 9  
C 
21 IF( I -1)7 ,7 ,8  
7 TQ( I l=OF(n 
GO TO 9  
8  TQd)=QF( I )+TQ(I - l )  
GO TO 9  
C 
C CALCULATES THE HEAD IN THE DEPRESSlOAL AREA,  MAIN TILE DISCHARGE 
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C AND HEAD IN MAIN TILE LINE AFTER THE SUBMAIN DISCHARGE HAS BEEN 
C CALCULATED -  FOR HOTEST =  4  
C 
65 OFt I )  =  0 .  
INOEXKI)  =  4  
GO TO 167,66) ,JORAIN 
66 CALL DRNAGE(HZ,ORNPOR,CFACTR,SPACNG,FFCTN,HYDRCO,DELTH,QLEFT 
1 ,QTILE8,QTILE9,QIN1,QIN2,HHT1.SDELT.JKJ, I ,HT1.HATERT,HHAIN,ELEVHN, 
2T0,QTILEl ,QTILE2,HT2,QSUBHN,AU,T0£LEV,SLPSU8,  TESTOR» 
67 IF( I -1)71,71,73 
71 TQt l )  =  QSUBHN( n/24 . /3600.  
GC TO 75 
73 TQd)  = QSUBMN( I  1/24. /360C.  *  TQ(I - l )  
75 IF  (TQ( I )  -  QFULL(n)77,77,79 
77 QUOTO =  TQ(I ) /CFULL( I )  
DFMAINd)  *  DFLOW(QUOTD) »  TD( I )  
HMAIN( I )  =  ELEVHN(I )  +  TOELEV •OFHAIN( I ) .  
GO TO 9  
79 HMAINd)  =  HKAIN( I+1)  •  (  (  TO { I  )  »TQ( 1)  ) / (CONSTK H » CONSTKI) ) )»  
1  TQ(n/ABS(TQ( in  
IF  (HMAIN( I )  -  Ed)  -  021(1)  )81,81,82 
82 WRITE (3 ,85)  I ,SDELT(JKJ)  
85 FORMAT!•  ' ,T46 ,14,T70,F6.2 ,T2, •MAI  NT I  LE HEAD EXCEEDS WATER SURFACE 
1  AT DEPR. 'T53, •  TIME EQUAL TO' I  
HMAINd)  =  Ed)  *  021(  I )  
81 GO TO 9  
C 
C CALCULATES OVERLAND CHANNEL FLOW AND TOTAL OUTFLOW FROM A 
C DEPRESSIONAL AREA 
C 
9  IF(Ed)  + DEPTHd)  -  PCELd)  -  ZFW)l0 ,10, l l  
10 CQd)  = 0 .  
INDEX2 =1 
GO TO 12 
11 Y =  WWCOEF*(E(  I )  +  DEPTHd)  -  PCELd))  
CC20 = Y»*1.5  
CC21 =  d .5 /K/Y +1. ) **0 .667 
com -  CC0»CC20/CC21 
INDËX2 =2 
12 OUTFLO = OFd)+CQd)  
JORAIN =  2  
100 RETURN 
END 
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699 SUBROUTINE CRNAGE(MZ,DRNPOR,CFACTR,SPACNG,FFCTN.HYORCO,OELTH,CLEFT 
l ,QTILES,QTILE9,QINI .QIN2,HWTl .SDELT.JKJ, I ,HT1,WATERT,HHAIN,ELEVHN, 
2T0,QTILEl ,QTILE2tHT2,QSUBMN,AU,TQ£LEVfSLPSUB,  TESTOR) 
C 
c **************»*******$*******$**********»**********************$**** 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE LATERAL AND SUBHAIN TILE DISCHARGES 
C 
C USES BAILEY'S ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
C 3  333323332333333333233332333*3 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C AU :  SIZE OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (ACRES) 
C CFACTR :  RATIO OF AVERAGE WATER TABLE MOVEMENT TO MAXIMUM MOVEMENT BETWEEN 
C DRAINS 
C CONVER ;  SIDE LENGTH OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA (FEET)  
C DELTD :  TIME INCREMENT (DAYS) 
C DELTM :  TIME INCREMENT (MINUTES) 
C DRNPOR :  DRAINABLE POROSITY OF SOIL PROFILE (PERCENT) 
C ELEVMN ;  ELEVATION OF HMAIN TILE AT CENTER OF DEPRESSIONAL AREA ABOVE MAIN 
C CUTLET (FEET)  
C FFCTN :  A FACTOR WHICH DEPENDS ON TILE DRAINAGE SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
C HMAIN :  ENERGY HEAD IN MAIN TILE WHERE SUBMAIN TILE ENTERS (FEET)  
C HTl  :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE EFFECTIVE LATERAL TILE AT START OF TIME 
C INTERVAL (FEET)  
C HT2 :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE EFFECTIVE LATERAL TILE AT END OF TIME 
C INTERVAL (FEET)  
C HWTl  :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE LATERAL TILE AT START OF TIME INTERVAL 
C (FEET)  
C HWT2 :  HEIGHT OF WATER TABLE ABOVE LATERAL TILE AT END OF TIME INTERVAL 
C (FEET)  
C HYDRCD :  HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ELEMENTAL WATERSHED SOIL (FEET/DAY) 
C MZ :  INDEX FACTOR 
C NTILE :  NUMBER LATERAL TILE LINES AFFECTED BY ENERGY HEAD IN MAIN TILE 
C NTILES :  NUMBER OF LATERAL TILE LINES IN DEPRESSIONAL AREA 
C QINl  :  RATE OF INFLOW TO WATER TABLE AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (CUBIC FEET/  
C FOOT/DAY) 
C QIN2 :  RATE OF INFLOW TO WATER TABLE AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (CUBIC FEET/FOOT 
C /DAY)  
C CLEFT :  AMOUNT OF WATER WHICH PERCOLATED THROUGH SOIL PROFILE ( INCHES) 
C CSUBMN :  DISCHARGE FROM SUBMAIN TILE (CUBIC FEET/DAY) 
C QTILEI  :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY) 
C ÛTILE2 :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY) 
C ÛTILE8 :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT START OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY) 
C 0TILE9 :  WATER TABLE WATER FLUX AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (FEET/DAY) 
C SLPSUB ;  SUBMAIN TILE SLOPE (FEET/FOOT) 
C SPACNG :  LATERAL TILE LINE SPACNG (FEET)  
C TO ;  MAIN TILE DIAMETER (FEET)  
C TOELEV :  ELEVATION OF MAIN TILE OUTLET INTO DRAINAGE DITCH (FEET)  
C KATERT ;  ELEVATION OF WATER TABLE (FEET)  
C * * **********************#**************************************$*****  
C 
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DIMENSION S0ELTI20) tHTl (20) ,WATERT(20) ,HMA1N(21) iELEVMN(20» fT0(20)  
1 ,QT1LE1(20) ,QTILE2(20) ,HT2(20) ,QSUBHNI20] ,AU(20)  
C 
C 
OELTO »  DELTH/1440.  
QIN2 =  (QLEFT/12.1*  SPACNG/OELTO 
COWER = SQRT( AU(  I  )»43560.1 
UFACTR = DRNPOR»CFACTR»SPACNG»SPACNG»FFCTN/HYDRCO/DELTO 
GO TO (30.16) ,MZ 
C 
C 
C CALCULATES THE DISCHARGE FROM A LATERAL TILE LINE THAT IS  NOT 
C AFFECTED BY THE HEAD IN THE MAIN TILE LINE 
C 
C 
• 30  GTILE9 = QTILE8 
HZ =HZ •  I  
N=0 
32 IF(QTILE9 -  HYDRCD) 51,52,51 
52 QTILE9 = HYDRCD -  0.5  
51 FCI=(CIN1 •ÛIN2 ) /2 .  -  SPACNG«(QT ILE8+QT ILE"5 J /2 .  -
1  UFACTR *  QTILE9 / (1 . -0TILE9 /HYDRCD) +  DRNPOR*CFACTR*SPACNG* 
2  HWTl  /DELTD 
IF  (ABS(FQ1)-TEST0R)35,35,34 
34 N= N+1 
Q3FACT = 1 . "  QTILE9 /HYDRCD 
FPQl  =  -0 .5  -  UFACTR *  
1  (1. /Q3FACT + QTILE9 /HYDRCD/Q3FACT/Q3FACT) 
FDPQl  =-  UFACTR *  (2. /HYDRC0/Q3FACT/Q3FACT + 
1  2.* ÔTILE9 /HYDRCD/HYDRCD/Û3FACT/Q3FACT/Q3FACT) 
QTILE9 = ÛTILE9 -  FQl / iFPQl-  FQl»FDPQl /2 . /FPQl)  
IF  (N-  8)32,32,24 
24 WRITE(3,102)N,S0ELT(JKJ) ,HWT1, I ,JKJ 
102 FGRHATC • ,T30,12 ,T53,F6 .2  ,T90,F6.3 ,T116,13,T2, •  NO.  OF ITERATION 
IS EXCEEDS'T34, '  T IME EQUAL TC'T61,"  WATER TABLE(FT)EQUAL TO'  
2T98, '  PHOLE NUMBER'  /T3, •ELEMENTAL WATERSHED' , I5 ,T35,«DRNAGE 
2 ROUTINE PART 1  ' )  
35 HWT2 =  SPACNG*FFCTN*QTILE9 /HYDRCD/(1. -QTILE9 /HYDRCD) 
QVILE8 = QTILE9 
HWTl  =  HWT2 
IF  (HWTl  T  4 .  )16,16,61 
61 WRITE(3,99>I ,SDELT(JKJ) ,JKJ 
99 FORMAT( '  • ,T64,14,T85,F6 .2 ,T2, •  WATER TABLE ELEV.  GREATER THAN T 
IHE SOIL SURFACE FOR PHOLE'T68, '  T IME EQUAL TO'  /T3, 'ELEMENTAL 
2 WATERSHED' ,15,T35, 'DRNAGE ROUTINE PART I ' )  
C 
C 
C CALCULATES THE DISCHARGE FROM THE LATERAL TILE LINE ADJACENT TO 
C AND PARALLEL WITH THE MAIN TILE LINE 
C 
C 
16 IF  (HMAIN( I )  -  ELEVHN(I )  -TDd)-  TOELEV) 14,14,  11 
14 HTKI)  = WATERT(I )  -  ELEVMNd )  -  TDd)  -  TOELEV 
GO TO 15 
11 HTKI)  «  WATERTd )  -  HHAIN( I )  
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15 N=0 
QTILE2( 11 = QTILEKII 
10 IF ( QTILE2(11 - HYDRCO)150,151,150 
151 QTILE2(1) = HYDRCO - 0.5 
150 FQ = (QINl  •  QIN2 1 /2 .  -  (QTILEUIJ  +  QT1LE2(  I )  )»SPACNG/2.  -
1  uFACTR» QTlLE2(n / t l . -  QT IL E2l I )/HYDRCO J *  0RNP0R*CFACTR»SPACNG» 
2 HTKIJ/OELTO 
IF  lABS(Fa)-T£STOR»25,25,13 
13 N=N+1 
02FACT = 1. - QTILE2(I)/HYDRCD 
FPQ =  0 .5  -  UFACTR *  (1 . /Q2FACT •  QT ILE2(  I  )/HYDRC0/Q2FACT/Q2FACT) 
FDPU =  -  UFACTR »  (2 . /HY0f tC0/Q2FACT/Q2FACT *  
1  2.* QTILE2{n/HyDRC0/HYDRCD/Q2FACT/Q2FACT/Q2FACT) 
QTILE2 ( n  = QTILE2 ( n -  FQ/(FPQ -  FQ*FDPQ/2 . /FPQ) 
IF (N- 8)10,10,98 
98 WRITE13,100)N,SDELT(JKJJ,HT1( I ) , I ,JKJ 
100 FORMAT! '  • ,T30,12,T53,F6.2 ,T88,E10.3,T116,13,T2, '  NO.  OF ITERATION 
IS EXCEEDS"T34, '  T IME EQUAL T0 'T61, '  WATER TABLE<FT)EQUAL TO'  
2T98, '  PHOLE NUMBER'  /T3, 'ELEMENTAL WATERSHED' ,15,T35, 'DRNAGE 
2 ROUTINE PART 2  ' I  
25 H T 2 t n  = SPACNG*FFCTN*GTILE2( I  ) /HYDRCD/( l . -QTILE2(n/HYDRCD) 
IF(HT2I11-6.175,75,48 
48 WRITE (3 ,60)  I ,SDELT(JKJ) ,JKJ 
60 FORMATC '  ,T64,14,T85,F6.2 ,T2, •  WATER TABLE ELEV.  GREATER THAN T 
IHE SOIL SURFACE FOR PHOLE'T68, '  T IME EQUAL TO'  /T3, 'ELEMENTAL 
2 WATERSHED' ,15,T35, 'DRNAGE ROUTINE PART 2 ' )  
C 
C 
C COMPUTES THE SUBMAIN TILE DISCHARGE BASED ON A L INEAR LATERAL TILE 
C DISCHARGE-DISTANCE FUNCTION BETWEEN THE LATERAL TILE LINE ADJACENT 
C TO THE MAIN TILE LINE AND THE FIRST LATERAL NOT INFLUENCED BY THE 
C MAIN TILE LINE HEAD 
C 
C 
75 NTILES = CONVER /SPACNG +1 
BNTILE = NTILES 
IF(  HMAIN( I )  -  ELEVMNd) -  TD(I ) -  TOELEV >79,79,80 
79 QSUBMNd) =BNTILE •» QTILE9 •CONVER *  SPACNG 
GO TO 84 
80 DSUQMN = !HMAIN( I )  -  ELEVMN(I )  -  TD( I )  -  TOELEV)/  SLPSUB 
NTILE = DSUBMN/SPACNG +1 
QSUBMN(1)= 0 .  
76 DO 83 NN=1,NTILES 
ANTILE =  NTILE 
ANN =NN 
IF(NN-NTILE 177,77,78 
77 QSUBHN(I )=(QTILE9 -  CTILE2( IJ)«(ANN - l . l *CCNVER*SPACNG/ANTILE +  
1QTILE2( I I *C0NVER* SPACNG +  QSUBMNd) 
GO TO 83 
78 QSUBMNd) =  QSUBMNd) (BNTILE -  ANTILE ) •  QTILE9*C0NVER *  
1  SPACNG 
GO TO 84 
83 CONTINUE 
84 QSUB =  QSUBHN(I ) /24. /3600.  
RETURN 
END 
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769 SUBROUTINE HEAD(OEP, IJ  
C 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MAIN TILE HEAD FOR EACH OEPRESSIONAL 
C AREA 
C 
c asaaaaasaatsaaaasaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaaa 
c 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C CONSTl  :  PARAMETER USED TO COMPUTE FULL TILE MAIN FLOW -  SEE MAIN 
C DELTTQ :  INCREMENTAL DISCHARGE FOR ADDITION TO TILE MAIN 
C DISCHARGE (CPS) 
C DEP :  DEPTH OF WATER IN DEPRESSION (FEET)  
C E :  BOTTOM OF OEPRESSIONAL AREA ELEVATION (FEET)  
C ELEVMN :  ELEVATION OF TILE MAIN ABOVE MAIN OUTLET AT CENTER OF 
C OEPRESSIONAL AREA (FEET)  
C H:  HEAD IN MAIN TILE LINE (FEET)  
C IMIKE :  INDEX PARAMETER -  SOURCE = MAIN PROGRAM 
C INDEXl  :  INDEX PARAMETER WHICH INDICATES THE TYPE OF SURFACE INLET 
C FLOW -  SOURCE =  FUNCTION OUTFLO 
C IPOT :  INDEX PARAMETER 
C MM :  SUBROUTINE ROUT ITERATE NUMBER 
C NUELUN :  NUMBER OF DEPRESSIONS IN ELEMENTAL WATERSHED 
C 01 ;  TILE MAIN DISCHARGE -  SOURCE =  FUNCTION OUTFLO (CFS)  
C 08 :  ADJUSTED TILE MAIN DISCHARGEICFS) 
•  C TOELEV :  TILE MAIN OUTLET ELEVATION (FEET)  
C 
C * * *******************************************************************  
C 
C 
770 COMMON QTILEI ,QTILE2 
771 COMMON DBAR,Dl ,D2fPCEL,E,TD,H,TOELEV,MNT.MNC,NUELUN,AU,L,CONSTl ,  
IK ,QU,S,01,02,0F,  I l , I2 ,ZFD,  MDTEST, INDEXl , INDEX2,HP,Y 
772 COMMON HKAIN,ELEVMN,CFULL,AVAILW,ANTMST,HYDRCD,DRNPOR,FFCTN,  
1CFACTR,SPACNG,HT1,HWT1,QIN1,  DELTM,SDELT,JKJ,  WATERT 
773 COMMON OLEFT,JDRAIN,OSUBMN,AB,OTILE8,  DFMAIN,HT2,MZ,0IN2 
774 COMMON WEIRK,  CD ,SLPSUB,  D21,WWC0EF 
775 COMMON TESTDR,TESTRO,ZFW,DS,09,08, IMIKE,MM,I  0 ,C0NST3 
776 REAL K,MNT,MNC,10,11(25) ,  12(25) ,L(25)  
777 DIMENSION QTILE1(25) ,QTILE2(25) ,  0BAR(25) ,  D1(25) ,02(25) ,PCEL(25) ,  
IE(26) ,TO(25) ,H(26) ,AU(25) ,C0NSTl (25) ,QU(2 5) ,Ol (25) ,02(25) ,0F(25) ,  
2 INDEXI(25) ,  HMAIN(26) ,ELEVMN(26) ,QFULL(25) ,AVAILW(6) ,  
3ANTMST(6) ,SDELT(6) ,HATERT(25) ,OSUBMN(25) ,AB(25) ,DFHAIN{25) ,  
4HT2(25) ,021(25) ,DS(25) ,09(251,08(25) ,HT 1(25) ,C0NST3(25)  
778 DIMENSION 0EP(25)  
C 
779 IPOT = 0  
780 DO 50 J=I ,NUELUN 
781 GO TO (15,16)  , IMIKE 
782 15 DELTTQ =  (08(1)  +  (01( I ) -08( I ) ) /MM) -  09(1)  
783 IF  ( INOEXKJ)  -  3)20,16,20 
784 16 H{J)=E(J)  •  OEP(J)  +  0 .001 
785 GO TO 25 
Figure 53. (Continued) 
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20 IPOT = IPOT + 1  
IF  (J  -  NUELUN)50,25,25 
25 IF  ( IPOT)50,50,30 
30 IF  (J  -r  NUE1.UN)32,33,33 
32 NX =  J- IPOT 
NY =  J -1  
GO TO 35 
33 NX =  J  -  IPCT + 1  
NY =  J  
35 00 40 IP=NX,NY 
IPOT =  0  
IE = NY -  IP + NX 
H(  IE)  =  HUE* 1)  *  (091 IE)  •  0ELTTQ)**2/C0NST1( IE)**2  
IF  (H( IE)  -  ELEVMN(IE)  -  TOELEV)36,37,37 
36 H( IE)  =  ELEVMN(IE)  •  TOELEV 
GO TO 40 
37 IF(H( IE)  -  E( IE)  -  OEP(IE))40,40,38 
38 H( IE)  =  E( IE)  •  OEP(IE)  •  0.001 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
08(1)  =09(1)  •  DELTTQ 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION DFLOH(X)  
********************************************************************* 
THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE RELATIVE DEPTH OF FLOW IN A CIRCULAR CONDUIT 
USES A LAGRANGIAN POLYNOMIAL APPROACH 
3333333333333333233333233323233333233233 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
DFLOW :  RATIO OF DEPTH OF FLOW TO CONDUIT DIAMETER 
X :  RATIO OF CONDUIT DISCHARGE TO FULL CONDUIT DISCHARGE 
* ********************************************************************  
DFLOW »  (X-0.0)* {X-0.4)* {X-0.6)»<X-0.8)«(X- l .C)*0 .305/ (  0 .00768)  +  
1  (X-0.0)* (X-0.2)* (X-0.6)* (X-0.8)»(X-1.0)*0 .440/ ( -0 .00384)  +  
2 (X-0.0)* (X-0.2)* (X-0.4)* (X-0.8)* (X-1.0)*0 .560/ (  0 .00384)  •  
3 (X-0.0)»(X-0.2)»(X-0.4)»(X- '0 .6)* (X-1.0)*0 .675/ ( -0 .00768)  +  
4  (X-0.0)* (X-0.2)* (X-0.4)* (X-0.6)»(X-0.8) / (0 .0384)  
RETURN 
END 
Figure 53. (Continued) 
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FUNCTICN AREA (Q,RN.COEFBW1 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE DRAINAGE DITCH CROSS-SECTIONAL FLOW AREA 
C 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C AREA :  DITCH CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (SCUARE FEET)  
C COEFBW ;  TRAPEZOIDAL CHANNEL BCTTOM WIDTH COEFFICIENT :  2 TO 1  SIDE SLOPES 
C =  1 .11 FOR 5  FOOT BOTTOM WIDTH 
C =  1 .00 FOR 10 FOOT BOTTOM WIDTH 
C =  0 .95 FOR 15 FOOT BOTTOM WIDTH 
C Q :  DITCH DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C RN :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR DITCH 
C 
C * * ****#********»***************$*************************************  
IF(Q)l,2,3 
1 WRITE(3,4  )Q 
4  F0RHAT(40X«Q IS NEGATIVE 'F IO.4)  
2  AREA=0.  
RETURN 
3  AREA=20.* ( (Q*RN/C0EFBWI** .73I  
RETURN 
E N D  
C  
F U N C T I O N  D S C H R G I A , R N t P O W E R , C O E F B W )  
C  
C ***#***************************************************************** 
c  
c  THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE DITCH DISCHARGE 
C 
C 33333333333233232333333232333333 
C 
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C A :  DITCH CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA (SQUARE FEETi  
C COEFBW ;  BOTTOM WIDTH COEFFICIENT (SEE FUNCTION AREA) 
C DSCHRG :  DITCH DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C POWER :  PARAMETER GENERATED IN FUNCTION ASOL 
C RN :  MANNINGS ROUGHNESS COEFFICIENT FOR DITCH 
C 
c  
IF(A) l ,2 ,3  
1  kRITE(3,4)  A 
4  F0RMAT(40X' IN FUNCTION DSCHRG A IS  NEGATIVE 'F10.4 I  
2  DSCHRG =0.  
RETURN 
3  DSCHRG * ( ( (A/20. )»»POWER)/RN)»COEFBW 
RETURN 
END 
Figure 53. (Continued) 
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FUNCTION ASÛL(LAMB0A,ALPHA,6ETA,A41,RN,C0EFBH,TESTAS) 
C C »*********»$******»$»*»***»*«**»***»****$*$*»***»*******************» 
C 
c THIS FUNCTION IS USED TO COMPUTE THE DOWNSTREAM DITCH CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF 
C A DITCH REACH AT THE END OF A TIME INTERVAL (BAILEY'S ITERATIVE METHOD USED) 
C 
c  asaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaassaaaaa 
c  
C PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
C 
C A4 ;  CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF DITCH AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (SQUARE FEET) 
C ALPHA :  PARAMETER FROM MAIN PROGRAM 
C ASOL :  CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF DITCH AT END OF TIME INTERVAL (SQUARE FEET) 
C BETA :  PARAMETER FROM MAIN PROGRAM 
C FPZl  ;  FIRST DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION ,FZ 
C FPZ2 :  SECOND DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION ,FZ 
C FZ :  THIS FUNCTION EQUALS ZERO WHEN A R00T(A4) IS DETERMINED 
C LAMBDA ;  PARAMETER FROM MAIN PROGRAM 
C 04 :  DITCH DISCHARGE (CUBIC FEET/SECOND) 
C TESTAS: TOLERANCE FACTOR USED TO TERMINATE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
C 
C **********#****»*****************************************************  
C 
REAL LAMBDA 
TEST = TESTAS 
N=0 
A4 = A41 +.1 
5 POWER = l . / .73 
Q4= DSCHRG(A4,RN,POWER,COEFBW) • 
FZ = ALPHA + BETA -  LAMBDA*Q4 -A4/2.  
IF (  ABS(FZ) -A4*TEST 115,15,6 
6 N=N+1 
IF(N- 6)30,31,31 
31 N=0 
TEST = TEST*3.  
WRITE(3,32)TEST 
32 FORMATC I  AM INCREASING TESTAS T0 'E15.7)  
GO TO 5 
30 POWER = 1. / .73 -  1.  
Q4 =DSCHRG (A4,RN,POWER,COEFBW) 
FPZl  =-LAMBDA *  ( l . / .73)*Q4 *0.05 -  0.5 
POWER = 1. / .73 -2.  
04 =DSCHRG (A4,RN,POWER,COEFBW) 
FPZ2 =-LAMBDA • ( ! . / .73 -1. )*Q4*( l . / .73)*0.05 *0.05 
A4 =A4 -  FZ/(FPZ1-FZ»FPZ2/(2.*FPZ1))  
IF(A4)14,14,5 
14 ASOL = 0.  
RETURN 
15 ASOL = A4 
RETURN 
END 
Figure 53. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX G. MAIN PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM 
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JKJ = 1 
Input TIMEI1,TIMSI2 
Input NITYPE,NELWSD,NEWAD 
Input QT(I) for I = 1,NITYPE 
Input RN,DLNGTH,BOTDTH,DDEPTH,S VERT,SHOR, 
DSLOPE.COEFBW 
Input TESTIN,TESTDR,TESTRO,TESTAS,TFACT1,TFACT2, 
IPLOT,IPUNCH,IROUTE 
Output NITYPE,NELWSD,NEWAD,DLNGTH,BWIDTH,DDEPTH,S VERT, 
SHOR,DSLOPE,RN 
s> 
Input NUELUN,MNT,MNC,TOELEV,K,S,MDTEST,SLPSUB,W\\WF, 
TSLOPE,DCOEF,CD,WEIRK 
Input AU(I) ,L(I) ,TD(I) ,E(I)PCEL(I) ,D1(I) ,QFULL(I) , 
ELEVMN(I),I = 1,NUELUN 
Input HYDRCD,DRNPOR,FFCTN,CFACTR,SPACNG 
Input Nl'nDTH,AVAILW(I),AîWMST(I) for I = 1,M'JIDTH 
Input ASOIL,NSOIL,TOTSTR,FCINFL,DPSTOR,SMASM,EVAPTR, 
GRAVPR 
Figure 54. Main program flow diagram 
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© 0 
A 
Output JKJ 
Output NUE1UN,AS0IL,NS0IL,T0TSTR,FCINFL,DPST0R,SMASM,EVAPTR, 
GRAVPR, DRNPOR, HYDRCD, (I, AVAI LW (I ) , ANTMST (I) ,1=1, NWIDTH) 
Output MNC,MNT,S,K,TOELEV,TSLOPE,SLPSUB,SPACNG,DCOEF,CFACTR, 
FFCTN, (I,TD (I) ,L (I) ,QFULL(I) ,PCEL(I ) ,E (I) , AU (I) ,D1 (I) , 
I = 1,NUELUN) 
MM = 1 ATOT = 0. 
IRUTH =  1  ZFW =0 .05  
lîttKE =1 ZFD = 0.15 
01(1) = 0. 09(1) = 01(1) 
02(1) = 0. INDEXI(I) = 4 
08(1) = 01(1) 
for I = 1,NUELUN 
li 
1 = 1 
TD(I) = TD(I)/12. 
DS (I) = 1. 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
Output JKJ 
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0 © 
I 
ATOT = ATOT+AU(ï) 
CONSTl (I) = 1,4 9-3.14* (TD (I ) (S, /3. ) ) / 
MKT/4./ SQRT (L (I))/(4.**.667) 
C0NST3(I) = 43560.*AU(I)/3600./12. 
< 0 
I-NUELUN 
I = I+l 
QMAIND = 0, 
CALL IHEAD 
HMAIN(NL^Lm:H-l) = TOELEV 
E (NUELUN4-1) = DDEPTH 
H(bmELUN+l) = TOELEV 
QINI = 0. 
JDRAIN = 1 
A3(I) = 0UTFL0(D1,I) 
QU(I) = 01(1)402(1) 
for I = l.NUELUN 
QMAIND = Qî-IAIND+<)SUBMN(I)/24./3600. 
QUOTD = QMIND/QFULL(I) 
DFMAIN(I) = DFLOW(QUOTD)*TD(I) 
H!'!AIN(I) = ELETOIN(I)+TOELEV+DFMIN(I) 
for I = IjNUELVN 
r D \ 
W 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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Store the following variables for future recall hereafter 
referred to as VARIABLES 
NU£LUN,KNT,MNC,TOELEV,K,S,MDTEST,SLPSUB,ASOlL,NSOIL, 
1 TOTSTR.FCINFL.DPSTOR,SMASH,EVAPTR.GRAVPR,IRUTH, HYORCO.DKNPOR 
2 FFCTN,CFACTR,SPACNG 
3 HWTl.QTILES, i  
I ,  F l ,vaL0?R ,P£XCES,QEXCES,FlNlT2,QIrU 
NHIDTH, tANTMST(H ),AVAILW£H J,M •=1,NWI0TH) 
(AU(M),L(M),TD(K),£(«) ,PCEL(M),DI(M),QFULL(MJ,  
1  EL EVMN (M ) ,  CONST 1  (  M ) ,  CONST 3 (  MI ,  HMA IN in  ) ,02(H) .QTILEKM) ,  
IWATERT(M),HT1(M),11(M),H=1,NUELUN),E(  NUELUN+1),HMAIN(NUcLUN + 1)  
2 ,KWCQ£F,SDcLTF, (DS(M) f  INDEXUM) ,0  8(M) ,H- l  .NUELUN) 
JKJ 
NITYPE 
JKJ = JKJ+1 
CALL INFILT 
AREAFL(1,JKJ) = 0 
ARE/JL(1,JKJ) = AREAFL(l,JKJ)+1.33'>DI(I)--=.-vi.67 
11(1) = CONST3(I)*IO 
for I = 1,NUELUN 
FLOW (1, JKJ) = QT(JKJ) 
TILEFL(1,JKJ) = QT(JKJ) 
SDELT(JKJ) = TIMEI1+TIMEI2/60 
IVALUl = I 
RAIN2(1) = 0 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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NORCHX 
NORCB 
Output headings 
NORCEQ = NI/16+1 
NZY = 1 
ITYPEN = NELWSD/40+1 
NZZ = 1 
MZY = NZY+15 
Input Q1(J),J = NZY,MZY 
NZY = NZY+16 
I = I+l 
MZX = NZX+15 
Input DELX(J),J = NZX,MZX 
NZX = NZX+16 
I = I+L 
NORCH = 2-"-(NELWSD-NEV7AD)+l 
NI = NORCB-1 
NORCHX = NORCH/l&fl 
NZX = 1 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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-H 
MZZ = KZZ+39 
Input ITYPE(J),J 
NZZ = NZZ+40 
I = I+l 
= NZZ,MZZ 
ITYPEN 
DITCHQ(l) = Ql(Nl) 
Input DELTMB 
PMOIST = 0. QTEST = Ql(Kl) LRAIN = 1 
R A I N I  =  0 .  N T I M  = 1  1 = 0  
ICHNGE = 1 
NCHECK = 1 
Input ATIME, BTIriE,RAINS ,DP ,FC 
ATIME 
I = I+l 
KRS = ATIME+3TIME/60. ATIME 
[-1000 NCARD1= I 
LRAIN 
PRECIP(l) = RAINS 
TI>ÏF.PT(1) = HRS2 
TIME(l) = HRS2 
HRSl = HRS2 
ICHNGE = 1 ICHNGE = 2 
Output TII'IE (1) ,RAIN2 (1) ,DITCKQ (1) , 
FL0U(1,N3),TILSFL(1,N3),AREAFL(1,N3), 
N3 = 1,mTYPE 
LRAIN = 2 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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TIMEPT(I) = TIMEPT (I-1 )+HRS2-HRS 1 TIMEFr(I) = TII-EPT (I-1)4-24. 
-HRS1+HRS2 
PRECIP(I) = RAINS 
0 /PRECIP(2)\>0 NCHECK = 1 
DELTM = DELTMB -PRECIP(l) 
Output error message 
STOP 
lîCHECK 
MCHECK = 2 
II = 2 
<0 >^itcHQ(II^^" 
-QTEST 
QTEST=DITCHQ(II) 
DELTM=DSLTÎ'I3 
QRATIO=DITCKQ(II)/ 
QTEST 
- 0 ^RATIO \ >0 
TFACTl 
-^0/ QRATIO 
TFACT2 
DELTI'I=2-'^DSLTMB 
DSLTM=4"'DELTMB 11=1+1 
:^0 ^/II\. >-0 M 
-NTIM ^  HHRS1=HRS2 
Figure 5k. (Continued) 
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416 
RAIN2(1) = PRECIP (1) 
DELTM6 = DELra/50, 
AOTI>!E = (TIbEPT (NCARDl) -TII^IEPT (1) )/DELTM6 
NOTICE = AOTIÎ-E+0.1 
DTDIE = TII-E?T(1) 
NTIM = NOTIME+1 
H = 2 
> M=M+1 DTIME=DTI>E+DSLT1-I6 
J=J+1 
< 0 ^  DTIME \>0 / J-
-TIME?T(J) > NCARDl 
RAIN2(M)=(PRECIP(J) 
-PRECIP (J-l))-'c 
((DTIME-TIMEPT 
(J-1))/(TIMEPT(J) 
-TIMEPT (J-1)) 
+PRECIP(J-1) 
RAIN2(M)=PRECIP(J)| 
M-NTI> 
TIMSPT (1)=TIÎ-EPT (NCARDl) 
PRECIP à)=PRECIP (NCARDl) 
DSLTM6 = DELTM/60. 
JKJ = 1 
' I Read VARIABLES 
FCINFL = FC(JKJ) 
DPSTOR = DP(JKJ) iCrfNGE 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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5 0 > 0  
IRUTH 
CALL ROUT 
CALL IITILT 
CALL PRFILE 
QINl = QIN2 
10 
IMIKE = 2 
IRUTH = 2 
10 = DELTQ/DELTM6 
SPELT (JIU) = SDELT (JKJ+DELTM6 
D2(I) = D1 (1)4-0.10 
for I = ]>mELm: 
QTILEl(I) = QTILE2(I) 
WATERT(I) = UATERT(I)+HT2(I)-HT1(I) 
ETl = HT2(I) 
for I = L.NEULUN 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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Â 
AREAFL(IC,JICJ) = AREAFL(IC, JKJHl. 33*D2 (1)^"'^. 67 
D1(I) = D2(I) 
11(1) = 12(1) 
03(1) = 01(1) 
09(1) = 01(1) 
QU(I) = 01(I)+02(I) 
for I = IjNUELUN 
FLOÏÏ(IC,Jia) = QU(NUELUN) 
TILEFL(IC,JKJ) = Ol(înJELUN) 
IC = lOfl 
Store VARIABLES 
-NTIM 
=1/ \ =2 
IPUNCH 
ROUTE 
ITIME = 1 
A1(I) = ARE A (Q1 (I ) , RN, COEF BW) 
for I = 1,N1 
JL 
TH-IE(I) = TIME(I-1)+DELTM6 
Output TIME(I),(FLOW(I,J), 
J = 1,NITYPE) 
for I = 2,}7riM 
TIME(KJ) = TIME(ia-l)+DSLTM6 
DITCKQ(KJ) = FL0W(KJ,1) 
for KJ = 2,NTIM 
Output TIME(I),DITCHQ(l),1=1,NTIM 
SQ2(I) = 0. 
for I = l,NORCH(odd numbers) 
N2 = NEvJ/JHl 
N3 = ITYPE(I) 
VA = 2 * (T - WPT,TATi ) 
for I = N2,NSLWSD 
0 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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NORC 
Q2(l) = 0. 
DITCHQ(KJ) = Q2(N1) 
A2(l) = AREA(Q2(1),RN,C0EFBW 
N3 = ITYPE(I) 
Q2(l) = Q2(1)+FL0W(KJ,K3) 
for I = IjNEWAD 
K3 = ITYPE(I) 
or I = N2,NELWSD 
LAZ-IBDA = DELT/DELX(I) 
ALPHA = (Al(I)+Al(I+l))/2. 
BETA = LAMBDA'VQ2(I)-A2(I)/2, 
+DELT'VSQ2(I)/DELX(I) 
ADUÎ'I = A2(I) 
A2(I+1) = ASOL(LAMBDA,ALPHA,BETA,ADUÎ-I, 
RN,COEFBW,TESTAS) 
POiŒR = 1./.73 
Q2(I-M) = DSaiRG(A2(I+l),RN,P0IffiR,C0EFBW) 
1 = 1+1 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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Q1(I) = Q2(I) 
Al (I) = A2(I) 
for I = 1,N1 
THIE(KJ) = TIME(KJ-1)+DELTM5 
Output TIME (lU) ,RAIN2 (KJ) ,DITCKQ (KJ) , (FL0W(KJ,N3) , 
TILEFL(KJ,N3),AREAFL(KJ,N3),N3 = l.NITYPE 
KJ = ia+1 
TIME(l) = TIME(KJ) 
I PLOT 
Call plotting routine 
GO TO 399 
Figure 54. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX D. SUBROUTINE INFILT 
SUBROUTINE INFILT is the portion, of the program that subdivides 
precipitation into infiltrated water and surface runoff water which in 
turn are sources of input for SUBROUTINE PRFILE and SUBROUTINE ROUT. 
Holtan et al. (1967a) presented an infiltration computation scheme 
for the method. It is an iterative type of approach which seeks a solu­
tion for A F such that 
- d * (2- £ (19) 
i T DELT 2 a ^ ' 
where 
NSOIL 
+ fUilNfi., 
start of time period, in/hr 
fl = ASOIL ["tOTSTR-FiI FCI FL infiltration rate at 
LTOTSTR J 
f2 = ASOIL rT0TSTR-F2"| + FCINFL, infiltration rate at end of 
1_T0TSTR J time period, in/hr 
f^ = average infiltration rate for the time period, in/hr 
DELT = time period, hour 
ASOIL, NSOIL and FCINFL = soil infiltration parameters 
F1 = accumulated infiltration at start of time period, inches 
F2 = accumulated infiltration at end of time period, inches, and 
TOTSTR= total storage of soil above impeding layer, inches. 
A relationship. Equation 20, which lends itself to numerical 
analysis techniques is derived by solving for the equality after the 
substitution of f^ and f2 into Equation 19. 
F2FCTN = F2-F1 _ ASOIL TTOTSTR -F2' 
I. L DELT 2 TOTSTR 
NSOIL 
.ASOIL 
2 .  
TOTSTR - F1 
TOTSTR 
NSOIL 
- FCINFL = 0. (20) 
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The problem is to find the root, F2, which satisfies the relationship 
since F1 and all the soil parameters are known at the start of a time 
interval, DELT-
Bailey's method, as outlined in Appendix L, was used to find the 
root, F2. The method requires the evaluation of the first and second 
derivatives of F2FCTN which are as follows: 
(FIRST) = 1 NSOIL(ASOIL) 
+ 
DELT 2.(TOTSTR) 
T0TSTR-F2 
. TOTSTR 
1 NSOIL-1 (21)  
(SECOND) = (NSOIL-1)(NSOIL)(ASOIL) TOTSTR-F2 ,1 NSOIL-2 
TOTSTR 2 (TOTSTR)(TOTSTR) 
This infiltration routine is discussed in the text, schematically 
represented in Figure 10 and listed in Appendix B. Figure 55 is a flow 
diagram of the SUBROUTINE. 
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IVALUl 
PEXCES = 0. DELTPE = 0. 
DELT = 0. VOLDPR = 0. 
DELTF = 0. QEXCES = 0. 
FAVG = 0. FDRAIN = 0. 
STRiMGP = TOTSTR-GRAVPR 
FINIT = ASOIL"(SMASM/TOTSTR)** 
NSOIL+FCINFL 
PRECl = RAIN2(IC) 
F1 = TOTSTR-SMASM 
FINIT2 = FINIT 
IVALUl = 2 
SDELTF = 0. 
1 ( 
RETURN 
' 
DELT = DSLTM/60. 
DELTP = RAIN2(IC)-RAIN2(IC-1) 
F2 = F1 
1 r 
VOLDPR 
N = 0 
SO /TOTSTR 
F2 = TOTSTR-0,001 
F2FCTN = F2/DELT-ASOIL*(((TOTSTR-F2)/TOTSTR)*-"-NSOIL)/2. 
-FCINFL-ASOIL-'> ( ( (TOTSTR-F1 ) /TOTSTR) **NSOIL) / 2. 
-Fl/DELT 
FPFCTN = 1./DELT+NSOIL*ASOIL*(((T0TSTR-F2)/TOTSTR) 
**(NS0IL.l.))/2. 
FSFCTN = - (NSOIL-1. )*NSOIL:':ASOIL:^(((TOTSTR-F2)/TOTSTR) 
**(KS0IL.2.))/2. 
F2 « F2-F2FCTN/(FPFCTN-F2FCTN*FSFCTN/2./FPFCTN) 
•Ç)-^  
ABS(F2FCTN) 
-TESTIN 
>0 
Figure 55. SUBROUTINE INFILT flow diagram 
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0 
N = 
<0 
I ^ 
Output Iteration Message 
•>T*-
F3 = F2-F1 
F4 = DELTP+VOLDPR 
DELTF = F2-F1 
DELTPE = DELTP-DELTF 
DELTF = DELTPfVOLDPR 
DELTPE = DELTP-DELTF 
DELTF = F2-F1 
DELTPE = 0. 
PEXCES = PEXCES+DELTPE 
F5 = VOLDPR+DELTPE 
<0 
I 
VOLDPR = F5 
DELTQ = 0. 
•< -DPSTOR^ 
VOLDPR = DPSTOR 
DELTQ = F5-DPST0R 
QEXCES = QEXCES+DELTQ 
F15 = Fl+DELTF 
Figure 55. (Continued) 
0 > 0  
>0 x^F20^ 
-STRMGP 
F15 
-STSMGP 
RETURN 
FDRAIN 
FDRAIN « EVAPTR*DELT F7 = (FCINFL+EVAPTR)*DELT 
F20 = F15-F7 
DELTl = (F15-STRMGP)/(FCINFL 
+ EVAPTR) 
F8 = F15-STRMGP 
DELT2 + DELT-DELTl 
F9 = EVAPTR->DELT2 
FDRAIN = F8+F9 
SMF = SMASM-DELTF+FDRAIN 
FINIT = ASOIL-'^(SMF/TOTSTR)**NSOII/fFCINFL 
FAVG = (FINIT+FINIT2)/2. 
PREC2 = RAIN2(IC) 
F1 = TOTSTR-SMF 
SMASM = SMF 
FINIT2 = FINIT 
SDELT = SDELT+DELTF 
Figure 55. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX E. SUBROUTINE PRFILE 
SUBROUTINE PRFILE is the portion of the program which determines 
the storage and movement of infiltrated water in and through the soil 
profile. The soil profile is subdivided into layers which in practice 
should be relatively homogeneous such as soil horizons. The SUBROUTINE 
monitors the amount of moisture in each layer. A provision has been in­
cluded for the removal of water by évapotranspiration from the upper layer 
only. 
The basic assumption is that moisture will move and be stored in an 
upper layer until the moisture content is equal to field capacity and 
then all subsequent moisture will move through the soil layer. This pro­
cedure is repeated for all the subsequent layers in the profile. The 
excess moisture which moves through the profile after all layers are at 
field capacity is used as an input for SUBROUTINE DRNAGE. SUBROUTINE 
PRFILE is discussed in the text, schematically presented in Figure 11 
and listed in Appendix B. Figure 56 is a flow diagram of the SUBROUTINE. 
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Figure 56. SUBSCUTINS PRFILE flow 
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APPENDIX F. SUBROUTINE DRNAGE 
SUBROUTINE DRNAGE is the portion of the pro^raa which deals wich 
SLOSurzaca drainage by aeans of equally spaced lateral tile lines as 
shewn in Figure 15. The SUBROUTINE is subdivided into chree cajor ccr.-
ponents. The first is the computation of water table water flux, 
0TILE9, into the lateral tiles, which are not affected by pressure head 
in the nain tile, and the corresponding water table elevation HWT2 for 
the end of a time interval. The subsurface drainage relationship used 
in ûhis subroutine is Equation 9 as found in the text. The basic rout­
ing relationship, the continuity equation (INFLOW-OUTFLOW = CHANGE 
IN STORAGE), is used in the following form: 
(GINI -r GIN2) _ (QTILE8 4- QTILE9) = DRNPOR(CFACTR) (SPACNG)" (IlivT2-HWTl) 
2 2 • DELTD 
(23) 
where 
KWT2 = SPACNG(FFGTN)(0TILE9) 1 
HYDRCD 1 - QTILS9 (24) 
HYDRCD 
Substitution and rearrangement yields 
(OINl -i- 0IN2) - SPACNG (QTILES 0TILE9) - UFACTR(QTILE9) + 
2 2 1-0TILS9 
HYDRCD 
DRNP0R(CFACTR)(SPACNG)(HWT1) = 0 
DELTD (25) 
where 
UFACTR = DRNPOR(CFACTR)(5?ACNG)(SPACNG)(FFCTN) 
The rooz of Equation 25, ÇTÏLE9, is deteririined by Bailey's .T;ithod 
as presented in Appendix L. The aethod requires first and second deriva­
tives which are as follows: 
(FIRST) UFACTR 1 + QTIL29 (27) 
Q 3FACT HY DRCD(Q 3FACT)^ j 
where Q3FACT = 1 - ÇTILE9 
KYÛRCD 
(SECOND) = - UFACTR i 2(OTIL£9) (29) 
! (HYDRCD(Q3FACT)2 (HYDRCD)^ (Q2FACT)" 
Tae second major component is the calculation of the water table 
water flux, QTILE2, into the lateral tile line immediately adjacent to 
the main tile. The discharge from this lateral tile can be affected by 
the head in the main if the main is flowing under pressure. When the =ain 
is under pressure the effective head acting on the lateral system is 
changed. This change can be simulated by, in essence, changing the posi­
tion of the lateral tile line with respect to the water table. This is 
reflected in the subroutine by the calculation of HTl for each routing 
time. The calculation of the root, QTILE2, is done exactly as for QTILE9. 
A note of interest is that when the head in the main tile becomes greater 
than the water table elevation, this portion of the program reflects it 
by calculating a negative root. The negative QTILE2 indicates water is 
recharging the system rather than discharging from the lateral system. 
The third component is the calculation of the submain tile discharge 
from the depressional area. The discharge is estimated by using a linear 
relationship for the lateral discharges between the lateral next to the 
main, OTlLn/, and the Inuc^^l ^hich is the lc-.:cct =nc not by the 
head in the main tile line, QTILE9. Figure 57 basically summarizes the 
57. 
InLï. o n  
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computational scheme for the computation of QSUBMN where the lateral 
^iischarges not influenced by HMAIN are equal to QTILE9, the lateral dis­
charge adjacent to the main is equal to QTILE2 and the intermediate 
lateral discharges are approximated from a linear relationship between 
lateral tile discharge and distance. 
Figure 58 is a flew chart of the SUBROUTINE. The submain tile dis­
charge computed in this oubroutine is used as a source of input for 
FUNCTION OUTFLOW when subsurfaced drained elemental watersheds are 
used. See Appendix B for the FUNCTION listing. 
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DELTD = DSLTM/1440, 
QIK2 = (Q1EFT/12.)*SPACNG/DELTD 
CONVER = SQRT(AU(I)*43560.) 
UFACTR = DRNPOR-CFACÎR-S PACNG-S PACNG-FFCTN/KYDRCD/DELTD 
QTILE9 = QTILES 
MZ = MZ+1 
N = 0 
QTILE9 
-KYDRCD 
FQl = (QlNl-fQIN2)/2.-S?ACNG->(QTILE3 
-fQTILE 9 ) / 2. - UFACTR-'-QTILEg/ ( 1. 
-QTI LE 9/ HYDRCD )-rDRNPOR*CF ACTR 
*S PACNG ••-trwT I / DELTD 
QTILE9 = 
HYDRCD-0,5 
< 0. 
0 
TESTDR 
- Ivfl 
Q3FACT = 1,-QTILS9/HYDRCD 
FPQl = -0.5-LTACTR-"-(l./Q3FACT 
-hQTI LS 9/ HYDRCD/Q 3F ACT/Q 3F ACT ) 
FDPQl = -UFACTR*(2./HYDRCD/Q3FACT/Q3F ACT 
+2, '<JTILE9/KYDRCD/HYDRCD/Q3FACT/Q3FACT/ 
Q3FACT) 
QTILE9 = QTIlE9-FQl/(FFQl-FQl*FDPQl/2./FPQl) 
Output Message 
-0 
Hifl:2 = SPACNG'--FFCTN^-QTILE9/HYDRCD/(1.-QTILS9/HYDRCD) 
QTILES = QTILE9 
mm = ^ 712 
© 0 
Figure 58. SUBROUTINE DRNAGE flew diagram 
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:< 0 
Cutout Message 
HMAIN(I)-ELEVÎ-IN(I) 
-TD(I)-TOELSV 
HTl(I) =; WATERT(I)-ELEVMM(I) 
-ÏD(I)-TOELEV 
HTl(I) = WATERT(I)-K-1AIN(I) 
' 
N = 0 
QTILE2(I) = QTILEl(I) 
FQ = (QINl-fQIN2)/2.-(QTILEl(I)-fQTILE2(I))"-SPACNG/2. 
-UFACIR*QTILE2(!)/(!.-QTILE2(I)/HYDRCD) 
+DRNPOR"CFACiR*SPACNG'>HTl (I ) /DELTD 
HYDRCD 
QTILE2(I) = 
HYDRCD-0.5 
< 0 
-TESTOR 
N = NH-1 
Q2FACT = 1.-QTILE2(I)/HYDRCD 
FFQ = 0.5-UFACTR-->(l./Q2FACTH-QTII52(I)/HYDRCD/Q2FACT/Q2FACT) 
FDPQ = -UFACTR-"-(2./HYDRCD/Q2FACT/Q2FACT 
+2. ^'.'QTILE2 (I ) /HYDRCÛ/HYDRCD/Q2FACT/Q2FACT/Q2FACT) 
QTII£2(I) = QTIlE2(I)-FQ/(?PQ-FQ*FDPQ/2./FFQ) 
Figure 58. (Continued) 
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©0 © 
/— " •••  
Output M assage 
-5-7-4-
HI2(I) = SPACNG*FFCIN*QTILE2(I)/ 
KYDRCÛ/(l.-QTILE2(I)/HYDRCD) 
Output Message 
NTILES = CONVER/SPACNG+l 
ENTILE = KIllES 
K-'JlIN(I)-ELEV>ÎN(I) \>0 
-TD(I)-T0ELEV 
QSU3MN(I) = BNTILE--QTILE9" 
CONVER^PACNG 
DSUBMN = (K'1AIN(I)-ELEVÎ-[N(I)-TD(I) 
-TOELEV)/SLPSUB 
1-5:1 LS = DSUB>S\VSPACNGfl 
QSUB%N(I) =0. 
V NN = 1 
X 
© 
Figure 58. (Continued) 
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> 0  
<Û >0 
RETURN 
-muss 
AXriLE = NIÏLE 
MN = NN 
QSUB = QSUBMN(I)/24./36ÛÛ. 
QSUBMN(I) = QSUB>2'KI)-:-(BNTILE-/Ù^T:ILE) 
-QTILE 9''-C0îJVER'VS PACNG 
QSUBMN(I) = (QTILE9-QTILE2(I))*(ANN-1.)* 
CONVERTSPACNG/ANTILE 
-fQTILE2 (I)*CONVER*SPACNG 
+QSUBMN(I) 
Figure 58. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX G. SUBROUTINE ROUT 
SUBROUTINE ROUT is used to solve Equation. 2, represented by Equation 
30, between successive depressions in an elemental watershed. 
F(D21) = II + 12 _ 01 + 02 _ V2 - VI Z n (30) 
2 2 DELT 
02 and V2 are unknown but are both functions of D21, the depth of water 
in a depression. Bailey's Method, as presented in Appendix L, is used 
to find the value of D21 such that F(D21) approximately equals zero. 
The first and second derivatives are required for implementation of the 
method. Depression outflow can flow through parabolic overland channels 
and/or through surface inlets as reported by Haan (1967). The surface 
inlet flow can take place under three different flow regimes namely, 
weir, orifice and pipe flow. FUNCTION OUTFLO determines the magnitude of 
02 and the controlling surface inlet flow regime for a given iteration. 
The first derivatives for the second term on the right hand side of 
Equation 30 are as follows: 
(Weir flow) = WEIR (DS)(1.5) \| D2l' (31) 
2 .  
(Orifice flow) = CD(#)(DS)2 (0.5)(64.4) (32) 
4(2) ^ 64.4(D21)* 
(Pipe flow) = CQNSTl (0.5) (33) 
2 \jHP-H ' 
where HP = f(D21) (34) 
anH ("TiMOTT - 1 a o f^r^ r T n ^ 8/3 
MNT (4)1.67^ 
/ f-s r \ 
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(Overland channel flow) = WWCOEF (0. ôô7 ) (CCO) fl. 5 + l^ "5/3 
[ K [KY J 
+ j ^  IllÉ + 1| 
U LKY j t 
where 
CCO = 1.49(1.33)XTS 2/3 
lij MNC(2) 
The second derivatives for the second term are as follows: 
(Weir flow) = WE IRK (DS)(1.5)(0.5)' 
2 \1d2I' 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(Orifice flow) = 00(7?) (PS) (0.5)(ô4.4)(-0.5) (64.4) 
4(2) [64.4(D21)]3/% 
(39) 
(Pipe flow) =.C0NST1 (0.5)(-0.5) 
2[HP-H]3/2 
(Overland channel flow) = (WWCOEF)^ (0.667)(CCO)j 
,-5/2 -
9 Y"^ 
8 
1.5 +1 
KY 
1.5 + 1 
KY 
8/3 
+ 1.5 Y" 3/2 
K 
1.5 + 
KY 
ll -5/3 + 
-2/3 
(40) 
(41) 
A note of possible interest is that Haan (1967) did not use correct 
mathematics to represent his assumed parabolic overland flow channels. 
The first and second derivatives for the third term on the right 
hand side of Equation 30 are as follows; 
(FIRST) = 2.424(43560)(0.496)0021) 
DELT 
1.424 (42) 
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n 424 (SECOND) = 1.424(2.424)(43560)(0.496)(D21)"' (43) 
DELT 
The SUBROUTINE also uses the bisection iterative scheme (Hamming, 
1962) whenever Bailey's solution starts to oscillate. Figure 59 is a 
flow chart of SUBROUTINE ROUT. See Appendix B for the SUBROUTINE 
listing. 
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AC CCÛ = 
CVl = 
CV2 = 1.424*CV1 
*Sqa^(S)*1.333*((l./K)**0.cc7) ; 
2.424*43560.*0.496/D3LT 
I 
i 
C31(I 
C01(I 
C?1(I 
CW2(I 
C02(I 
C?2(I 
321(1 
) = 
\ _ 
/ -) = 
) = 
) = 
) = 
UEIÏX*3S(I)*1.5/2. 
CD*3.14*DS(I)*DS(I)*0.5*64.4/4./2. 
oUi. :Tl(I)*0.5/2. 
C%1(I)*0.5 
CCI(:)*(-0.5)*64.4 
CJl(I)*(-0.j) 
) = D2(I) 
= 1 1,NUELUN 
>0 < 0 (I)=l2(I>f02(I-I) 
>0 <0 
D21 = (11(1) 
+ fAC-\ V0LU%3(D21(I)))/3Zr 
< 0  
FÛZ = 
12(1) = C05ST3(I)*I0 
ÏOVI 7DY -
KTEST2 
KTEST3 
Figure 59. SUBROUTINE ROUT flow diagram 
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D2A = D23 FDX = FDY 
D2B = D2C FDY = FDZ 
D2C = D21(I) FDZ = FD21 
I OVER 
KTEST = 1 ICIEST = 2 
KTEST2 
-KTESTl 
lOVER = 1 $0 KTESTl ^  s^= 0 
KTEST3 = KTEST2 ^\-KTEST3 . 
KTEST2 = KTESTl lOVER = 2 
CVO = D21(I)**1.424 
DVOK-ll = CV1*CV0 
DV0LM2 = CV2--CV0/D21 (I) 
IZIND = IKDSXl(I) 
£ 
CUO = D21(I)-Z?D 
SQCTO = SQRT(CTO) 
DTILEl = CW1(I)*SQCW0 
DTILE2 = Œ2(I)/SQCW0 
IZIND 
DTILEl 
i ÛXXLS2 
HP 
rH(I+l) 
COEF = 64.4*(D21(I)-ZFD) 
SQCOEF = SQRT(COSF) 
DTILEl = col(I)/SQCOEF 
DTILE2 = C02(I)/SQCOEF/COEF 
DTILEl = 0, 
DTILE2 = 0. 
CPO = ABS(HP-}i(I+l)) 
SQCPO = SQRT(CPO) 
RATIO = (HP-H(I+1))/CP0 
DTILEl = CP1(I)/SQCPO"RATIO 
DTILE2 = CP2 (I)/SQCPO/CPO-'-RATIO 
CV 
Figure 5 9. (Continued) 
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INDEX2 
© 
DIWAYl = 0. 
DmY2 = 0. 
CC = (1.5/K/Y)+1. 
CCP = CC""0,333 
COQ = SQRT(Y) 
DWVJAYl = WHCOEF*0.667*CCO*(1.5*CCP/CC/CC/CCQ/K 
+2.25*CCQ*CCP/CC) 
DÎWAY2 = HHCOEF*UWCOEF*0.667*CC0* 
(2,5-1.5*CCQ*CCP/K/K/Y/Y/Y/CC/CC/CC 
+1,5*CCQ*CCP/K/Y/Y/CC/CC 
+9.*CCP/3,/CCQ/CC) 
DISCHl = DTILEl+DWAYl 
FPRIMI = -DISCHl-DVOLMl 
DISCK2 = DTILE2+DWAY2 
FPRIM2 = -DISCH2-DV0LM2 
< 0  
KCONST = 1 
D21(I) = D21(I)-(FD21/ 
(FPRIMI-(FPRIM2 
*FD21)/2./ 
FPRIMI)) 
FPRIMI 
>0 
D21(I) = D21(I)h 
KCONST = 3 
D21(I) = D21(I)+2. 
KCONST = 2. 
-K260 
c a n /  m  
Figure 59. (Continued) 
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260 
=1 
I OVER 
>0 
FDX 
< 0  
FDZ FDZ 
D21(I) = (D2B+D2C)/2 
D21(I) = (D2A 
+D2C)/2. 
D21(I) = (D2A+D2C)/2. 
< 0  
Output Message KCOKST Output Message 
Output Message 
<0 > 0  
D2(I) = D21(I) D21(I) D21(I) = 0. 
AB(I) = BC 
I = 141 
DEAR(I) = (Di(I)+D2(I))/2. 
7 — 1 \T7rT?T TTM >0 
<I-NUELUN 
RETURN 
Figure 59. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX H. FUNCTION OUTFLO 
FUNCTION OUTFLO is used to determine the water discharge from a 
depressional area. A depressional area can discharge water in one of 
four different ways which are 
a) overland channel flow and surface inlet flow 
b) overland channel flow only 
c) overland channel flow, surface inlet flow and subsurface drain 
tile flow, and 
d) overland flow and subsurface drain tile flow. 
The depressional discharges are used as inputs for SUBROUTINE ROUT. 
Figure 15 in the text presents a pictorial summary of water movement be­
tween depressional areas. 
The total head in the main tile, HMAIN (I), is assumed equal to the 
elevation of the water surface in the depression for pipe flow condi­
tions. For other flow situations, HMAIN can vary from the water surface 
elevation in the main tile to the water surface elevation in the depression. 
HMAIN controls the flow through the submain tile lines, QSUBMN, as dis­
cussed in Appendix F. 
The flow mechanics for surface inlet discharge, OF(I), and overland 
flow, CQ(I), are similar to Haan's and will not be discussed in detail. 
Three flow regimes can occur for flow from the surface inlet. These are 
weir flow, orifice flow and pipe flow. The minimum discharge for a given 
depth of water in the depression is used as OF(I). WEIR, CD, and HKE 
values of 5.0, 0.3 and 4.0, respectively, were used in the Model instead 
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of 10.0, 0.6 and 2.0 as used by Haan (1967). This was an attempt to 
better simulate field conditions. Overland channel flow does not occur 
until the elevation of the depressional water surface is greater than 
the depression crest elevation. Figure 15 also illustrates these two 
overland channel flow conditions. 
Figure 60 is a flow diagram of FUNCTION OUTFLO. See Appendix B for 
a listing of the FUNCTION. 
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TQ(I) =-0. 
OF (I) = 0. MDT = >n)TEST-l 
r\ 
CALL HEAD 
=1 
=1 
JDRAIN 
CALL DRNAGE 
HKE = 4,0 <7 
OFl = IIEIRK*DS (I )* (DEPTH(I) -ZFD) < 0 > 0  
DEPTH(I) 
•\-ZFD . 
•'••SQRT (64.4" (DEPTH (I) -ZFD) ) 
INDEX1(1) = 4 
INDEX2 = 1 
^SH(I+Il/^ 
9999. 
H (I) = E(I)-I-DEPTK(I) 
OF 3 = CONST 1(1) •'•SQRT (ABS(H (I)-
H(I-:-l)))-"'(H(I)-H(I-rl))/ 
A3S (II(I)-H(I-:-l)) 
Figure 60. FUNCTION OUTFLO flow diagram 
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H? = H(I)-;-V2LOCY"-\V;LOCY/ 
= R(I)-KKE*(VEL0CY*"2)/64.4 
OF3=C0NST 1 (I ) *SQRT (A3S (HP-K (I-M) ) ) 
" (HP-H(I+1) )/A3S (HP-H(I-fl) ) 
=1 
> 0  
I-l I-l 
OF3 = 0F3-TQ(I-1)| OF3=CF3-TQ(I-l)-QSUBMN(I)/24./3600 
0F3=0F3-QSUB%N(I)/24./3600. 
V 
> 0 
< 0  
Figure 60. (Continued) 
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0 © C3, 
< 0  ^ > 0  <  0  > 0  
TQ(I) = 0?(I) 
Jl 
TQ(I)+0F(I)4TQ(I-1) 
TQ(I) = OF(I)->'-QSUBMN(l)/24./3600. 
L 
TO (I) =0? (I)-fTQ (I- 1)+QSU3MN(I)/24. /3600. 
KMAIN(I) = H(I) 
I 
OF(I) = 0 
INDEX 1(1) = 4 
y 
JDRAIN CALL DRNAGE 
_ 4 ^ \ r 
TQ(I)=QSUBMN(I)/24./3600. TQ(I)=QSUBMN(I)/24./3600.+TQ(I-1) 
^ 
TQ(I) \ >0 
QFULL(I) 
QUOTD = TQ(I)/QFULL(I) 
DFMAIN (I ) =DFLOI'I (QUOTD) *TD (I ) 
miAIN (I ) =ELSV1-ÎN (I )-:-TOELEV 
+DF%AIN(I) 
KMAIK (I ) =ffilAIK (I+l ) 
+ ((TQ(I)-'f*2)/ 
(C0NST1(I)**2)) 
*TQ(I)/ABS(TQ(I)) 
* 
< 0 > 
j--<v E (I )-f-DEPTH (I ) - ?CSL (I ) - ZFW >-
X CQ(I)=0. 
INDEX2=1 
'£S 
I  
HMAIN(I)-E(I)-D21(I M 
Cutout Message 
Y=WWCOEF*(E(I)+DEPTH(I)-PCEL(I)) 
CC20=Y1.5 
CC21= (1.5/K/Y+l, 0) •"-•^0.667 
CQ(I)=CCCH-CC20/CC21 
liuiLAl-l 
:iC-LAIN(I)=E(I)+D21(I) 
OUTFLO = OF(I)-fCQ(I) 
JDRAIK = 2 
A  
RETURN 
J Figure 60. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX I. SUBROUTINE HEAD 
SUBROUTINE READ is used to compute the piezometric energy head at 
^ach depression. The Model assumes the velocity head to be small and 
therefore used the piezometric head as the total energy head that sus­
tains flow between depressions. The SUBROUTINE begins all head calcu­
lations from the tile main outlet, as shown in Figure 61, and proceeds 
to calculate the head at each upstream depression to the depression for 
which SUBROUTINE ROUT is calculating the root or depth of depression water 
and subsequent outflow. SUBROUTINE HEAD approximates the head, at a de­
pression which had pipe flow control at the end of the previous time in­
terval, by the depression water surface elevation. The head, for de­
pressions which do not have pipe flow control at the end of the previous 
time interval, is approximated by calculating the gradients required to 
move the existing main tile flow starting from the tile outlet or from 
the first downstream depression with pipe flow control and progressing 
upstream as shown in Figure 61. 
The Model requires the head calculations to be made before the depres­
sion outflows can be estimated. The depression outflow for a depression 
in question is then used to calculate a new hydraulic grade line between 
it and the downstream depression. The Model monitors the difference, 
DELTTQj between the estimate of the new tile main flow for the given time 
interval, 01, and the tile main flow at the end of the previous time in­
terval. 09. DELTTO is then added to all downstream tile main flows in an 
attempt to approximate the final flow conditions at the end of the time 
interval. 
Figure 61. Schematic diagram of the hydraulic grade line for various depression flow situations 
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During preliminary investigations the value of 01 had a tendency to 
oscillate and not converge to single DELTTQ value. Figure 62 illustrates 
the computational technique used in the SUBROUTINE to dampen the os­
cillations and force a relatively slow convergence. The final answer 
may not be absolutely correct but should be very close to the true value, 
especially after several iterations. 
Figure 63 is a flow diagram of SUBROUTINE HEAD. See Appendix B for 
the SUBROUTINE listing. 
This SUBROUTINE is not similar to Haan's (1967) SUBROUTINE HEAD. 
Haan's SUBROUTINE calculated the pipe flow energy gradient based on 
the difference between water surface elevations in adjacent depressions. 
'The net effect of the assumption resulted in partially full flowing tile 
mains when they should have been completely full. The lower depressions 
artificially raised the hydraulic grade line to the depression water sur­
face when it should have been at lower elevations. 
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09 
o  0 1  
O 08 
-a- CALCULATION SEQUENCE 
o /! 
/ I ^ 
/ 
/ 
° T  
DELTTQ DELTTQ 
/ 
-O-
I 
O  —I— 
DELTTQ 
2 3 
ITERATION NUMBER 
Figure 62. Schematic diagram of SUBROUTINE HEAD computational technique 
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IPOT = G 
=1 
DELTTQ = (0Sa)+(01(I)-03(I))/MM)-09(I) 
INDEXl(J) 
H (J) = E(J)+DEP(J)+0,001 IPOT = IPOT-i-1 
> 0 
NUELUN 
IPOT 
< 0 > 0  
NUELUN 
NX = J-IPOT+i 
NY = J NX = J-IPOT NY = J-1 
IP = NX 
IPOT = 0 
IS = irf-iP+%{ 
Figure 63. SUBROUTINE HEAD flow diagram 
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> 0  
H(IE) = E(IE)+DEP(IE)+0.001 
> 0  < 0  IP = IP+1 IP-NY 
< 0 > 0  
J-NUELUN 
RETURN 
J = J-H 
03(1) = 09(I)+DELTTQ 
H (IE) = ELEVI1N(IE)4-T0ELE 
Figure 63. (Continued) 
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APPENDIX J. FUNCTION DFLOW 
FUNCTION DFLOW is an interpolating equation which estimates the 
relative depth of flow in a circular conduit based on the relative con­
duit discharge. Figure 64 shows the relationship between relative depths 
and discharges and also the approximation used to eliminate the problems 
of a double valued function. The -relationship was approximated by a 
Lagrangian polynomial (Henrici, 1964). 
1 . 0  
0 . 8  
0 , 6  
0.4 
0 . 2  
0 . 0  
APPROXIMATION 
USED IN 
FUNCTION DFLOW 
0 . 0  0 . 2  0.4 0.6 0.8 
RELATIVE DISCHARGE, Q/QpuLL 
1 . 0  
Figure 64. Relative tile main depth-discharge relationship 
APPENDIX K. FUNCTION ASOL 
FUNCTION ASOL is used to compute the downstream cross-sectional area 
of a ditch reach at the end of a routine time interval. The function is 
similar to that used by Haan (1967, Appendix K) except Bailey's iterative 
method, Appendix L, is used in this FUNCTION. The zero tolerance factor 
used to terminate the iterative procedure is a fixed percentage of the 
cross-sectional area. Figure 65 is a flow diagram of the function. 
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N = 0 
TEST = TESTAS 
A4 = A41 T .1 
POWER = 1./.73 
Q4 = DSCHRG (A4,RN,P0'.ŒR,CGSFBW) 
FZ = ALPHA + BETA - LA^ISDA * Q4 - AA/2 
. >r 
< 0 >0 
/ABS(FZ). 
\M^-TEST v/' 
1 ' 
AS0L=A4 N = N + 1 
RETURN 
1 
V 
POWER = 1./-73 - 1, 
Q4 = DSCHRG ( A4, RN.POIffiR.COEFBiJ) 
FPZl = . LAMBDA * (1./.73) * Q4 * 0.05 - 0.5 
POKIER = 1./.73 - 2. 
Q4 = DSCHRG(A4,RN,POIRIER,COEF3I7) 
FPZ2 = - LAMBDA* (l./.73-l.)*Q4*(l./.73) 
* 0.05 * 0,05 
A4 = A4-FZ/(FPZl-FZ * FPZ2/(2.*FP21)) 
N = 0 
TEST = 3. * TEST 
Output TEST 
ASOL = 0 
RETURN 
03• £• uinvjij.ui\ 
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APPENDIX L. DERIVATIONS OF BAILEY'S AND EXTENDED 
BAILEY'S ITERATIVE METHODS 
Bailey's Method 
(Source: McCalla (1967, p. 90) 
Expand F(x) in a Taylor's series about a point of x^. 
F(x) = F(xi) + F'(xi)(x - x^) + F"(x^)(x - x^)^ + F"'(x^)(x - x^)^+.. 
— — n 
Truncate the expansion after the third term and assume F(x) = 0 
when X = 
Therefore 
0 = F(x^) + F'(XjL)(x^ + I- x^) + F"(x£)(x^ + 1 " 
2 " 
Solve for x^ + 
Xi + 1 = + X. 
F'(x^) + F"(x^)(x^^^-x^) 
An x^+i exists on both sides of the equation. 
From Newton's Method 
Xi+1 = - F(Xi) 
F'(x^) 
(Xi+1 - Xj_) = -F(x^) 
F'(x.) 
Note that Newton's Method is derived when the expansion is truncated 
after the second term. 
buDStitute ana get Baiiey's Equation. 
or 
2U'. 
= *1 -
r'(xi) - F"(x-) r(xi) 
2 F ' ( x . )  
(4/;) 
Extended Bailey's Method 
(independent work) 
Expand F(x) about x^ and truncate after four terms. 
F(x) = F(Xj_) + F'(x^)(x-xj^) + F"C x l )(x -X£)^ + F'" (xj^)(x-xi)~ 
2 : 3 : 
or 
Assume F(x) = 0 when x = x^+^. 
Therefore 
0 = F(x^) + F'(xi)(xi+i-xi) + F"(xi)(xi+i-x^)2+ F"'(xi)(x^+i-x^)3 
0  =  F (x^) + (Xi+I-Xi) [F ' ( x £ ) +  F " ( X I ) ( X £ + I - x i ) + F ' "  ( x p ( X £ ^ . j ^ - X £ ) ^  
or 
Xi+1 = H - F(xi) 
F '(x^) + F " ( x £ ) ( x £ + i - X £ )  +  F ' "  (xi)(xi+ I -x^)2 
Use (x^+^-x^) = - F(xi) 
F ' ( X ^ )  
and (xi+i-xi)' F(x. ) 
F'(Xi) 
Substitute and get Extended Bailey's Equation. 
F(xi) 
*i+l = -
F'(xi) - F"(xi) F(Xj^) + F'" (Xj^) 
~ 2  F ' ( X ^ )  6  
F(Xi)' 
rTT) 
(45) 
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APPENDIX M. EAST FORK HARDIN CREEK WATERSHED PHYSICAL 
SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 
24; 
Clarion 
The Clarion series consists of well-drained soils that developed 
from calcareous Gary glacial till of loam texture. 
A representation profile cf Clarion loam follows: 
0 to 10 inches, very dark brown, friable loam. 
10 to 36 inches, dark-brown to yellowish-brown, 
slightly firm loam to light clay loam. 
36 to 50 inches, light yellowish-brown, friable, 
calcareous loam 
The amount of fine gravel and small stones varies from place to place. 
In most areas it is not large enough to interfere with tillage. Small 
sand pockets are fairly common. 
"icollet 
The Nicollet series consists of dark-colored soils that developed 
from friable, calcareous loam till deposited by the Gary glacier. These 
soils formed under prairie vegetation. They are moderately well drained 
to imperfectly drained. These soils have good water-holding capacity. 
A representative profile of Nicollet loam follows: 
0 to 14 inches, very dark brown, slightly firm loam. 
14 to 32 inches, very dark grayish-brown, slightly firm 
clay loam. 
32 to 50 inches, mottled yellowish-brown and strong-
brown, friable loam. 
The surface layer includes sandy loam, loam, clay loam, and silt 
loam, but it is dominantly loam bordering on clay loam. The color of 
the subsoil ranges from the dark brown of the Clarion to the olive-gray 
of the Webster soils. There are a few pockets or lenses of sand. 
Figure c5. Jcaciipzions oi typical Clarion, Nicollet and 
Webster soil profiles 
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Webster 
The Webster series consists of dark-colored, poorly drained soils 
that developed from Gary glacial till. The water-holding capacity is 
good, and the subsoil is moderately to slowly permeable. Tile lines 
are needed to improve drainage. 
A representative profile of Webster silty clay loam follows: 
0 to 15 inches, black, slightly firm to firm gritty silty 
clay loam. 
15 to 30 inches, dark grayish-brown and olive-gray, firm 
silty clay loam. 
30 to 60 inches +, olive-gray, calcareous, slightly firm 
glacial loam. 
The surface layer ranges in thickness from 12 to 18 inches. The 
surface soil and subsoil range in texture from slightly firm clay loam 
to firm, gritty silty clay loam. 
Figure 66. (Continued) 
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Table 11. Bulk density (gm/cc) data of Iowa Clarion and Webster soils^ 
Depth Clarion Webster silty Webster 
(in) loam clay loam clay loam 
0-6 1.34 1.25 1.20 
6-12 1.24 1.55 1.28 
12-18 1.27. 1.55 1.40 
18-24 1.36 1.61 1.46 
24-30 1.46 . 1.63 1.51 
30-36 1.46 1.62 
36-42 1.57 1.67 
42-48 1.60 1.69 
48-54 1.66 1.68 
54-60 1.68 1.76 
^Source; Shaw et al. (1959) 
Table 12. 15 - atmosphere gravimetric percentage data of Iowa Clarion, Nicollet and Webster 
soil s & 
Clarion Clarion Clarion Nicollet Webster 
Dep ;h clay loam loam sandy loam silty clay loam silty clay loam 
(in) Low-Av-High Low-Av-lligh Single value Low-Av-lIigh Low-Av-High 
0- S 12. 0-13.8-15.9 10.5-11.8-13. 6 9. 6 12.0-14. 8- 17 .0 12 . 5-16.1-19. 5 
6~ 12 13. 3-14.5-16.4 9.5- 12.3-14. 5 9. 9 12.2-14. 9-17.3 12 .8-16.4- 19. 5 
12- 18 13. 0-14.5-15.2 9.4-12.0-14. 8 9. 9 12.5-14. 8-17.2 11 .8-15.5-18. 3 
18- 24 13. 1-13. 7 - 14.4 7.2-11.1-15. 3 8. 1 13.4-14. 1-15,3 9 .2-14.4-17 . 0 
24- 30 10. 8-11.7-12.6 6.6- 9.4-12. 1 8. 5 9.4- 12. 7-14.4 8 .3- 13.3- 17. 6 
30- 36 8. 3- 10.0-12 .1 4.6- 7.5-10. 2 8. 6 8.7-12 . 3- 15-3 7 . 6-11.8-16. 4 
36-42 7. 8- 8. 3- 9.6 4.8- 6.5- 9. 0 7 . 5 8.4-11. 0- 12 , 9 7 .9-10.6- 16. 8 
42-48 7 . 3- 8.3- 9.7 5.2- 6. 5- 8. 3 7 . 2 8.2- 10. 9- 12.5 7 .7- 9.9-14. 8 
48-54 8. 4- 9.3- 10.4 4.7- 6. 5- 8. 2 6. 3 8.8- 10. 3-11.2 7 .7- 9.6- 12 . 4 
54. 60 6. 9- 8.5- 9.3 4.1- 6.5- 7 . 3 5. 3 7.3-10. 8-12 .7 7 .4- 9.2-13. 1 
^Source: Shaw et al. (1959) 
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Table 13. Moisture equivalent data of Minnesota Clarion, Nicollet 
and Webster soils^ 
Depth Clarion Depth Nicollet Depth Webster 
Horizon (in) clay loam (in) clay loam (in) clay loam 
A (upper) 0-5 26.1 0-5 28.3 0-4 30.4 
A (lower) 5-8 26.9 5-10 27.6 4-8 29.6 
B (upper) 14-20 25.7 19-25 24.8 14-17 27.4 
B (lower) 22-27 25.8 25-30 25.2 17-21 28.0 
C 36-43 23.5 39-45 23.8 30-35 30.8 
^Source: Arneman et al., (1958) 
Table 14. Field capacity volume percentage data of an Iowa Webster soil^ 
Depth Webster 
(in) clay loam 
ô 45.1 
12 38.7 
18 37.8 
24 37.8 
30 35.2 
36 33.8 
42 37.4 
48 40.0 
54 43.9 
60 43.3 
^Source: Shaw et al. (1959) 
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Table 15. Air porosity volume percentage data for Iowa Webster soils 
at field capacity 
Depth Webster^ Depth Webster^ 
(in) (in) clay loam 
3-9 7.2 12 10.0 
9-15 9.0 24 7.5 
15-21 5.0 36 . 5.0 
21-27 3.9 48 15.0 
50 16.0 
^Source: Nielsen et al. (1959) 
^Source; Nielsen et al. (1958) 
Table. 16. Hydraulic conductivity data (£t/day) for Iowa Webster soils^ 
Webster Webster Webster Webster 
Depth silty clay loam^ Depth silty clay loam^ Depth silty clay lonm*^ Depth silty clay ] oamC 
(ft) Low-Av.-High (in) Low-Av.-High (in) Low-Av.-High (in) Low-Av.-High 
2 42.8-51.5-60.4 24 9.84 24 2.4 
3 65.3-88.0-101.8 30 17.62 30 3.8 34-36 0.0-20.0-85.6 
4 90.1-107.3-130.7 32-36 14.4-24.9-36.4 20-36 7.5-13.3-23.2 
36 25.4 36 5.0 
42 24.8 42 5.2 
46 7.2-7.8-8.5 46 3.2-3.9-4.5 
a 
Source; Soil hydraulic conductivity of some Iowa soils (1950) 
^Piezometer Method: Story County, Iowa 
^Piezometer Method: Story County, Iowa 
dAuger Hole Method; Story County, Iowa 
^Undisturbed Core Method; Story County Iowa 
Tabic 16. (Continued) 
Depth 
(f t 
Webs ter 
silty loam^ 
Low-Av.-High 
Depth 
(in) 
Webs ter 
silty clay 
Low-Av.-High 
Dopth 
(ft) 
Webster 
silty clay 1oam& 
Low-Av.-High 
Depth 
(ft) 
Webster 
silty clay loam^ 
Low-Av.-High 
2 44.3-60.7-71.7 12-14^ 0.0-0.2-0.6 1.5 0.4 
3 67.8-77.3-95.0 2.5 0.3-3.1-11.8 3 0.1-0.55-1.1 
4 67.5-79.1-101.5 4-22 j 
16-20^ 
5.3-8.0-11.9 
3.0-8.7-14.2 
3.5 
4.5 
13.0-22.4-38.4 
3.2-17.0-32.3 
^Auger Hole Method: Hamilton County, Iowa 
g 
Piezometer Method: Webster County, Iowa 
^Auger Hole Method: Webster County, Iowa 
^Undisturbed Core Method: Hamilton County, Iowa 
JAuger Hole Method: Hamilton County, Iowa 
^Piezometer Method: Hamilton County, Iowa 
Table 17. Hydraulic conductivity data (ft/day) for Iowa Clarion, Webster and Nicollet soils 
Depth 
(ft) 
Clarion 
Horizontal 
Low-Av.-High 
loam® 
Vertical 
Low-Av.-High 
Depth 
(ft) 
Webster clay loam^ 
Horizontal Vertical Depth 
(ft) 
Webster^ 
1 4.8-5.4-5.6 4.0-4.8-5.8 1 3.8 3.6 0-2 8.8 
2 12.4-18.2-22.6 16.6-18.4-21.2 2 4.2 21.0 2-3.5 1.0 
3 3.2-7.0-11.2 13.0-18.2-23.4 3 1.2 7.2 3.5-5.0 3.8 
4 1.0-1.0-1.0 3.6-5.0-7.2 4 4.4 3.0 
5 0.4-0.6-0.8 1.2-1.8-2.6 5 0.4 1.2 
6 0.6-1.2-1.6 1.2-1.6-2.2 6 0-2 1,2 
Soil Low-Av.-High^ 
Clarion loam (0-3%) 16.6-19.4-22.4 
Clarion loam (3-7%) 10.8-14.4-23.4 
Nicollet 1 oam 8.2-11.8-15.8 
Webster silty clay 6.4-11.0-16.0 
to 
Ln 
Ln 
^Source: 
^Source: 
subsc ils. 
Klock (1963) - Core Method 
Rogowski et al. (1966) - Conductivities as high as 10.4 ft/day were found in the sandy 
"Source; Aldabagh (1968) - Composite vertical conductivity of top three feet 
